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COO.~ISSI<lJ Coo.ruNICATIOO" TO THE COt.Jt.TCIL 
1. In order to implement rapidly the provisions relating to trade and 
trade cooperation as well as the provisions of protocol n° 2, on financial 
cooperation, of the cooperation agreement between the European F£onomic 
Community and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, the Commis~ion 
transmits herewith : 
a) the draft Interim Agreement between the European Ebonomic Community 
and the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia concerning trade and 
trade cooperation; 
Protocol n° 1 on the products referred to in Article 2 of the 
Agreement, 
- Protocol n° 2 on the definition of the concept of "originating products" 
and methods of administrative cooperation; 
- Fourteen declarations and one exchange of letters which appear in the 
Final Act (see part I). 
b) The draft protocol between the European Economic Community and the 
Socj alid Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, on the advance implementation of 
Protocol n° 2, concerning financial cooperation to the Cooperation 
Agreement and the declaration which appearR in the Final Act (see part II). 
2. The dele[n.tj ons of the Community and of the Socialist Federal Pepublic 
of Y~Jgo:l:wia indicated their agreement on tho~e texts at the end of the 
nc.o;ot·i ;.tionr held in Bru:::;seh on 14 apri 1 1980. 
They acreed on the ~~arne date to enter in the minutes of the negotiationr: 
t•"'o declaration; rel atinr. to the interim agreement concerning trade and 
trade cooperation (see part III). 
.; ... 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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3. The Commission recommends that the Council approve the results of 
the n~otiations and that it initiate the procedures for the signature 
and conclusion of the interim agreement· and of the interim protocol. 
It transmits therefore to the Council a recommandation and a proposal 
for regulations concluding respectively the interim agreement and the 
interim protocol (see parts I and II). 
The signature of the interim agreement and of the interim protocol 
should take place as soon as possible in order to enable their entry into 
force on 1st July 1980. 
4. In addition th.e Commission transmits herewith a recommandation for 
a regulation on the safeguard measures provided for in the cooperation 
agreement and in the interim agreement, concerning trade aT'd trade 
cooperation, between the European Economic Community and the Socialist 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia; a recommandation for a regulation 
concluding the cooperation agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (see part IV) • 
COMMISSION 
OF THE 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
Madam, 
-···------------------------·---, -----------------------------------
Corq=L• t.io~ oi' th·: t1cr;oti'li:io:1C for the conclusion of the : 
- Interim Acremerct beh<cen the Europear. Economic Community and 
thn Socialid Federal Rep'..<blic of Yur:osl~wia, concerning' Trade 
ar.(~ Tr.J.ct? cooperaij on, and the 
- Interim protocol beiNecn the European Economic Community and 
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, on the advance 
implementation of Protocol n° 2 to the Cooperation Agreement .• 
• 
On 14 A}>1'l1 1 the Community Delegati on and the Yugoslav Delegati on, 
mcetine in Brussels to negotiate the interim Agreement between the Eltropean 
Economic Community and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, 
concernine Trade and Trade cooperation, together l'ri th its protocols, and the 
interim protocol beh1een the European Economic Community and the Socialist 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, on the advance implementation of Protocol 
n° 2 to the Cooperation Agreement, gave their agreement to the texts lirted 
belov;, which will be submitted to the two dclegations'authorities for their 
approval : 
~ 
Interim Agreement betl'leen the European Economic Communi t;v and the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, concerning Trade and Trade 
cooperat:i on, togeth~r with forteen declarations and 1 exchange of 
letters; 
Protocol n° 1 on the products referred to in Article 2 of the 
Agreement; 
-Protocol n° 2 on the definition of the concept of "originating 
products" and methods of administrative cooperation. 
Mrs. Milica ZIBERNA / 
•••• Deputy Federal Secretary 
for external trade 
Head of the Delegation of the 
Socialist Federal Republis of Yugosla·,da . ... .. 
Provisional address: Rue de Ia Loi 200. B-1 049 Brussels - Telephone 735 00 40/735 80 40 - Telegraphoc address. COMEU R Brussels 
Telex: "21877 COMEU B" 
• 
• 
• 
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Interim protocol bett-Jf)r:n the European ~conomi r. Corrmn:ni ty ar~·-1 
the SocialiE't Federa1 Rcpub1 ic of Yu{"or"1:lvin., or: ad.v11.nce 
implementation of protocol n° 2 to the cooper.1.tion n.r,recme~~t. 
together with 1 declar~tion. 
Please fine enclosed the French-1anguaee te:r.ts. The.. tE',-k "J~ th(' 
doc:tmcr.t:::- in the other ln.nrnaf"C'" vri 11 'he ir:-11ed after 1 cr;n.1 ~r:d lirwclidi ~ 
rcvld Cl'• 
I should be obliged if you v;oul d confirn that yo,, arc i r1 "l.f':!'CE!"'I:t.~ 
\·Ji th the contcr-h of tbi s 1 dtcr. 
Ple~:::e alr:o find cr.closecl the tc:(t of an eich:1Yf:C o-f' lf'+tr:n:: 
rcln.tine to the minute;; of the ner,o-tb.tions of the intt'rim n.rrecmE·nt 
conccrni nr; Trn.(~e ?.n(~ TrarlP cooperati o:. ... 
Plc:.: .. i-;c' accept, Madam , the as:·urancc of my higher-t conr·:i r:cra-ti m~. 
Roy DENMAN 
Director general 
Head of the 
Community Del eea ti or. 
Subject 
Sir, 
Completion of the negotiations for the conclusion of the : 
!nterim Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the Socialist Fede1~l Republic of Yugoslavia, concerning Trade 
and Trade cooperation, and the 
-Interim protocol between the European Economic Community and 
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, on the advance 
implementation of Protocol n° 2 to the Cooperation Agre~rnenta 
In your letter of 14 April 1980 you informed me as follows 
"On 14 April, the Community Delegation and the Yugosl~\' :Dc-:tegat:ion 1 
meeting in Brussels to negotiate the inteiim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, 
concerning Trade and Trade cooperation, together with its protocolsj and the 
interim protocol between the European Economic Community and the Socialist 
Federal Republic of Yugosla\~a, on the advance implementation of Protocol 
n° 2 to the Cooperation Agreement, gave their agreement to the texts listed 
belo,.r, wh1ch will be submitted to the two delegations'authorities for their 
approval : 
- Interim Agreement between the European Economic Community and the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, concerning Trade al"ld 
Trade cooperatjon, together with forteen declarations and 1 
m:chanr:e of 1 etters; 
Protocol n° 1 on the products referred to in Article 2 of the 
Protoc01 n° 2 on the definition of the concept of "originating 
products" and methods of administrati vc cooperation. 
Sir Roy DENMAN 
Director general 
Head of the Community Delegation 
I 
•I • • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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- Interim protocol between the European Economic Community and the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia., on advance implementation 
of protocol n° 2 to the cooperation agreement, together with 1 
declaration. 
Please find enclosed the French-la.ngua.ge texts. The texts of the 
documents in the other languages will be issued after legal and linguistic 
revision. 
I should be obliged if you would confinn that you are in agreement 
with the contents of this letter." 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of this letter and to 
confirm that my delegation is in agreement with the foregoing. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
Milica ZIBERNA 
Deputy Federal Secretary 
for external trade 
Head of the Delegation of the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
• 
p A R T I 
• 
• 
• 
COUNCIL REr.ULATION (EEC) 
conclurling the Interim Agreement 
between 
the European Economic Community 
and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
concerning trade and commercial cooperation 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 113 thereof, 
Having regard to the recommendation from the Commission, 
Whereas, pending the entry into force of the Cooperation Agreement signed 
in Belgrade on 2 April 1980, it is necessary to conclude 
the Interim Agreement between the European Economic Community and the Socialist 
Federative Republic of Yugoslavia concerning tra~e and commercial cooperation 
signed on the 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
The Interim Agreement between the European Economic Community and the 
Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia concerning trade and commercial 
cooperation, together with the declarations and the exchange of Letters 
annexed to the Final Act, are hereby approved on behalf of the Community. 
Thetexts of the Interim Agreement and of the Final Act are annexed to this 
Regulation. 
• • I • • 
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Article 2 
The President of the Council shall carry out, on behalf of the 
Community, the notification procedure provided for in Article 42 of the 
(1) Interim Agreement 
Article 3 
This ~egula tion shall enter into force on the third day following .its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety 
and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President 
- (1) h T e date of entry into force will be published in the Official 
Journal of the European Communities. 
• 
• 
• 
INTERIM AGREEMENT 
between the European Economic Community and the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia on trade 
and commercial cooperation 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
of the one part, and 
THE FEDERAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL OF THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA, 
of the other part, 
Whereas a Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was signed in Belgrade on 2 April 
1980; whereas this represents the resolve of the contracting parties to 
strengthen economic cooperation between the Community and its Member States, 
on the one hand, and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, a non-aligned, 
European, Mediterranean State and a member of the Group of seventy-seven develo-
ping countries, on the other hand; 
Whereas the object of the Cooperation Agreement in conformity with the Joint 
Declaration signed in Belgrade on 2 December 1976 is to strengthen, consoli-
date and diversify the relations established on the basis of the trade Agree-
ment signed on 26 Juni 1973 between the European Economic Community and the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, in particular taking account of their 
respective Levels of economic development with a view to fostering a better 
balance and an improvement in the structure of their trade and expanding its 
volume; 
Whereas its object is also to contribute to the attainment of the objectives of 
the Agreement signed at Osimo on 10 november 1975 by the Italian Republic and 
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and in particular the objectives 
contained in the Protocol on the free zone and in the Agreement on the promotion 
of economic cooperation between the two countries; 
•• • I • •• 
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Whereas the Cooperation Agreement is furhter intended to ensure a more solid 
foundation for cooperation between 
countries with differing Levels of economic developMent, in the framework of 
the international community's efforts to establish a more just and equitable 
economic order; 
Whereas it is necessary to take into account the signifiance of the new 
situation created by the enlargement of the Community for the organisation 
of more harmonious economic and trade relations between the Community and the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and to strengthen existing Links 
between neighbours; 
Whereas, pending the entry into force of the Cooperation Agreement, it is 
necessary to ensure continuity between the application of the trade Agreement 
and the application of the Cooperation Agreement, particularly in the sphere 
of trade and commercial cooperation; 
Whereas to that end it is necessary to implement as speedily as possible, by 
means of an Interim Agreement, certain provisions of the Cooperation Agreement 
relating to trade and to commercial cooperation; 
Whereas it is necessary to ensure that, pending the entry into force of the 
Cooperation Agreement and the establishment of the Cooperation Council, the 
Joint Commission set up by the trade Agreement can exerci~e the powers 
assigned by the Cooperation Agreement to the Cooperation Council with regard 
to commercial cooperation, which are required in order to implement the Interim 
Agreement, 
HAVE DECIDED to conclude this Agreement, and to this end have designated as 
their Plenipotentiaries: 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES: 
THE FEDERAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL OF THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA: 
• • • I ••• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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TITLE I 
TRADE 
Article 1 
In the field of trade, the object of this Agreement is to promote trade 
between the Contracting Parties, taking account of their respective levels of 
development and the need to ensure a better balance in their trade with a view 
to improving the conditions of access for Yugoslav products to the Community 
market. 
A. INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 
.. Ar .. t.-1 ... · c;,..1....;e ... 2 .. 
SUbject to the special provisions laid do\m in respect of certain products 
in this Title and in Pro"LN:ol n° 1, product.~; originating in Yugoslavb which are 
not listed in Annex II to the Treaty establishing the European Community 
or in Annex A to this Agreement shall be imported into the Community 
free of quantitative restrictions and measures having equivalent 
effect, and of customs duties and charges having equivalent effect. 
Article~ 
'lhe arrangements provided for in Article 1 of Protocol n° 7 to the Act 
concerning the conditions of accession and the adjustments to the 
Treaties of 22 January 1972, on imports of motor vehicles and the 
motor vehicle assembly industry in Ireland, shall apply to Yugoslavia for 
the period specified in the said Article.-
- 4 -
Article 4 
1. This Agreement shall ~ot affect the prov1s1ons of the 
Agreement concerning trade 1n textiles between Yugoslavia and the I 
Co~munity concluded 1n the framework of the Arrangement regarding 
International Trade 1n Textiles. 
2. No later than s1x months before the exp1ry of the abovemen-
tioned Agreement, the Contracting Parties shall determine the 
arrangements to be applied to textile products subsequently. 
Article 5 
1. Customs duties on imports into the Community of the products 
I isted below shal I be abolished in stages in accordance with the 
timetable set in paragraph 2. 
CCT heading 
number 
28.04 
28.20 
73.02 
81.04 
Description 
Hydrogen; rare gases ; other non-metals: 
A. Hydrogen 
B. Ra.re gases 
c. Other non-metals: 
I. Oxygen 
III. Tellurium and arsenic 
IV. Phosphorus 
v. Other 
Aluminium oxide and hydroxide; artificial corundum: 
A. Aluminium oxide and aluminium hydroxide 
Ferro-alloys: 
B. Ferro-aluminium, ferro-silica-aluminium and 
ferro-silico-rM.n~A.nn-A.1_ 1.1.!!linium 
E. Ferro-chromium and ferro-silica-chromium: 
II. Ferro-silica-chromium 
a. Other 
Other base metals, unwrOlJ8ht, and articles thereof; 
cermets, unwrought, and articles thereof: 
B. Cadmium: 
I. tJnwrought; waste am scrap 
• 
• 
• 
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2. 
!ilietable Rate of reduction 
<kl the date ~f entrt into force of the .Agreement ~ 
()1 1 J8ZlU&l'7 1982 ~ 
<kl 1 Ja.nuat7 1984 ' 1oo,( 
. . 
3. 'Dle basic duty to be. used for calculating the reductions provided 
for in pal'agraph 2 shall be that actually applied at any given time in 
respect of third countries. 
4• !his Article shall also· apply to the products listed in Annex IV to 
Protocol No 1 under the conditions laid down in that Proto~ol. 
Article .4 
Customs duties on imports into the Community of the products listed in 
.Annex :B shall be those indicated for each of them in that Annex. 
Article 7 
,., . 
1. For certain :prod.ucts which it considers to be sensitive, the Community 
reserves the right to call upon·' the Joif.'C Commission referred to in article 31 
to determine such special conditions for access to its market as may prove 
necessary. 
!he j o i nt Commission shall determine the conditions in question lil.thin 
a period not exceeding three months from the date of notification. Jailing 
a decision by the Cooperation Council within that period, the Community 
may take the necessary measures. However, such measures •1 not be wider 
in scope than those applicable in respect of the products in question 
pursuant to the provisions of Protocol Bo 1 UDder the conditions laid 
e down in that Protocol. 
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2. For the purposes of applying paragraph 1, the Contracting 
Parties shal I hold periodic exchanges of information in the Joint 
Commission before determining, if appropriate, special conditions 
for access by the products concerned to the respective markets of 
the Parties. The Contracting Parties shal I exchange information inj 
particular on trade flows and medium-and long term production and 
export forecasts. 
3. The Joint Commission shal I exam1ne periodically the measures 
taken under paragraph 1 to ascertain whether they are compatible 
with the objectives of the Agreement. 
B. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS 
Article 8 
Customs duties on imports into the Community of the products 
originating in Yugoslavia \~thich are ·I isted below shall be reduced· 
to the level indicated for each of them : 
CCT heading 
number 
01.01 
Description 
Live horses, asses, mules and 
hinnies : 
A. Horses 
II. For slaughter (a) 
Duty 
app I i cab I e 
1,6 % 
(a) Entry under·this subheading is subject to conditions to be 
determined by-the competent authorities. 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
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Description 
08.07 stone fruit, freshs 
c. Qlerriess 
ex I. IP.rom 1 ·- to 15 JUly 
- lOrello cherries 
ex II. Prca 16 JUly to 30 April 
- Jlorello cherries 
08.10 Pruit (Whether or not cooked), 
preserved b7 freezing, not containing 
added supr s 
08.11 
ex D. other: 
- lOrello cherries 
Jruit provisianall7preserved (for 
example, b7 sulphur dioxide ~~ in 
brine, in sulphur water or in other 
preservative solutiOl'lS), but \1D8uitable 
in that state for iaediate OOl'lSumption: 
ex E. others 
- lOrello cherries 
08.12 Pruit, dried, other than 1ihat falling 
within heading l'o 08.01, 08.02, 08.03, 
08.04or08.Q5: 
ex a. other: 
- lOrello cherries 
Seeds, fruit and spores, of a kiDd 
used for sowirlg: 
L other 
20.03 . Jruit preserved b7 freezing, containing 
added supr: 
ex A. With a sugar content exceeding 
131> 'b7 weight 
- lOrello cherries 
Daty 
applicable 
1~ with a 
ainimwa amount 
of 3 l!DA per 
100 kg net 
weight (a) 
12~ (a) 
6~ 
4~ 
4~ 
18~ + (L) 
(a) In aM.ition to the oa8t0118 d.ut7, a coantervailing charge is applicable 
· UDder certain oonditions. 
CCT heading 
number 
20.03 
(cont 1d) 
22.09 
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Description 
e.x B. other: 
- Morello cherries 
Spirits (other than those of heading 
No 22.08); liqueurs and other 
spirituous beverages; compound 
alcoholic preparations (know.n as 
"concentrated extracts") for the 
manufacture of beverages: 
c. Spirituous beverages: 
IV. Vodka with an alcoholic 
strength of 45·4%vol. or 
less and plum, pear or cherry 
spirit (excluding liqueurs), 
in containers holding: 
e.x a) TWo litres or less: 
- Plum spirit marketed under the 
name "Slivovica" accompanied by a 
certificate of authenticity to be drawn 
up by the competent authorities 
Da.ty 
applicable 
18% 
0.3 EUA per 
hl per% 
degree of 
alcohol + 
3 EUA per 
hl (a) 
(a) Within the limits of an annual Community tariff quota of 5 420 hectolitres. 
Article.9 
1. '!he treatment set out in the following paragraphs shall be applied to 
wine of fresh grapes falling within subheadings 22.05 ex C I a) and ex C II a) 
of the Common Customs Tariff originating in Yugoslavia and imported into the 
Community provided that, subject to the special provisions set out in this 
Article, the import prices of such products plus the customs duties actually 
levied are not less at any given time than the Community reference prices for 
such wine. 
2. For the wine referred to in paragraph 1 the customs dut;v on imports into 
the Community shall be reduced by 3o%within the limits of ~n annual• Community 
tariff quota of 12 000 hectolitres. 
•• 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
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3. 'lhe wines to which the ta:riff reduction provided for in paragraph 2 
applies shaLl be specified. b7 exchange of letters between the respective 
'authorities of the Contracting Parties after it has been ascertained that 
Yugoslav legislation on vine covered by a designation of origin is 
equivalent to the relevant COJEUnity legislation. 
Article 10 
1. For tobacco of the "Prylep" type falling within subheading 24.01 :B of the 
Common Customs Tariff, originating in and coming from Yugoslavia, customs 
duties shall be suspended at the rate of 7 "' ad valorem with a minimum amount 
of 13 ECU and a. maximum of 45 ECU par 100 kg.· 
2. The import treatment specified. in paragraph 1 shall be applied to tobacco 
of the "Prylep" type accompanied by a certificate of origin and of authenticity, 
within the limits of an annual C.omrnunity tariff quota of 1 500 tonnes • 
3. The respective competent authorities of the Contracting Parties nhall adopt 
by exchange of letters the provisions and procedures relating to the certificate 
of origin and authenticity referred to in paragraph 2. 
• 
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Article 11 
1. ~e amount of the levy on imports into the Community of the products 
defined in the list given in Annex C may not exceed: 
- 5% of the basic levy if it is ascertained that the Community market price 
is more than 104% of the guide price but not more than 106~ of that price; 
- 15~ of the basic levy if it is ascertained that the Community market price 
is more than 102~ of the guide price but not more than 104~ of that price; 
- 5<>% of the basic levy if it is ascertained that the Community mrket price 
is above the guide price but not more than 10~ of that price; 
- 75~ of the basic levy if it is ascertained that the Community market price 
is not less than 98~ of the guide price but not more than that price; 
- Bo% of the basic levy if it is ascertained that the Community market price 
is not less than 96% of the guide price but less than 98~ of that price; 
_ ~~ of the basic levy if it ~s ascerlained that. the Ooaauni ty marlcet price is 
not less than 90 f, of the guide price but less than 96 tfo of that price; 
- 90 fo of the basic levy if it is ascertained that the Community market price is 
less than 90 tfo of the guide price. 
•• 
• 
• 
•• 
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2.(a) !UgoslaVia shall supply the competent authorities of the Community 
with all relevant information on export prices, quantities and presentation 
ot the products exported (live animals, carcases, qu.ariers ). 
(b) Yugoslavia shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that the 
free-at-frontier offer p:rice, plus the customs duty and the reduced levy, 
remains equivalent to tpat resulting from application of the normal levy.· 
(c) To help stabilize the internal Community market, Yugoslavia shall 
maintain adequately phased deliveries and shall take all measures 
necessary to ensure a·balanced expansion ot its exports to the Community, 
in particular by exercising effective control over each consigrmaent by 
means of a document certifying that the goods originated in and came from 
Yugoslavia and correspond exactly to the descriptions in Annex c. 
'!he text ot that certificate shall be agreed between the competent 
authorities of the two Parties. 
e (d) '!he m'rall&ements tor implementing subparagraphs (a:), (b) and {c) 
shall be determined in the context ot t~e cooperation to be established 
between the competent authorities of Yugoslavia and the Community. 
• 
; 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l. 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
{e) '!he levy reductions shall apply only to a qaantity of 2 900 tonnes 
per month when the Community market price is less than 98% of ~he guide 
price. 
,: 
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Article 12 
1. Should specific rules be introduced as a result of implementation 
of its agricultural policy or modification of the existing rules, or 
should the provisions on the implementation of its agricultural policy 
be modified or expanded, the Community m~ modify the arrangements laid 
down in the Agreement in respect of the products concerned. 
In such cases the Community shall take appropriate account of the 
interests of Yugoslavia. 
2. If the Community, in applying paragraph 1, modifies the arrangements 
made by this Agreement for products covered by Annex II to the Treaty 
establishing the European Economic Community, it shall accord imports 
originating in Yugoslavia an advantage comparable to that provided for 
in this Agreement. 
3. Any modification of the arrangements made by this Agreement shall be 
the subject, at the request of the other Contracting Party, of 
consultations within the Joint Commission. 
C. COMMON PROVISIONS 
Article 1-3 
The products originating in Yugoslavia referred to in this Agreement 
may not enjoy more favourable treatment when imported into the Community 
than that applied by the Member States among themselves. 
Article 14 
In the field of trade Yugoslavia shall grant the Community treatment no 
less favourable than most-favoured-nation treatment. 
•• 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
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Article 15. 
This· Agreement shall not affect the application of the specific 
arrangements·governing the movement of goods ·laid down in frontier 
agreements previously concluded between one or more Member States 
.and Yugoslavia. 
Article ~16 
1. The Contracting Parties shall inform each other when this Agreement 
is signed of the provisions relating to the trade arrangements they 
apply. 
2. Yugoslavia shall be entitled to introduce into its trade 
arrangements with the Community new customs duties or charges having 
equivalent effect and new quantitative restrictions or measures 
having equivalent effect and to increase the duties or charges and 
the quantitative restrictions or measures having equivalent effect 
applied to products originating in or going to the Community, in so far 
as such measures are necessitated by Yugoslavia's industrialization 
and developnent. In accordance with the objectives of the Agreement, 
the measures selected by Yugoslavia shall be those which least harm 
the trade and economic interests of the Community. 
3. Yugoslavia shall infonn the Community of the measures in question ~o 
that appropriate 'discussions may be held on them at a suitable time. 
4. The Joint Co~mission . shall examine per~odically the measures 
taken by Yugoslavia under paragraph 2 • 
. ' 
Article 1] 
The concept of 'originating products' for the purposes of implementing 
Titles II and III and the methods of administrative cooperation relating 
thereto are laid down in Protocol No ? • 
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Article j8 
In the event of modifications to the nomenclature of the t t 
cus oms ariffs 
of the Contracting Parties affecting products referred to in this Agreement, L 
J~int Commi ssio~ m~ adapt the tariff nomenclature of these 
products to conform with such modifications, provided the real 
advantages resulting from this Agreement are maintained. 
Article 194" 
The Contracting Parties shall refrain from any measure or practice of 
an internal fiscal nature establishing, whether directly or indirectly, 
discrimination between the products of one Contracting Party and like 
products originating in the territory of the other Contracting Party. 
Products exported to the territory of one of the Contracting Parties 
m~ not benefit from the rep~ent of internal taxes in excess of the 
amount of direct or indirect taxes imposed upon them. 
Article ·.2Q 
P~ents relating to commercial transactions carried out in accordance 
with foreign trade and exchange regulations and the transfer of such 
p~ents to the Member State of the Community in which the creditor 
is resident or to Yugoslavia shall be free from any restrictions. 
,The Agreement shall not preclude prohibitions or restrictions on 
imports, exports or goods in transit justified on grounds of public 
morality, public policy or public security; the protection of health 
and life of humans, animals or plants; the protection of national 
treasures of artistic, historic or~haelogical value; the protection 
of industrial and commercial property, or rules relating to gold or 
silver. Such prohibitions or restrictions must not, however, 
constitute a means of arbitrar,y discrimination or a disguised restriction 
on trade between the Contracting Parties. 
I 
• • I •• 
•• 
• 
• 
•• 
I 
• 
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Article 22 
1. If one of the Contracting Parties finds that dumping is taking plaee in 
trade with the other Contracting Party, it mq take appropriate measures 
against this practice pursuant to the Agreement on illplementation of 
Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and 'l'rade, in accordance 
with the procedures laid down in Article 25. 
2. In the event of measures being taken against subsidies the Contracting 
Parties undertake to observe the provisions of the Agreement on the 
interpretation and application of Articles VI, XVI and XXIII of the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. 
Article 2,3_ 
If serious disturbances arise in any sector of the economy or if 
difficulties arise which might bring about a serious deterioration in 
the economic situation of a region, the Contracting Party concerned may 
take the necessary safeguard measures under the conditions and in 
accordance with the procedures laid down in Article 25. 
Article 24 
In the event of a Cont:t-acting Party subjecting imports of products 
liable to give rise to the difficulties referred to in Article 23 to an 
administrative procedure, the purpose of which is to provide rapid 
infomation on the trend of trade flows, it shall inform the other 
Contracting Party. 
1. In the· oases specified in Articles 22 and 23 before taking the 
measures provided for therein or, in oases to which paragraph 2 applies, 
as soon as possible, the Contracting Party in question shall su.pply 
the Joir.t Com1;-:-i sdon with all relevant infomation required for a 
thorough examination of the. situation,with a view to seeking a solution 
acceptable to the :Contracting Parties. Consultations shall take 
place in theJoint .Commiss~on before the Contracting Party concerned 
takes the appropriate measures, should the other cOntracting Party so 
request .• 
..1 •• 
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2. Where e:·ceptional circumstances requiring immediate action make 
prior examination impossible, the Contracting Party concerned may, 
in the situations specified in Articles 22 and 23, apply forthwith 
such precautionar.y measures as are strictly necessa.r.y to remedy the 
si tua.tion. 
3. In the selection of measures, priority must be given to those 
which least disturb the functioning of the Agreement. Such measures 
must not exceed the limits of what is strictly necessary to counteract 
the difficulties which have arisen. 
The safeguard measures shall be notified immediately to the 
Joint Commission which shall hold periodic consultations on 
them, particulaly with a view to their abolition as soon as 
circumstances permit. 
Article 26 
In the event of a sudden and very substantial worsening of the trade 
imbalance which is liable to jeopardize the smooth functioning of the 
Agreement, the Contracting Parties shall hold special consultations to 
examine the difficultes that have arisen, with a view to keeping the 
Agreement functioning as normally as possible. 
Article 2] 
Where one or more Member States of the Community or Yugoslavia is in 
serious difficulties or is seriously threatened with difficulties 
as regards its balance of p~ents, the Contracting Party concerned 
m~ take the necessary safeguard measures. In the selection of 
measures, priority must be given to those which least disturb the 
functioning of the Agreement. They shall be notified immediately 
to the other Contracting Party and shall be the subject of periodic 
consultations within the Joint Commission, particularly with a 
view to their abolition as soon as circumstances permit. 
a./ • • 
• 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
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TITLE II. 
Provisions relating to the free zone established 
by the Agreements signed at Osimo 
Article 2a 
In the impl~mentation of cooperation the Community 
and Yugoslavia shall give particular attention to activities 
which come within the scope of the Agreements signed 
at Osimo on 10 November 1975 by the Italian Republic and the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. 
In particular, as regards the list of proJects that are to 
receive financial assistance in the context of cooperation, the 
Contracting Parties shall take account of their mutual interest 
in attaining the objectives of the sa1d Agreements • 
Article29 ~ 
1. Without prej~ice to the possible application of the safeguard 
clause, the Community, within the framework of Cooununi ty provisions 
governing free zones, and Yugoslavia shall grant free access to their 
respective markets to products that have obtained originating status within 
the meaning of Protocol n° 2 in the said zone. 
2. They shall, in so far as possible, avoid applying to those products eouch 
measures as they might take pursuant to Article : 7, Article 16 or Protocol no 1. 
Article .;m 
For the purposes of the implementation of Articles 28 and 29 , the 
Community and Yugoslavia shall cooperate closely in the ·Joint cor.:.:li.ssion, 
. particularly in order to take stock of progress on projects 
for developing the zone, in accordance with the objectives of the 
Agreement signed at Osimo • 
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TITLE III 
GENERAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS 
· Article 31 
1. The trade Agreement signed between the European Economic Community and 
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia on 26 June 1973 shall be 
repealed upon the entry into force of this Agreement. 
2. However, the ~oint C~mmissibn set up by the trade Agreement shall perform 
the duties assigned to it by this Agreement until the Cooperation Council 
provided for in Article 48 of the Cooperation Agreement is established. · 
Article 32 
1. a) Insofar as is necessary for the attainment of the objectives of this 
•• 
Agreement, and in particular of Articles 7, 18 and 37 and Articles 25 and I 
29 of Protocol N° 2, the Joint Commission shall have power of decision. 
b) The decisions taken shall be binding on the Contracting Parties, which 
shall take such measures as are required to implement them. 
2. The Joint Commission shall act by mutual agreement between the Community 
on the one hand and Yugoslavia on the other. 
3. The consultations, exchanges of information and examinations provided for 
in Articles 7, 12, 16, 25, 26, 27, 33, 34, 35 and 36 and in the second 
su~par~graph of Article 2 (2) of Protocol N° 1 and Article 29 of Proto-
col N° 2 shall take place in the Joint Commission in accordance with the 
detailed arrangements laid down in the said Articles. 
4. The Contracting Parties shall communicate the measures taken pursuant 
to Articles 7, 25, 27 and 36 to the Joint Commission,which shall ensure 
the observance and proper functioning of the Agreement in accordance with 
the detailed arrangements Laid down in the said articles. 
5. The Cont~acting Parties shall provid~ the Joint Commission with all the 
information referred to in Article~ 25 and 36 and in the second subparagraph 
of article 1 (2) of Protocol N° 1. • 
•• 
• 
• 
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.Article 33 
Where, in the course of the exchang.es of information provided for in this 
Agreement, problem~ arise or seem likely to arise in the trade Cooperation 
field, consultations shall take pla~e between the Contracting Parties in 
the Joint Commission with a view to avoiding market dist~ubances in so 
far as possible. 
Article 34 · 
Either Contracting Party shall, if •o requested by the other Contracting 
Party, provide ~11 relevant informati~n on any agreements it concludes 
cor;.taining tariff or trade proVisions, and on any amendments to its customs 
tariff or external trade arrangements. 
Where such amendments .or agreements have a direct and specific impact 
on the functioning of the Agreement, appropriate consultations shall be 
held within the Joint Commission at the request of the other Contracting 
Par~ so that the interests of the Contracting Parties ~ be taken into 
consideration. 
Article 35 
1. When the Community concludes· an association or cooperation agTeement having 
a direct and s.pecific impact on the functioning of the Agreement appropriate 
consultations shall be held within the Joint Com~ission so that the 
Community ~ tak~ into consideration the interests· of the Contracting 
Parties as defined by this Agreement. 
2. In the event of a third State acceding to the Community, appropriate 
consultations shall be held ~~thin theJoi~t Commission .~so that the 
interests of the Con·tracting Parties as defined by this Agreement ~ be 
taken into consideration.· 
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Article 36_ 
1. The Contracting Parties shall take any general or specific measures 
required to fulfil their obligations under this Agreement. They shall 
see to it that the objectives of this Agreement are attained. 
2. If either Contracting Party considers that the other Contracting Party 
has failed to fulfil an obligation under this Agreement, it may take 
appropriate measures. Before so doing, it shall supply the Joint Commission 
with all relevant information required for a thorough examination 
of the situation with a view to seeking a solution acceptable to the 
Contracting Parties. 
In the selection of measures, priority must be given to those which least 
disturb the functioning of this Agreement. These measures shall be notified 
immediately to the Joi~t Commission, which shall hold consultations on them 
if the other Contracting Party so requests. 
Article 37~ 
1. Any dispute which arises between the Contracting Parties concerning 
the interpretation of this Agreement may be placed before the Joint 
Commission. 
2. If the Joi~t Commission fails to settle the dispute at its next 
meeting, either Party may notify the other of the appointment of an 
arbitrator; the other Party must then appoint a second arbitrator within 
two months. 
The Joint Commission shall appoint a third arbitrator. 
The decisions of the arbitrators shall be taken by majority vote. 
Each Party to the dispute must take the JDeasures required for the 
implementation of the arbitrators' decision. 
• •• I ••• 
•• 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
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Article 38 
In the fields covered by this Agreement 
- the arrangements applied by Yugoslavia in respect of the Community shall 
not give rise to any discrimination between the Member States, their 
nationals, or their companies or firms, 
the arrangements applied by the Community in respect of Yugoslavia shall 
not give rise to any discrimination between Yugoslavia nationals, 
companies or firms. 
Article 39 
Protocoles N°s 1 and·2, Annexes A, Band C and the declarations and the 
exchange of letters which appear in the Final Act shall form an integral part 
of this Agreement. 
Article 40 
This Agreement shall apply, on the one hand, to the territories in which the 
Treaty establishing the European Economic.Community is applied and under 
the conditions laid down in that Treaty and, on the other hand, to the 
territory of Yugoslavia. 
Article 41 
This Agreement is drawn u~ in duplicate in the Danish, Dutch, English,French, 
German, Italian and Serbo-Croat languages, each of these texts being 
equally authentic. 
Article 42 
1. This Agreement· shall be subject to approval in accordance with the 
Contracting Parties'own procedures; the Contracting Parties shall notify 
.each other that the procedures necessary to this end have been comple~ed. 
2. This Agreement shall enter into force on the first .day of the second 
month following the date on which the notifications provided for in 
paragraph 1 have been given. 
• • .I • • 
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- ' It shall be applicable until the entry into force of the Cooperation 
Ag~eemerit ~igned the 2 april 1980 ~nd, at the latest, 
until 30 june 1985. 
3. Either Contracting Party may denounce this Agr~ement by1 notifying 
the o~her~Contracting Party, This Agre~ment shall tease to apply six 
months ~fte~ the ~ate of such notification. 
Til bekr~ ftelse heraf har undertegnede befuldmzgtigede underskrevet 
denne int~rimsaftale. 
Zu Urkund dessen haben die unterzeichneten Bevollm~chtigten ihre 
Unterschriften unter dieses.Interimsabkommen gesetzt. 
In witness whereof, ·the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have affixed 
their signatures below this Interim Agreement. 
En foi de quoi,les pl~nipotentiaires soussignes ont·appos~ leurs 
signatures au bas du pr~sent accord int~rimaire. 
In tede di che, i plenipotenziari sottoscrit~i hanno ~pposto le loro 
firme in calce al presente accordo r~ovvisorio. 
/ 
Ten blijke waarvan de ondergetekende gevolmachtigden hun handteke-
ning.onder deze lnterimovereenkomst hebben gesteld. 
•• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
CCT 
headin~ 
number 
05.13 
13.02 
13.03 
14.01 
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ANNEX A 
concerning the products referred to in Article 2 
Description 
Horsehair and horsehair waste, whether or not put up on a layer or 
between two layers of other material: 
B: Other 
Ivo:cy, tortoise-shell horns, antlers, hooves, nails, claws and beaks, 
unworked or simply prepared bu.t not cut to shape, ans war-:te and powder 
of these products; whalebone and the like, unworked or simply prepared 
but not cut to shape, and hair and waste of these products 
- Ivo:cy, tortoise-shell, tortoise-hooves 
Natural sponges 
Shellac, seed lac, stick lac and other lacs; nat~al gums, resins, 
gum-resins and balsams: 
ex B: other 
- shellac, seed lac, stick lac and other lacs 
Vegetable saps and extracts; pectic substances, pectinates and 
pectates; agar-agar and other mucilages and thickeners, derived 
from ve~etable products: 
A: Vegetable saps and extracts: 
VI. Of hops 
· ex B. Pectic substances,pectinates and pectates: 
- Pectic substances and pectinates 
c. Agar-agar and other mucilages and thickeners, derived from 
vep;etabJ.e products 
Ver,etable materials of a kind used primarily for plaitin~ (for example, 
cereal straw, cleaned bleached or dyed, osier, reeds, rushes, rattans, 
bamboos, raffia and lime bark): 
heading 
number 
14.01 
(cont'd) 
ex 14.02 
15.05 
15.08 
17.02 
Description 
A. Osier 
II. Other 
B. Cereal straw, cleane~bleached or dyed 
ex C,: Other: 
- For example, bamboos, reeds and the like, rattans, rushes and 
the like, other than unworked or not further worked than split 
Vegetable ·materials, whether or. not put up on a layer or bet.ween two-. 
layers of other material, of a kind used primarily as stuffing or as 
padding (for example,. kapok, vegetable hair and eel-grass) 
-·Put up on a l~yer or between two layer& of other materia! 
Other : 
-Vegetable hair 
. ~-~~ : . . 
- Other than unworked 
Vegetable· pro~cts ·not elsewhere specified or included : 
- other than raw vegetable materials of a kind used for ~ing or 
tanning, hard seeds, pips, hulls and nuts, of a kind used for 
carving (for example, corozo and dom) 
- putup ona layer or between two l~ers of other material 
Wool grease and fatty substances· derived therefrom (including J anolin) 
Animal andvegetable oils; boiled, oxidised, dehydrated, suJpburised, 
blown or polymerised by heat in vacuum·or.in inert gas, or otherwise 
modified 
Glycerol and glyoerol' lyes 
Spermaceti, crude, pressed or refined, whether or not coloured; beeswax 
and other insect waxes, whether or not coloured: 
Vegetable waxes, whether o~_not coloured: 
B. Other 
Other· sugars· in solid form; sugar syrups, not conta.ininR added flavouring 
or colouring matter; artificial honey, whether or not mixed with natural 
honey; cararne 1: 
A. Lactose and lactose syrup: 
I. Containing, in the dry st.ate, 9~-- or more by weight of the pure 
product. 
B. Glucose and glucose syrup: 
I. Containing, in the dry state, 99.% ·or mor~ by weight of the_ pure 
product· 
• 
• 
CCT 
headinr-
number 
18.03 
1 'l.04 
113.05 
21.02 
21 .03 
21.04 
21.05 
21.06 
Description 
Cocao paste {in bulk or in block), whether or not defatted 
Cocoa butter {fat or oil) 
Cocoa powder, unsweetened 
Malt extract; preparations of flour, meal, starch or malt extract, of a 
kind used as infant food or for dietetic or culinary purposes, containing 
less than 5o% by weight of cocoa 
Macaroni, spaghetti and similar products 
Tapioca and sago; tapioca and sago substitutes obtained from potato or 
other starches 
Bread, ships' biscuits and other ordinary bakers' wares, not containing 
added sugar, honey, eggs, fats, cheese or fruit; communion wafers, cache~ 
of a kind suitable for pharmaceutical use, sealing wafers, rice paper 
and similar products 
Pastry, biscuits, oakes and other fine bakers' wares, whether or not 
containing cocoa in any proportion 
Extracts, essences or concentrates, of coffee, tea or mat' and 
preparations with a basis of those extracts, essences or concentrates; 
roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes and extracts, 
essences and concentrates thereof 
Mustard flour and prepared mustard 
Sauces; mixed condiments and mixed seasonings 
B. Sauces with .a basis of tomato puree 
C. Other 
Soups and broths, in liquid, solid or powder form; homogenised composite 
food preparations 
Natural yeasts {active or inactive); prepared baking powders: 
B. Inactive natural yeasts: 
I. In tablet, cube or similar form, or in immediate packings of a net 
capacity of 1 kg or less 
II.Other 
C. Prepared baking powders 
CCT 
heading 
number 
21 .07 
22.02 
22.03 
22.06 
22.08 
ex 22.09 
22.10 
24.02 
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Description 
Food preparations not elsewhere specified or included: 
F. Flavoured or coloured sugar syrups 
G. Other: 
I. Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1.5% by weight of 
such fats: 
a) Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of 
sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as ~ucrose): 
ex 1. Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by 
weight of starch: 
excluding protein hydrolysates, autolysed yeast 
and cabbage palm terminal buds 
Lemonade, flavoured spa waters and flavoured aerated waters, and other 
non-alcoholic beverages, not including fruit and vegetable juices 
falling within heading No 20.07 
Beer made from malt 
Vermouths, and other wines of fresh grapes flavoured with aromatic 
extracts 
0 . 
Ethyl alcohol or neutral spirits, undenatured, of a strength of 80 vol or 
higher;denatured spirits (including ethyl alcohol and neutral spirits) 
of any strength 
Spirits (other than those of heading No 22.08); liqueurs and other 
spirituous beverages; compound alcoholic prepatations (known as 
"concentrated extracts") for the llanufacture of beverages: 
- excluding plum spirit marketed under the name "Slivovica" 
Vinegar andsubstitutes for vinegar 
Manufactured tobacco; tobacco extracts and essences 
Acyclic alcohols and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or 
nitrosated derivatives 
Casein, caseinates and other casein derivatives; casein glues: 
A. Casein 
C. Other 
• 
4 
• 
• 
• 
CCT 
heading 
number 
38.12 
38.19 
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Descr.iption 
Albumins, albuminates and other albumin derivatives: 
A. Albumins: 
II. Other 
a) Oval bum in and lac tal bum in 
Dextrine and dextrin glues; soluble or roasted starches; starch glues 
Prepared glazings, prepared dressings and prepared mordants, 
of a kind used in the textile, paper, leather or like industries 
A. Prepared glazings and prepared dressings : 
I. With a basis of amylaceous substances, containing by weight 
of those substances 
T. D-Glucitol <sorbitol) other than that falling within subheading 
29.04 C III • 
COT 
heading 
nwnber 
17.04 
. 18.06 
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ANNEX 8 
Concerning the tariff arrangements and rules applicable to certain 
goods resulting from the processing of agricultural products referred 
to in Article 6 
Description 
Fatty acids; acid oils from refining; fatty alcohols: 
A. Stearic acid 
B~ Oleic acid 
Do Fatty alcohols 
Sugar confectionery, not containing cocoa: 
A. Liquorice extract containing more than 1Q% by 
weight of sucrose but not containing other added 
substances · 
B. Chewing gwn containing by wei~ht of sucrose 
(including invert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
C. White chocolate 
D. Other 
Chocolate and other food preparations containing 
coooa: 
A. Cocoa powder, not otherwise sweetened than by 
the addition of sucrose, containing by weight 
of sucrose 
B. Ice-cream (not including ice-cream powder) and 
other ices 
C. Chocolate and chocolate goods, whether or not 
filled? s~ confectionery and substitutes 
therefor made from sugar substitution products, 
containing cocoa 
D. Other. 
I. Containing no milkfats or containing less 
than 1.5% by weight of such fats 
a) In immediate packings of a net capacity 
of 500 g or less 
Duty 
applicable 
vc with a max of 
23% 
(vc .with a max ·or. 
(27% + ads 
(vc with a max of (27% + ads 
VC 
(vc with a max of 
(2'"fl, + ads 
(vc with a max of 
(27% + ads 
(ve with a ma.x of (27% + ads 
COT 
heading 
number 
18.06 
(cont'd) 
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Description 
D. I. b) Other 
- In immediate packincc of a net capacity of 
Duty 
,applicable 
ll 
more than 500 g but not more than 1 kg vc 
- In immediate packings ·of a net capacity of 
more than 1 ke 6/o + vc 
~ II. Containing by weight of milkfats: 1 
iJ 
a) 165% or more but not more than 6.5%~ ~ 
1 V In immediate packinga of a nat capa.ci ty /j(~c YAi th a :ma..x of 
of 500 g or less ~ 27% ..;r ad<Z 
2~ Other~ ~~ 
- In immediate packinga of a net capacity vo 
of more than 500 g but not more than 1 
-In immediate pa.ckinga of a net capacity; 8% ,vc 
of more than 1 kg · 
b) l!ore than 6.5~ but less than 2~: 
1. In.immediate packings of a net capacity of vc 
500 g or less 
2. Other: 
- In immediate packings of a net capacity 
of more than 500 g but not more tha:n. 1 kg~:. vc 
- In immediate packings of a n&~ oapao1ty 
of more than 1 kg · fJ!, '*" vc 
c) 26% or more: 
1. In immediate paokings of a net capacity of ·vc 
500 g or less 
2. Other: 
- In immediate paokings of a net capacity 
of more than 500 g but not more than 1 kg vo 
- In immediate packings of a net capacity 
of more· than 1 _kg (]/, + vc 
CCT 
heading 
number 
21 .06 
21.07 
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Description 
Prepared foods obtained by the swelling or roastinr, of 
cereals or cereal products (puffed rice, corn flakes 
and similar pro duets) 
Natural yeasts (active or inactive); prepared baking 
powders: 
A. Active ~atural yeasts: 
I. Culture yeast 
II. Bal~ers 1 yeast 
III. Other 
Food preparations not elsewhere specified or included: 
A. Cereals in grain or ear form, pre-cooked or other-
Duty 
.applicable 
vc 
vc 
wise prepared vc 
B. Ravioli, macaroni, spaghetti and similar products, 
not stuffed, cooked; the foregoinG preparations, 
stuffed, whether or not cooked vc 
C. Ice-cream (not including ice-ere~~ powder) and 
other ices vc 
D. Prepared yoghourt; prepared milk, im powder form, 
for use as infants' food or for dietetic or 
culinary purposes 
E. Cheese fondues 
G. Other 
I. Containing no milkfats or containing less than 
1.5% by weight of such fats: 
a) Containing no sucrose or containing less than 
5%: by weight of sucrose (including 1nvert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
ex 1. Containing no starch or containin6 less 
than 5~ by weight of starch 
VC 
vc with a max of 
25 EUA per 100 kg 
net 
protein hydrolysates, autolysed 
yeast 6% 
cabbage palm terminal buds 9% 
• 
• 
• 
• 
CC'l' 
heading 
number 
21.07 
{cont'd) 
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Description 
G.I. a) 2. Containing byweight of starch: 
aa) 5'/o ar more but less than 3~ 
bb) 32'/o or more but less than 45'/o 
cc) 45'/o or more 
b) Containing 'JI, or more but less than 1 5'fo by 
weight of sucrose {including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
Duty 
applicable 
vc 
VC 
vc 
than 5'/o by weight of starch vc 
2. Containing by weight of starch: 
aa) 'Jfo or more but less than 32'/o 
bb) 3~ or more but less than 4~. 
cc) 4~. or more 
c) Containing 1 ljfo · or more but less than 3o% by 
weieht of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
vc 
VC 
vc 
than r:f/o · by weight of starch vc 
2. Containinr~ by \'Ieight of starch: 
aa) 'Jio or more but less than 32'/o. 
bb) 32'/o or more but less than 4'Jfo. · 
cc) 4~ or more 
d) Containing 3CYI> or more but less than 5C!/o by 
weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containin~ no starch or containing less 
vc 
VC 
VC 
than 5'fo . by \-Ieight of starch vc 
COT 
heading 
number 
21-.07 
(oont'd) 
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Description 
G.I. d) 2. Containing by weight of staroh: 
aa) 5~ · or more but less than 32~ 
bb) 32~ or more 
e) . Containing 50~ · or mor.e but less than 85~ 
by weight of sucrose {including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
Duty 
a.pplioa.ble 
VC 
VC 
than 5~ by weight of starch vc. 
2~ Other vc 
f) Containing 85~ oi ·more by l;J·aighi ~,f sucr-ose 
(includi~g invert sus~ expreesed as sucrose) vc 
II. Contaiuing 1.5% or more but less than 6~ by 
weight of milkfats~ 
a.) Containing no suorcsa or co;:1-.:;a.ining less than 
5% by weight of sucrose (ih~luding invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose)~ 
1. Containing no starch or containing leas 
than 5~ by weight o~ starch vc 
2. Containing by weight of starch: 
aa) 5% or more but less than 32~ 
bb) 32~ or more but less than 45% 
oc) 45% or more 
b) Containing 5% or more but less than 15% by 
weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
VC 
VC 
VC 
1~ Containing no starch or containing less 
than 5% by weight of starch vc 
2. Containing by weight of starch: 
aa) 5% or more but less than 32% 
bb) 32% or more 
VC 
VC 
• 
• 
CCT 
headine-
number 
21.07 
(cont'd) 
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Description Duty 
- applicable 
G.II. c) Containing 15% or more but less than 30% 
by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
than 5% by weight of starch vc 
2. Containing by weight of starch= vc 
aa) 5% or more but less than 32% vc 
bb) 32% or more vc 
d) Containing 30% or more but less than 50% 
by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing 
leas than 5% by weight of starch vc 
2. Other vc 
e) Containing 50% or more by weight of sucrose 
(including invert sugar expressed as sucros~ vc 
III. Containing 6%) or more but less than 12% ·by 
weight of milkfats: 
a) Containing no sucrose or containing less 
than 5% by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar ex·pressed as sucrose) : 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
than 5% by weight of starch vc 
2. Containing by weight of starch: 
aa) 5% or more but less than 32% 
bb) 32% . or more 
b) Containing 5% or more but less than 15% 
by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
vc 
VC 
than 5% by weight of starch vc 
CCT 
heading 
number 
21.07 
(cont'd) 
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Description 
G.III. b) 2. Other 
c) Containing 1~ or more but less than 3~ 
by weight of sucrose (includinG invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
Duty 
applicable 
vc 
than ~ by weight of starch vc 
2. Other vc 
d) Containing 3~ or more but less than 5o% 
by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
than 5% by weight of starch vc 
2. Other vc 
e) Containing 50% or more by weight of sucros 
(including invert sugar expressed as sucros vc 
IV. Containing 12% or more but less than 18% by 
weight of milkfats: 
a) Containing no sucrose or containing less 
than 5% by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
than 5% by weight of starch vc 
2. Other vc 
b) Containing~ or more but less than 1~ 
by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
than 5~ by weight of starch vc 
2. Other vc 
c) Containing 15% or more by weight of sucros 
(including invert sugar expressed as vc 
sucrose) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
COT 
heading 
number 
21.07 
{cont'd) 
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Description 
G. V. Containing 1 ~ or more but less than 2(J/, by 
weight of milkfats: 
a) Containing no sucrose or containing less than 
~ by weight of sucrose {included invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
Duty 
applicable 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
than 1,t by weight of starch vc 
2. Other vc 
b) Containing 5% or more by weight of sucrose 
{including invert sugar expressed as sucrose) vc 
VI. Containing 26% or more but less than 4~ by 
weight of milkfats: 
a) Containing no sucrose or containing less than 
5% by weight of sucrose {including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
than 5% by weight of starch: 
- In immediate packings of a net capacity 
of 1 kg or less vc 
2. Other: 
- In immediate packings of a net capacity 
of 1 kg or less vc 
- Other (J/, + VC 
b) Containing r;fo or more but less than 2~ · by 
weight of sucrose {including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less .
1 
than ~ by weight of starch 
- In immediate packings of a net capacity · 
of 1 kg or less vc 
- Other (}/, + VC 
2. Other 
- In immediate paokings of a net capacity 
of 1 kg or less vc-
- Other ffl, + VC 
=~----+~~~~-~-~----------------~-......-~~~= ~--~~------
{~Ci 
~1®1':di;;,g 
number 
21.07 
(oont'd) 
G. VI. c) Containing 2~ or more by weight of sucros 
(including invert sugar expressed as sucros 
- In immediate packings of a net capacity 
of 1 kg or less 
- Other 
VII. Containing 45% or more but less than 65% 
by weight of milkfats: 
a) Containing no sucrose or containing less 
than 5% by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
than 5% · by weight of starch 
- In immediate packings of a net capaci-
Duty 
applicable 
vo 
6% + vc 
ty of 1 kg or less vc 
-~~ ~+~ 
2. Other 
- In immediate packings of a net capaci-
ty of 1 kg or less vc 
-M~r ~ +~ 
b) Containing 5% or more by weight of sucrose 
(includinr, invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
than 5%. by weight of starch 
- In immediate packings of a net capaci-
ty of 1 kg or less vc 
- Other 6'% + vc 
2. Other 
- In immediate packincD of a net capaci-
ty of 1 kg or less vc 
- Other 6% + vc 
VIII. Containing 65% or more but less than 85% 
by weight of milkfats: 
a) Containing no sucrose or containing less 
than 5% by weight of sucrose (includinf 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
- In immediate packings of a net capacity 
of 1 kg or less 
- Other 
VC 
6% + VC 
• 
• 
• 
• 
COT 
heading 
number 
21.07 
(cont'd) 
~ 3? -
DescriJ>~ion 
G.VIII. b) Other 
- In immediate packings of a net capacity 
of 1 kg or less 
- Other 
IX. Containing 8~ or more by weight of 
milkfats 
- In immediate packings of a net capacity 
of 1 kg or more 
- Other 
Duty 
applicable 
VC 
(f{o + VC 
VC 
fJ1, + vc 
CCT 
headint: 
nU'nber 
02.01 
- "'2· .. -
ANNEX C 
concerning the products referred to in Article 11 
Description 
Live animals of the bovine species: 
A. Domestic species: 
II. Other: 
a) Not yet having any permanent teeth, of a weight of not less 
than 350 ke but not more than 450 k~, in the case of male 
animals, or of not less than 320 kg but not more than 420 kc 
in the case of female animals (a) 
Meat and edible offals of the animals falling within heading No 01.01, 
01.02. 01.03 or 01.04, fresh, chilled or frozen: 
A. Meat: 
II. Of bovine animals: 
a) Fresh or chilled 
1. Carcases, half-carcases or "compensated" quarters: 
aa) Carcases of a weight of not less than 180 kg but not more 
than 270 kg and half-carcases or "compensated" quarters, 
of a weight of not less than 90 kg but not more than 135kg 
with a lov1 degree of ossification of the cartilaees (more 
especially those of the symphysis pubis and the vertebral 
apophyses), the meat of which is of a light pink colour 
and the fat of which, of extremely fine structure, is 
white to light yellow in colour (a) 
2. Separated or unseparated forequarters: 
aa) Separated fonquarters of a weight of not less than 45 kg 
but not more than 68 kg, with a low degree of ossification 
of the cartilaees (more especially those of the vertebral 
apophyses), the meat of which is of a light pink colour 
and the fat of which, of extremely fine structure, is 
white to light yellow in colour (a) 
(a) Entry under this subheading is subject to conditions to be determined by the competent 
authorities. 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
CCT 
headine 
number 
02.01 
(cont'd) 
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ne·scription 
A. II.a) 3. Separated or unseparated hindquarters: 
aa) Separated hindquarters of a weight of not less than 45 kg 
but not more than 68 kg (not less than 38 k~ but not more 
than 61 kg in the case of "Pistola" cuts), with a low 
degree of ossification of the cartilages (more 
especially those of the vertebral apophyses), the meat 
of "Which is of a light pink colour and the fat of 
"Which, of extremely fine structure, is white to light 
yellow in colour (a) 
(a) Entry under this subheading is subject to conditions to be determined by the competent 
authorities • 
on the products referred to in Article 2 
Article 1 
1e Imports of the produote specified in Annexes I, II, III and rv·ahall 
be subject to annual ceilings above which the customs duties actually 
applied in respect of third countries may be reintroduced in accordance 
with the provisions of the following paragraphs, the ceilings .fixed for 
the year of entry into fo.rce of the Agreement being indicated against 
each product~ 
·~ ·~ Once the ceiling set for imports of a product is reached, the customs 
duties referred to in paragraph 1 may be reintroduced in respect of· 
imports of the product in question until the end of the calendar year. 
When imports into the Commundty of a product subject to a ceiling reach 
75% of the amount laid down,the Community shall inform the Joint Commission 
referred to in Article 31. 
3. If, during two consecutive years, imports of a product subject to a 
ceiling have been less than 80% of the amount laid down, the Community 
may suspend the ceiling in question. 
4• As from the second year following the entry into force of the 
Agreement, the amounts of the ceilings given in Annexes I to IV shall 
be increased annually by 5%, except for those specified in Annex II A, 
for which the rate of increase in the amounts of the ceiltngs shall be 
the same as for the voluntary restraint levels set for the same product 
under the Agreement on trade in textiles between Yugoslavia and the 
Community concluded in the framework of the Arrangement regarding 
International Trade. in Textiles. 
In the event of short-term difficulties, however, the Community reserves 
the right to extend for a period of one year the ceiling or ceilings set 
for the preceding year. 
•• 
• 
• 
Article 2 
1. The Community reserves the right to modify the arrangements 
applicable to the products specified in Annex III: 
- upon adoption of a common definition of origin for petroleum products 
from third States or associated countries, 
- upon adoption of decisions under a common commercial policy, or 
- upon establishment of a common energy policy. 
2. In that event the Community shall ensure that imports of these 
products will enjoy advantages equivalent to those provided for in 
this Agreement. 
Consultations on the measures taken in implementation of this 
paragraph may be held within the Joint Commission at the request of 
the other Party. 
3. Subject to paragraph 1, the Agreement shall not affect the non-tariff 
rules applied to imports of petroleum products • 
CCT 
heading 
number 
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ANNEX I 
Concerning certain industrial products 
Description 
Ceiling 
(tonnes) 
31.02 (l) Mineral or chemical fertilisers, nitrogenous : 
(1) 
31.05 
40.11 
B. Urea containing more than 45 ~by weight of nitrogen on 
the dry anhydrouF product 2 000 
c. Other 18 000 
Other fertilisers; goods of the present Chapter in tablets 
lozenges and similar forms or in packings of a gross 
weight not exceeding 10 kg, 30 000 
Regenerated cellulose; cellulose nitrate, cellulose 
acetate and other cellulose esters, cellulose ethers and 
other chemical derivative~ of cellulose, plasticised or 
not (for example, collodions, celluloid); vulcanised fibre 
B. Other : 
I. Regenerated cellulose : 
II. Cellulose nitrates : 
Rubber t;yres, tyre cases, interchangeable tyre treads, 
inner tubes and t;yre flaps, for -..rheels of all kinds : 
B. Other : 
II. Other : 
- Of the kind u~ed on bicycles, cycles with 
auxiliary motor, motor-cycles or motor-scooters; 
tyre flaps (separately consigned); tyre cases 
with sewn-in inner tubes, for racing bicycles 
- Other 
1 000 
5~ 
2 000 
2800 
(I) YugoslaVia may not export to Italy quantities exceeding those bound 
under the GATT. 
•• 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
CCT 
h·:..:ding 
number 
42.03 
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Description 
Articlen of apparel and clothine accc:;or.ories, of leather 
or of composition leather 
A. Articles of apparel 
B. Gloves, includingmitter.r, and mitts 
II. Special, for sports 
III. Other 
c. other clothing accessories 
44.15. Plywood, blackboard, laminboard, battenboard and similar 
laminated wood products {including veneered panels and 
cheets); inlaid wood and wood marquetry 
44.18 Reconstituted wood, being wood shavings, wood chips, 
sa1rzdust, wood four or other ligneous waste agglomerated 
with natural or artificial resins or other organic binding 
Ceilinp: 
{tonnes) 
250 
substances, in sheets, blocks or the like , 22 000 
Footwear with outer soles and uppers of rubber or artifi-
cial plastic material 
Footwear with outer soles of leather or composi tiori leathei 
footwear (other than footwear falling within heading 
N° 64.01) with outer soles of'rubber or artificial plastic 
material : 
A. Footwear with uppers of leather 
B. other 
340 
400 
138 
- 44 -
-----.,..------------------------·--·· .. ---····------- ······•· .. ·-·· 
CCT 
heading 
number 
Description Ceiling j 
(tonnes) 1 
·j 
~------~----------------------------~~--~--~-------1 
70.05 
70.14 
74.04 
76.02 
Unworked dralm or blown glass (including· flashed glas~), 
in rectangles · 
Illuminating glas~ware, ·signaling glas~re and optical 
elements of glass, not optically worked nor of optical 
glass : 
A. Articles for electrical lighting fittings : 
II. Other (for example, diffusers, ceiling· lights, 
4 000 
bowls , cups , lam-shades , gl ob_es , tulip-shaped piece ) 1 500 
Tubes and pipes and 'blanks therefor, or iron (other than 
of oast iron ) or steel, excluding high-pressure hydro-
electric conduits. 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of copper 
Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, of copper; hollow , 
bars of copper 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes and seotions,of 
a.l umi ni um; wire 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of aluminium 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of zinc, .zinc foil; zinc 
powders and flakes : 
Electrical goods of the following descriptions : generator 
motors, converters (rotary or statio), transfomers, 
rectifiers, and rectifiers and reotifiyingapparatus, 
inductors : 
B. Other machines and apparatus : 
1. Generators, motors (whether or not equipped with 
speed redueint, changing or step-up gear) and rotary 
converters 
c. Parts 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
Insulated (including enamelled or anodises) electric wire I 
cable, bars, strip and the like (including co-axial cable)· 
whether or not fitted with connectors 
B. Other 
8 000 
600 
1 650 
1 000 
2200 
1900 
2 750 
1200 
1600 
. 
I t·· CC'!' heading nUJ1lber 
~ 
85.25 
-87.10 
87.14 
94~o~Ol 
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Description 
Insulators of any material 
Cycles (including d~li very tricycles), bot mtitori&~ 
Other vehicles (including ·trailers), not maohanioally 
propelled, and parts thereof ; 
B. Trailers and semi-trailers 
!.I .. other 
Chairs and other seats (other than those falling Within 
leading N° 94.,02), whether or not convertible into; beds, 
and parts thereof : 
B. Other 
ex II. Other : 
- excluding seats specially.; desi~ed for motor 
vehicles 
Other furniture and parts thereof : 
I 
Ceiling 
(tonnes) 
1500 
5 00{) 
4400 
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ANNEX II 
Concerning certain textile products 
~-------T-----------------r----------------·-------------T-------~---------; 
Catec;or.} 
of 
productc 
COT 
heading 
number 
Dascrirtion Unit Ceilinr,s 
1990 
t-----t--------·-t-·-~,·--·------·-·----+----+------1 
Cotton yarn, not put up for retail 
sale tonnes 3 747 
2 55.09 Otl>er woven fabrics of cotton tonnes 4 5901 
Woven fabrics of synthetic textile 
fibres (discontinuous or waste) tonnes 359 
3 56.07 A 
1-----1---------+------------"--1----+-------t 
4 
5 
6 
60.0<'1 
B I 
II a) 
b) 
c) 
IV b) 1 aa) 
dd) 
2 ee) 
d) 1 aa) 
dd) 
2 dd) 
60.05 
A I 
II b) 
61 .01 
B V d) 1 
2 
3 
e) 1 
2 
3 
4 bb) 
11 aaa) 
bbb) 
ccc) 
ddd) 
22 bbb) 
ccc) 
ddd) 
et!ej 
61 .02 
BIIe)6aa) 
bb) 
cc) 
Shirts, T-shirts, li,c::htweight fine 1000 p. 
knit roll, polo or turtle neckerl 
jumpers and pullovers, undervests 
and the like, knitted or crocheted, 
not elastic or rubberized, other 
thru1 babies' garments, of cotton or 
synthetic textiJe fibres; T-shirts 
and lightwei~ht fine knit roll, pole 
or turtle necked jumpers and pull-
overs of regeneruted textile fibres, 
other than babies' garments 
Jerseys, pullovers, slip-over.s, 
\vaistcoats, tl-linsets, cardi13'a.'1S 1 
bed-jackets and junpers, knitted or 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized 
of wool, of cotton or of man-made 
fibres 
1000 p. 
]\len's and boys' lvoven breeches, 1000 p. 
shorts and trousers (including· 
slacks); women's, girls' and infant 1 
woven trousers and slacks of wool, 
of cotton or of man-made fibres 
1 Of Nhich other than unbleached or bleached maximu:n 1 5%. 
1 134 
275 
163 
•• 
• 
• 
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•• 
Cateror.J CCT 
of heo.din,r; Description Unit Ceilinr.& 
product~ number 1$1~0 
'1 60.05 Blouses and shirt-blouses, knitted '1000 p. 96 I 
A II'b) II aa) 22 crocl1eted (not elastic or rubberized '1 
33 or ~•oven, for wo!.len, {:'irls and 
44 .infants, of \-:ool, of cotton or of 
55 !llan-r::lade .fibres 
61.02 
B II e) 7 bb~ 
cc 
dd) 
8 61.03 A I>!:en' s and boys' shirts, woven, of 1000 p. 619 
wool, of cotton or of man-made 
fibres 
9 55.08 Woven cotton terry fabrics; toilet tonnes 202 
62.02 and kitchen linen of \'lOVen cotton 
B. III a) 1 terry fabrics 
12 60.03 Stockings, under stockings, socks, 1000 1 288 
A ankle-socks, sockettes and the like, pairs 
• 
B I knitted or crocheted, not elastic 
II b) or rubberized, other than women•s 
c stockings of synthetic textile 
D fibres 
15 B 61.02 1-lomen.'s, girls' and infants' woven 1000 p. 138 
B II e) 
1 aal overcoats, raincoats and other bb coats, cloaks and capes, jackets and 
cc blazers, ·other than garments of 
2 aa~ category 1 5 A (of impregnated, • bb coated~ covered or laminated woven 
co) fabric , of \'1001, of cotton or of 
man-made fibres 
• 
CateeorJ 
of 
product::: 
CCT 
heading 
number 
16" ' 61.01 
18 
B V c) 1 
2 
3 
61.03 
1i ,B 
- 48 ~ 
Description Unit 
Men's and boys 1 woven suits (in- 1 000 ;P• · 
cl uding oo-ordinat e suits consisting 
of two or three pieces, which are 
ordered, packed, oonsi~ed and 
·normally sold together) of wool' of 
cotton or of m~ade textile fibres 
excluding Ski-suits 
Men•s and boys'· woven Wldergarments tonnes 
other than shirts, of wool, of .. 
cotton or of man-made textile fibres 
Ceilinc,c 
·19S0 
143 
I ~ c 
r~~24-~~~-~,~B6-0~I~~OV=~b~)~1~bb~)~.~~-·=·~-M8-n-,-s--an_d __ b_o_ys __ t_P._W_j_am_as _ ,_kn ___ i_t_t-ed~o-r~-1000----p-.--+--~--------l v I crocheted, of cotton or of synthetic 
~ r d) 1 bb) textile fibres 
25 
52 
60.04 . 
, B IV b) 2 a.a.~ 
. bb 
d) 2 a.a 
53.07 
53.08 
B 
6o.05 
A II b) 5 
B 
60 .. 06 
B II 
III 
bb) 
Women's, girls'and infantst {other 1000 p. 
than babies') knitted or crocheted 
pyjamas and n1ghtdreee~g, of cotton 
or. synthetic textile fibres 
Yarn of combed sheep 1 s or lambs 1 tonnes 
wool (worsted yarn) or of oom~ed 
fine animal hair, not put up for 
ret.&il sale 
Cotton yarn, put up for retail sale tonnes 
Clothing accessories and other tonnes 
articles (except garments), knitted 
or crocheted, not elastic or 
rubberized 
Articles (other than bathing 
costumes) of knitted or crocheted 
fabric; elastic or rubberized, of 
wool, of cotton or of aan-coa.de 
textile fibres 
209 
209 
66 
159 
- 49 -
•• 
Cater.or~ CCT 
of he~ing Description Unit Ceilinr.a 
product[ nwnber 1~80 
73 60.05 Track suits of knitted or crocheted 1000 p. 238 
A II b) 3 fabric, not elastic or·rubberizedv 
of wool, of cotton or of man-made 
textile fibres ' 
' 
. 
• 
• 
- 50 -
•• 
'· 
Cateeor.'i OCT 
of heading Description Unit Ceilings 
product:: number 1980 
22 56.05 Yarn of discontinuous or waste tonnes 263 
A synthetic fibres, not put up for 
retaiL sale 
23 56.05 Yarn of discontinuouo or waste tonnes 153 
~ regenerated 
retail sale 
fibres, not put up for 
33 51.04 Woven fabrics of strip or the like tonnes 186 
A III a) of polyethylene or polypropylene, 
less than 3 m wide 
62.03 \-Ioven sacks of such strip or the 
B II b) 1 like 
37 56.07 Woven fabrics of regenerated tonnes 599 
B textile fibres (discontinuous or 
waste) 
56 56.06 Yarn of synthetic textile fibres ·tonnes 25 
A (discont im2oua or waste), put up 
for retail sale 
• 
57 56.06 Yarn of regenerated textile fibres tonnes 1 
B (discontinuous or waste), put up 
for retail sale 
-
59.04 Tvline, cordage, ropes and cables, tonnes 1 750 
plaited or not 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
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ANNEX III 
Concerning certain petroleum products 
P---·--------~~------------------------·----------------------~----~----~ 
CCT 
head inc 
nUMber 
27.10 
27.11 
Description 
Petroleun1 oils and.oils obtained from bituminous miner~ 
other than crude; preparations not elsewhere specified 
or. included, containinB not less than 7o% by weight of 
petroleum oils or of oils obtained from bituminous 
minerals, these oils bein~ the basic constituents of the 
preparations: 
A. 
B. 
c • 
Light oils: 
III - For other purposes 
Medium oils: 
III- For otMr purposes 
Heavy oils 
I -Gas oils: 
c) For oth~r purposes 
II - Fu.el oils : 
o) For other purposes 
I~I- Lubricating oils; other oils: 
c) To be mixed in accordance with the terms of 
Additional Note 7 to Chapter _27 (a) 
d) For other purposes 
Petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons: 
A. Propane of a pilri ty not less than 99X,; 
I -For use as a power or heating fuel 
B. Other : 
I. Commercial propane and commerci~l butane: 
c) For other purposes 
(a) Ehtry under this subheading is subject to oonditions to be 
de1;ermined ~ the- oompetent authorities • 
Ceilings 
C);~ 
hE'~l.T~ 
number 
27.12 
27.14 
~ 52 -
Desc·dption 
Petroleum jelly: 
A. Crude: 
III - Fbr other purposes 
B. Other 
Paraffin wax, micro-crystalline wax, slack wax, 
ozokerite, lignite wax, peat wax and other mineral 
waxes, whether or not coloured: 
B. Other 
I - Crude: 
c) Fbr other purposes 
II - Other 
Petroleum bitumen, petroleum coke and other residues 
of petroleum oils or of oils obtained from bituminous 
minerals: 
c. Other. 
~5.000 
tonnes 
II - Other i 
t---11-----------·~ 
•-
• 
• 
... 
• 
CCT 
heading 
number 
28.05 
73.02 
• 
-
76.01 
78.01 
79.01 
• 
- 53 ~ 
ANNEX IV 
Concerning certa1n primary products 
Description Ceilings 
Alkali and alkaline-earth metals; rare earth metals, 
yttrium and scandium and intermixtures or interalloys 
thereof; mercury: 
D. Mercury: 
I - In flasks of a net capacity of 34.5 kg (standard 
weight), of a fob value, per fl~sk, not ex-
ceeding 224 EU:A. 17 tonnes 
Ferro-alloys: 
A. Ferro-manganese: 
II. Other 60 tonnes 
c • Ferro-silicon 4 OOOtonnes 
D. Ferro-silico-manganese 600 tonnes 
E. Ferro-chromium and ferro-silico-chromium: 
I. Ferro-chromium 1 000 tonnes 
--
Of which, ferro-chromium containing, by weight, not 
more than 0.10 'fo of carbon and more than 30 'fo but 
not more than 90 tfo of chromium (low-carbon ferro-
chromium) 500 tonnes 
Unwrought alumini~•i aluminium waste and scrap 
A. Unwrought 
Unwrought lead (including argentiferous lead); lead 
waste and scrap: 
A. Unwrought: 
II. Other 
Unwrought zinc; zinc waste and scrap: 
A. Unwrought 
1 750 tonnes 
650 tonnes 
550 to:nnes 
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PROTOCOL No 2 
CONCERNING THE DEFINITION OF THE 
CONCEPT OF "ORIGINATING PRODUCTS" AND METHODS 
OF ADMINISTRATIVE CO-OPERATION 
·-
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
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TITLE 1 
Definition of the concept of 
"originating products" 
ARTICLE 1 
For the purpose of implementing the Agreement, the following products, on 
condition that they were transported directly within the meaning of Article 
5, shall be considered as : 
1. products originating in Yugoslavia: 
(a) 
(b) 
products wholly obtained there; 
products manufactured in Yugoslavia incorporating materials other 
than those of (a) above, providing such mater~als have undergone 
sufficient working or processing there within the meaning of 
Article 3(1). 
However this condition shall not applyto materials originating 
in the Community under the terms of paragraph 2 below when they 
undergo further working or processing in Yugoslavia providing this 
processing exceeds the insufficient working or processing listed 
in Article 3(3). 
2. products originating in the Community: 
(a) products wholly obtained there; 
(b) products manufactured in the Community incorporating materials other 
than those of (a) above, providing such materials have undergone 
sufficient working or procesenng there within the meaning of Article 
3 ( 1). 
However this condition shall not apply to materials originati1g in 
Yugoslavia under the terms of paragraph 1 above when they undergo 
further working or processing in the Community • 
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). Tie product~ set out in List C of Annex IV shall be temporarily excluded 
fro~,the scope of th1s Protocol. Neverthelessp the arrangements regarding 
administrative cooperation shall apply, mutatis m~tandis, to these 
products. 
ARTICLE 2 
The following shall be considered as "wholly obtained" either in 
Yugoslavia or in the Community, within the meaning of Article 1 C1> (a) 
and (2) (a) : 
{a) mineral products extracted from their soil or from their seabed; 
{b) vegetable products harvested there; 
(c) Live animals born and raised there; 
(d) products from Live animals raised there; 
te) products obtained by hunting or fishing conducted there; 
(f) products of sea fishing and other products taken from the sea by 
their vessels; 
{g) products made aboard their factory ships exclusively from products 
referred to in subparagraph (f); 
(h) used articles collected there fit only for the recovery of raw 
materiaLs; 
{i) waste and scrap resulting from manufacturing operations conducted 
there; 
(j) goods produced there exclusively from products specified in 
subparagraphs (a) to {i). 
ARTICLE 3 
1. For the purpose of implementing the provisions of Article 1 (1) (b) 
and (2) (b), the following shall be considered as sufficient working or 
processing : 
t 
• 
•• 
I 
• 
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Ca> working·or processing as a res~lt of which the goods obtained receive 
a classification under a_heading other than that covering each of the 
products worked or processed, except, however, working or processing 
specified in List A in Annex II, where the special provisions of that 
list apply; 
Cb> working or processing specified in List Bin Annex·III. 
"Sections", "Chapters" and "headings" shall mean the Sections, 
. . 
Chapters and headings in the Customs Co-operation Council Nomenclature for 
the Classification of Goods in Customs Tariffs. 
2. When, for a given product obtained, a percentage rule limits in List A 
and List B the value of the materials and parts which can be used, the total 
value of these materials and parts, whether or not. they have changed heading 
in the course of the working, processing or assembly within the limits and 
under the conditions laid down in each of those two lists, may not exceed, 
in relation to the value of the product obtained, the value corresponding 
either to the common rate, if the rates are identical in both lists, or to 
the higher of the two if they are differen~. 
3. For the purpose of implementing. Article 1 <1> Cb> and <2>Cb>, the 
following shall always be considered as insufficient working or processing 
to confer the status of originating product, whether or not there is a 
change of heading 
(a) operations to ensure the preservation of merchandise in good condition 
during transport and storage <ventilation, spreading out, drying, 
chilling, placing in salt, sulphur dioxide or other aqueous solutions, 
removal of damaged parts, and like operations>; 
(b) simple operatiot:~s consisting of removal of dust, sifting or screening, 
sorting, classifying, matching (including the making up of sets of 
articles>, washing, painting, cutting up; 
(c) Ci> changes of packaging and breaking up and assembly of 
consignments; 
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(ii) simple plecing in bottles, flasks, bags, cases, boxes, fixing 
on cards or boards, etc., and all other packaging operations; 
(d) affixing marks, labels or other like distinguishing signs on products 
or their packaging; 
(e) simple mixing of products, whether or not of different kinds, where 
one or more components of the mixture do not meet the conditions laid 
down in this Protocol to enable thew to be considere0 as oriainating; 
(f) simple assembly of parts of articles to constitute a complete article; 
(g) a combination of two or more operations specified in subparagraphs (a) 
to (f); 
• 
(h) slaughter of animals. 
ARTICLE 4 
Where the Lists A and B referred to in Article 3 provide that goods 
obtained in Yugoslavia or in the Community shall be considered as origina-
ting therein only if the value of the products worked or processed does 
not exceed a given percentage of the value of the goods obtained, the values 
to be taken into consideration for such a percentage shall be : 
- on the one hand, 
as regards products whose importation can be proved: their customs value 
at the time of importation, 
as regards products of undeterminated origin : the earliest ascertainable 
price paid for such products in the territory of the Contracting Party 
where manufacture takes place; 
- and on the other hand, 
the ex-works price of the goods obtained, Less int~r~2i ~aYes refunded or 
refundable on exportation. 
•• 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
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ARTICLE 5 
1. For the purpose of implementing Article 1, originating products whose 
transport is effected without entering into territory other than that of the 
Contracting Parties are considered as transported directly from Yugoslavia 
to the Community or from the Community to Yugoslavia. However, goods 
originating in Yugoslavia or in the Community and constituting one single 
consignment which is not split up may be transported through territory 
other than that of the Contracting Parties with, should the occasion arise, 
transhipment or temporary warehousinq in such territory, provided that the 
crossing of the latter territory is justified for geographical reasons 
and that the goods have remained under the surveillance of the Customs 
Authorities in the country of transit or warehousing, that they have not 
entered into commerce of such countries nor been delivered for home use 
there and have not undergone operations other than unloading, reloading 
or any operation designed to maintain them in good condition. 
2. Evidence that the conditions referred to in paragraph 1 have been 
fulfilled shall be supplied to the responsihle customs authorities in the 
Community or in Yugoslavia by the production of : 
(a) a through bill of lading issued in the exporting country covering 
the passage through the country of transit; or 
(b) a certificate issued by the customs authorities of the country of 
transit : 
- giving an exact description of the goods; 
- stating the dates of unloading and reloading of the goods or of 
their embarkation or disembarkation, identifying the ships used; 
- certifying the conditions under which the goods remained in the 
transit country; 
(c) or failing these, any suhstantiating documents • 
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TITLE II 
Arrangements for administrative co-operation 
ARTICLE 6 
1. Evidence of originating status, within the meaning of this Protocol, 
of products is given by a move~ent certificate EUR. 1 of which a 
specimen is given in Annex V to this Protocol. 
However, the evidence of originating status, within the meaning of 
this Protocol, of products which form the subject of postal consignm~nts 
<including parcels), provided that they consist only of originating 
products and that the value does not exceed 1,000 units of account per 
consignment, may be given by a form EUR. 2, of which a specimen is given 
in Annex VI to this Protocol. 
Up to and including 30 April 1981 the European Unit of Account to 
be used in any given national currency of a Member State of the Community 
shall be equivalent in that national currency of the European Unit of 
Account as at 30 June 1978. For each successive period of two years it 
shall be the ec.uivalent in that national currency of the European Unit 
of Account as at the first working day in October in the year immedia-
tely preceding that two year period. 
Revised amounts replacing the amounts expressed in EUA mentioned 
above and in Article 17 (2), may be introduced by the Community at the 
beginning of any successive two year period if necessary and shall be 
notified by the Commu~ity to the Customs Cooperation Committee not later 
than one month before they shall come into force. These amounts shall be, 
in any event, such as to ensure that the value of the limits as expressed 
in the currency of any Member State shall not decline. 
If the goods are invoiced in the currency of another Community Member 
State the importing Member State shall recogniz~ the amount notified by 
the Member State concerned. 
•• 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
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2. Without prejudice to Article 3 C3>, where, at the request of the 
person declaring the goods at the customs, a dismantled or non-assembled 
article falling within Chapters 84 or 85 of the Customs Co-operation 
Council Nomenclature is imported by instalments on the conditions laid 
down by the competent authorities, it shall be considered to be a single 
article and a movement certificate may be submitted for the whole article 
upon importation of the. first instalment. 
3. Accessories, spare parts and tools despatched with a piece of 
equipment, machine, apparatus or vehicle which are part of th~ normal 
equipment and included in the price thereof or are not separately invoiced 
are regarded as one with the piece of equipment, machine~ apparatus or 
vehicle in question. 
4. Sets in the sense of the General Rule 3 of the Customs Co-operation 
Council Nomenclature shall be regarded as originating when all component 
articles are originating products. Nevertheless, when a set ~s composed 
of originating and non-originating articles, the set as a whole shall be 
regarded as originating provided·that the value of the non-originating 
articles does not exceed 15 X of the total value of the set. 
ARTICLE 7 
1. A movement certificate EUR. 1 shall be issued by the customs authori-
ties of the exporting State when the goods to which it relates are 
exported. It shall be made avc•ilable to the exporter as soon as actual 
exportation has been effected or ensured. 
2. In exceptional circumstances a movement certificate EUR.·1 may also 
be issued after exportation of the goods to which it relates if it was 
not issued at the time of exportation because of errors or involuntary 
omissions or special circumstances. In this case, the certificate shall bear 
a special reference to the conditions in which it was issued • 
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3. A movement certificate EUR. 1 shall be issued only on application 
having been made in writing by the exporter. Such application shall be made 
on a form, of which a specimen is given in Annex V to this Protocol, which 
shall be completed in accordance with this Protocol. 
4. A movement certificate EUR. 1 may be issued only where it can serve 
as the documentary evidence required for the purpose of implementing the 
Agreement. 
5. Applications for movement certificates EUR. 1 must be preserved for at 
Least two years by the customs authorities of the exporting country. 
ARTICLE 8 
1. The movement certificate EUR. 1 shall be issued by the customs 
authorities of the exporting State, if the 90ods can be considered 
"originating products" within the meaning of this Protocol. 
2. For the purpose of verifying whether the conditions stated in 
paragraph 1 have been met, the customs authorities shall have the right to 
call for any documentary evidence or to carry out any check which they 
consider appropriate. 
3. It shall be the responsibility of the customs authorities of the 
exporting State to ensure that the forms referred to in Article 9 are duly 
completed. In particular, they shall check whether the space reserved 
for the description of the goods has been co~pleted in such a manner as to 
exclude all possibility of fraudulent additions. To this end, the 
description of the goods must be indicated without Leaving any blank Lines. 
Where the space is not completely filled a horizontal Line must be drawn 
below the Last Line of the description, the empty space being crossed 
through. 
4. The date of issue of the movement certificate must be indicated 1n the 
oart of the certificate reserved for the customs authorities. 
•• 
' 
• 
•• 
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ARTEL[ 9 
~1ove:"ent CPr·t: if i cate~. E'Li~~. shall be ~ade out on the form of which 
a specimen is given in Annex V to this Protocol. This form shall be printed 
in one or ~ore of the languages in which the Agreement is drawn up. Certifi-
cates shall be made out in one of these Languages and in accordance with 
the provisions of the do~estic Law of the exporting State; if they are 
hand~1ritten, they shaLL be completed in ink and in capital Letters. 
Each certificate shall measure 210 x 297 mm, a tolerance of up to plus 
8 mm or minus 5 mm in the length may be allowed. The paper used must be 
white-sized writing paper not containing mechanical pulp and weighing not 
less than 25 q/m2. It shall have a printed green guilloche pattern 
background making any falsification by mechanical or chemical means 
apparent to the eye. 
The exporting States may reserve the right to print the certificates 
• themselves or may have them printed by approved printers. In the Latter 
case, each certificate must include a reference to such approval. Each 
certificate must bear the name and address of the printer or a mark by which 
the printer can be identified. It shall also bear a serial number, either 
printed or not, by which it can be identified. 
• 
ARTICLE 10 
-------
1. Under the responsibility of the exporter, he or his authorized 
representative shall request the issue of a movement certificate EUR. 1. 
2. The exporter or his representative shall submit with his request any 
appropriate supporting document proving that the goods to be exported are 
such as to qualify for the issue of a movement certificate EUR. 1. 
ARTICLE 11 
A movement certificate EUR. 1. must be submitted, within five months 
of the date of issue by the customs authorities of the exporting State, to 
the customs authorities of the importing State where the goods are 
entered • 
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ARTICLE 12 
Movement certificates EUR. 1 shall be submitted to customs authorities 
in the importing State, in accordance with the procedures laid down by that 
State. The said authorities may require a translation of a certificate.They 
may also require the import declaration to be accompanied by a statement 
from the importer to the effect that the goods meet the conditions required 
for the implementation of the Agreement. 
ARTICLE 13 
-------
1a A movement certificate EUR. 1 which is submitted to the customs 
authorities of the importing State after the final date for presentation 
specified in Article 11 may be accepted for the purpose of applying 
preferential treatment, where the failure to submit the certificate by the 
final date set is due to reasons of force majeure or exceptional 
circumstances. 
2. In other cases of belated presentation, the customs authorities of 
the importing State may accept the certificates where the goods have been 
submitted to them before the said final date. 
ARTICLE 14 
The discovery of slight discrepancies between the statements made in 
the movement certificate EUR. 1 and those made in the documents submitted 
to the customs office for the purpose of carrying out the formalities for 
importing the goods shall not ipso facto render the certificate null and 
void if it is duly established that the certificate does correspond to the 
goods submitted. 
ARTICLE 15 
It shall always be possible to replace one or more movement certifi-
cates EUR. 1 by one or more other movement certificates EUR. 1 provided 
that this is done at the customs office where the goods are located. 
•• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
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ARTICLE 16 
. 
Form EUR. 2, a specimen of which is given in Annex VI, shall be completed 
by the exporter or~ under his responsibility, by his authorized representa-
tive. I.t shall be made ·out. in one of the languages in which the Agreement is 
drawn up and in accordance with the provisions of the do•estic law of the 
. . 
exporting State. If it is handwritten it must be completed in ink and in 
capital letters. If the goods contained in the consign~~ent h~v~ already b•n 
subject to verification in the e·xporting coW"try by reference to the 
definition of the concept of "originating products" the exporter 11ay refer 
to this check in the "Remarks" box of form EUR. 2. 
Form EUR. 2 shall be 210 x 148 mm. A tolerance of up to plus 8 11111 or 
minus 5 mm in the length may be allowed. The paper used shJll be white 
paper dressed for writing not containing •echanical pulp and weighing not 
less than 64 g/m2. 
The exporting States may reserve the right to print. the forMs them-
selves or may have them printed by printers they have. approved. In the 
latter case each form must include a reference to such approval. In 
addition, the form must bear the distinctive sign attributed to the 
approved printer and a serial number, either printed or not, by which it can 
be identified. 
A form EUR. 2 shall be completed for each postal consignment. 
These provisions do not exempt exporters from complying with any other 
formalities required by customs or postal regulations. 
ARTICLE 17 
1. Goods sent as small packages to private persons or for•fng part of 
travellers' personal luggage shall be admitted as originating products 
without requiring the production of a movement certificate EUR. 1 or the 
completion of a form EUR. 2, provided that such goods are not i•ported by 
way of trade and have been declared as meeting th• conditions required for 
the application of these provisions, and where there is no doubt as to the 
veracity of such declaration • 
• 
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2. Importations which are occasional and consist solely of goods for the 
personal use of the recipients or travellers or their families shall not be 
considered as importations by way of trade if it is evident from the 
nature and quantity of the goods that no commercial purpose is in view. 
Furthermore, the total value of these goods must not exceed 90 European 
Units of Account in the case of small packa~es or 285 European Units of 
Account in the case of the contents of travellers' personal luggage. 
ARTICLE 18 
1. Goods sent from the Community or from Yugoslavia for exhibition in 
another country and sold after the exhibition for importation into 
Yugoslavia or into the Community shall benefit on importation from the 
provisions of the Agreement on condition that the goods meet the 
requirements of this Protocol entitling them to be recognized as 
originating in the Community or in Yugoslavia and provided that it is 
shown to the satisfaction of the customs authorities that : 
(a) an exporter has consigned these goods from the Community or from 
Yugoslavia to the country in which the exhibition is held and has 
exhibited them there; 
(b) the goods have been sold or otherwise disposed of by that exporter 
to someone in Yugoslavia or in the Community; 
(c) the goods have been consigned during the exhibition or immediately 
thereafter to Yugoslavia or to the Community in the state in which 
they were sent for exhibition; 
(d) the goods have not, since they were consigned for exhibition, been 
used for any purpose other than demonstration at the exhibition. 
2. A movement certificate EUR. 1 must be produced to the Customs 
authorities in the normal manner. The name and address of the exhibition 
must be indicated thereon. Where necessary, additional documentary 
evidence of the nature of the goods and the conditions under which they 
have been exhibited may be required. 
•• 
• 
•• 
• 
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3. Paraeraph 1 shall apply to any trade, industrial, agricultural or 
crafts exh:ibiUon, fa.ir or simila.:r public f':how or display l<Thich is not 
org~nized for private purpoees in shop~ or bus:iness premises with a view 
to the sal c of foreign goodr.;, a.ucl during which the goods remn.in under 
custoTiJC contr·ol. 
ART!CL T!] 19 
1. \"llw~t a ·certifi.;,-tte h iE:St.H;d \<li thin the meanine of Article 7 (2) of 
thiE· Protocol a.ft(·)r the:· good:., to which it relate!:; have rtc tun.lly been 
expo1·"LC'd, the cxpo1·ter J!lm;t ir1 tlte applic:-d:i 0~1 referred to in tn-ticl.e 
7 (3) of this Protor.ol : 
- indicr.,.t(: the pl::~.(a.: awl d:.J.tE; of expo:r·~:Jtion of the eoodr~ to wh:i ch the 
certi fic:-.1t(; rel·1.tes; 
certify 'l.h:d; no ~~~ov(.·W·Lt ccr·tificatC: hl.TR. 1 w;~.s iBfnt~d ;:~.t the Ur,e of 
exporL·-.~.ti or;. of tht: rrood~; in qur?stior., an<1 fltP.tt~ the r~:;a.aortn. 
2. Tiv3 cur~tol~r<· anthor:l ties m13.y issue· a movement cert:i fica.te 1.tJR. 1 
l"fflro~:p(·r;t·i.vE:lj• only :'l.fte.r verifyine that the information supplied in 
the exporter·':·, O-l'i>lie<"tior. a.;rnc:; Ni th th:~t in the corrCi!poncl:it-g file. 
Cf:,l'tifj.catc:~~ if;t·ued r·et:::·o;.:pet::tively must 1ie endorGed wl th or1e of the 
follov:lr.e phra.:u; : "NAGHTRl!\:CLICH AUSGU>TELL", "DBLIVRI<; A POSTb'RIORI'', 
"RIL4.~CIII.TO A P03T1'RJOHI", "AFGEXIi.W:m A POSTERIORI", "ISSUED RZI'ROSPIJ;-
TIV!!l,Y", "UD3T::i:ITr Efi"'rERFpL:J:cJ'!D:i':", "IZDATO NAKNADNO". 
ARTICLE 20 
In the event of 'the theft, loss or de~trudion of a movement certi-
ficate :Eim. 1, the exporter m:ty a.pr;ly to the customs 3-ut.hori ti <::u vrhich 
iBsued it 'Lor a. duplicate ll!ade 011t on t.he basis of the f)xport documents 
in their posAession • 
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The duplioato i&RU£!d in this way muoi. be indorsed l,fith one of the follo-
wing words : "llJPLIKAT", "llJPLICATA", "IIJPLICATO", "llJPLICllT", 
"DJPLICATE''. 
ARTICLE 21 
lJ90ilav1a.'lnd the ComiJiuni ty sha.ll take all neceosat)' steps to ensure that 
goodu trad~d under cover of a movement certificate l!DR. 1, and which 
in the course or transport use a fr6e zone situated in their territor.y, 
are not rc}'laced by other goocls and tha.t they do not undereo hlUldling 
other than nol1i1:ll opcmtiono desiened to prevent their deterioration. 
Alr.riCLE 22 
In ordr:x· to rm~ure the pl"'pel' application of thio Title, Yugoslavia 
;l.w:l -thr. Co•.•mltni·~y ''hall a::1sif1t e::~.ch o"Lhe1· 1 through their re&po..:ctive 
C·Jdoa:;r· :ldlr:·i .. drr~r-lUt'ms 1 i.n oheckin~ the authentic! ty of movement certi-
fi.r;:~-tr ·~ :ar:r. 1 -;.nd t~4e ,1.ocur.1.oy of the infonna.tion concen1ing the a.ctual 
ori .. ·i ~. of ·Lhc p-.···)t~'.ln"t·-; con.,ernod n.ml the decla:ratioM by exporters on 
AJn'!CLE 23 
Pf~:1:•.1l.ir·:: nivt11 1; .. :: i~r.pose~ on :"ln.;• pemon who, in order to en..'\ble 
coork 't.c.' l"t!:J "'H~c•)pl,(,-1 ·~:--: (~lie-ll>lu for· prof0rer1tin.l treatment, drawt~ up or 
ca·.<:Jr:.; to be •lr"'.Hn llp 1 (d'tljc:r· "'- do(~U/IiC!lt l'r::ri cl: conta.inn incorrect parti-
e·.J.1 .yr~ fo:t• 'tl;~:, p·:·r-po~.n of obt:l.·i nine n. rr.ovem•)rrt ce:rt~.rs nat~ .EUR. 1 or a 
•• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
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ARTICLE 24 
1. ·Subsequent verifi~ticms of movement certificates BJR. 1 and of 
toms m. 2 shall 'be carried out at random or whenever the customs 
author! ties of the importing State have reasonable doubt as to the 
authenticity of the document or the accuracy of the infonnation regarding 
the true origin. of the goods in question. 
2. For the purpose of implementing paragraph 1, the customs authorities 
of the importing State shall return the movement certificate IIJR. 1 or 
the form BJR. 2, or a photocopy thereof, to the oust om•; authorities of 
the exporting State, giving, where appropriate, thE: reasons of form or 
subAtance for an inquiJ7• 'l'he invoice, if it has 'been submitted, or a 
copy thereof shall be atta.ohed to the fonn IIJR. 2 and the customs autho-
ri ti ee shall forward a!J¥ _information that has been obtained sugaesti'ng 
that the particulars given on the sa.id certifica.tE'R or the said form are 
inaccurate • 
If the. customs &\Jthori tieo of the impor-t.inc State deoi de to SllBpt:nd 
exeoui;ion of the Aereemcnt while awa.iting tho :renuJ.t(o) of the velific"l-1..ior•, 
they sh~:tll offer to relf'.aDe the goodo to the importer cubjcct to any pre-
ca.uti on:'i.r.Y meA.~ uren ·judged necer-.r-1~ cy •. 
). ·The cuntom~ authori ti "'fl of 1:-he impo1·Une St~-t.e shl'l-11 bn i tafoniat!d of the 
resultsofthe verifica1.ioH t-j.H quickly e.E: posd'ble-. T'net=.e rer-:d1.r. r.:tu::t l>t~ uuc:h M: to 
ua<lke it postdble to detennirte wheth+::r ·thE! dir::putc;cl n.ovt::IIlf:nt cerUfi c·•.tl' 
. . 
nm. 1 or fOl11i DJ'R. 2 a.ppli 6S to t)l6 goodr~ .l.C tu:\ lJ .r expol'l cd' ~\lld wlw'~oh(~r 
these toodn ct..'it ir.. fact 1 ('f\l~.L'!if,y .rm· th(' a.pp'!.ic:l'f.j O•< of ·~he p1'£:fel'CI'!Ut.l.l 
arronseret::r,ts. 
'WhAn c:t· .. ch ~\ Hp1Jter: c: .. r.not be· r e1 t:!. ~ d lit ~.\·Tf..::.:·: 1.ht:; .cur:ton,r: authol":i. i::S. t.~r, 
ef the irr:por.till{; Si:i.te tJ.ne thos~ of tl1t=: c:r.portint,; ~tr,.·tt, or wt.~L the=.~ 
~.i~e a Ci'lef;Ucrt a.f: to the ;nt£:>:)n·e't:;_1.i.o::l c•f 'this T'r·<.•tocol, th'\i' r:h""~ll l•~: 
enlJrn:t ·tttd -t.c 1,1Jr; 0'-l..>'t.otr,r.; Ct-opF.r::tion Co:u,,-5 tt.:.e. 
IH ~a.ll C.::\<:«;~ u.~. l:lc.1 "1.1t=:l'!tc1t:t of disp·J'f.,eE bf!'t-.,·~-::.t; the ir.·porter .:l.l!tl 1:hr:: 
cust(ii;".r: a.u.thc·r1 L5 (:!" of u .• ~ ~ f J)l;l"'\.~ ... ; ~t.d.c., r;h,:.;.11 1j(; Uflth':) "Ulr •. lc:;i~:latioJ. 
The ' · ·- ·~ommission 
Protocol. 
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ARTICLE 25 
may decide to amend the provisions of this 
ART! CLE 26 
1. A Customs Coop~ration Committee shall be set up, charged with 
carrying out administrative cooperation with a view to the correct 
and uniform application of this Protocol and with carrying out any 
other task in the customs field which may be entrusted to it. 
2. The Committee shall be composed on the one hand of experts of the 
Member States and of officials of the departments of the Commission 
of the European Communities who are responsible for customs questions, 
and on the other hand of experts nominated by Yugoslavia. 
ARTICLE 27 
The Community and Yugoslavia shall take any measures necessary to enable 
movement certificates EUR.1 as well as forms EUR.2 to be submitted, in 
accordance with Articles 11 and 12 of this Protocol, from the day on 
which it enters into force. 
ARTICLE 28 
The Community and Y~goslavia shall each take the steps necessary to 
implement this Protocol. 
ARTICLE 29 
The contracting parties agree to take the necessary steps to a11oid deflection 
of trade when this Protocol is applied. The Joint Co~~ission shall examine, 
at the request of either party, and decide, within a reasonable period, on 
the adopt1on of appropriate measures in the context of this Protocol. 
ARTICLE 30 
The Annexes to this Protocol shall form an integral part of it. 
•• 
• 
• 
• 
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ATI'J'I::U; 31 ____ .... 
ThE· pY·llv:i.d.OJI:\ o:; t.ht~ Ae;l'C'CJ ,:_;"·1i.. may b(; rtppJ i ed to e;oodr; which cornply 
\·ri tl, ih<· p:'o•.riPior.:·l of' Tit1o I <nlcJ 1rrhi•J1 on the date of entry into fo)·e;o 
o·; Lhe:; Acrc(·i11f~1'1. al·t~ dthe·r· lll h·a:.,,i.·l o1· ,q,rc jn thf.~ Comri,t,.J·dty or in 
Yuc;or:1:~vj <l i r> 'L~".rrf•OlYtt'.f r.to:r·.::-.~(, ir, bo,,.-'J•.:d vm.:r·d1ot.;:-,er; or in free zonf.s 1 
p;:1-.j(··C'.t to the !'-'11Jrni r·;d <.Y:J to ·L:tc~ Cw<tor:,;; au-t.hol':i tien of the irnpor~inc 
!'3-L:·.-tc \·::i tlri r- foJJ·c l"J·:>rd.h:· of' th1.t d:J.'I (' of n. ccrtific:rte ~JR. 
cJ.j r•.;(':·L 1 y • 
AP.'f'J CLTE 32 
Note 1 
Note 2 
Note 3 
Note 4 
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ANNEX I 
EXPLANATORY NOTES 
- Articles 1 and 2 
The terms 'the Community' or 'Yugoslavia' shall also cover the 
territorial waters of the Member States of the Community or of 
Yugoslavia respectively. 
Vessels operating on the high seas, including factory ships, on 
which fish caught is worked or processed, shall be considered 
as part of the territory of the State to which they belong 
provided that they satisfy the conditions set out in Explanatory 
Note 5. 
- Article 1 
In order to determine whether goods originate in the Community 
or in 't\Jg o s l a vi a it shall not be necessary to establish whether 
the power and fuel, plant and equipment, and machines and tools 
used to obtain such goods originate in third countries or not. 
- Article 3(1) and (2) and Article 4 
The percentage rule consitutes, where the product obtained 
appears in List A a criterion additional to that of change of 
heading for any non-originating product used. 
- Article 1 
Packing shall be considered as forming a whole with the goods 
contained therein. This provision, however, shall not apply 
to packing which is not of the normal type for the article 
packed and which has intrinsic utilization value and is of a 
durable nature, apart from its function as packing. 
• 
• 
Note 5 
• 
Note 6 
• 
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- Article 2 (f) 
The terms "their vessels" shall apply only to vessels: 
which are registered or recorded in a Member State or in 
Y.Jgoslavia; 
which sail under the flag of a Member State or of yugoslavia; 
which are owned to an extent of at least SO% by nationals of 
the Member States and y.Jgoslavia or by a company with its head 
office in a Member State or in yugoslavia, of which the 
manager, managers, Chairman of the Board of Director~ or of 
the supervisory Board, and the majority of the members of 
such Board, are nationals of the Member States .or Yugbslavia 
and of which, .in addition in the case of partnerships or 
Limited companies, at Least half of the capital belongs to 
the Member States or Y.Jgoslavia or to public bodies or national! 
of the Member States or of Yugoslavia; 
of which the captain and officers are all nationals.of the 
Member States or of YJgoslavia; 
of which at least 75~ of the crew are nationals of the 
Member States or of Yugoslavia. 
Article 4 
"Ex-works price" shall mean the price paid to the manufacturer 
in whose undertaking the last working or processing is carried 
out, provided the price includes the value of all the products 
used in manufacture. 
"Customs value" shall be understood as meaning the customs 
value Laid down in the Convention concerning the Valuation 
of Goods for Customs Purposes signed in BrusseLs on 15 December . 
\950 • 
CCT 
hcadmg 
No 
02.06 
03.02 
04.02 
04.03 
04.04 
07.02 
07.03 
07.04 
08.10 
08.11 
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ANNEX 11 
LIST A 
List of working or processing operations which result in a change of tariff heading without conferring 
the status of originating products on the products undergoing such operations, or conferring t.~is status 
only subject to certain conditions 
Product> obtamcd 
De~tnptaon 
Meat and edrble meat offals (except 
poultry ltver), saltrd, in brine, dned 
or smoked 
Fi~h, dned, salted or in brine; 
smoked fi\h, whether or not cooked 
before or durmg the smoking process 
Mrlk and cream, preserved, concen-
trated or sweetened 
Butter 
Cheese and curd 
Vegetables (whether or not cooked), 
preserved by freezing 
Vegetables provisionally preserved in 
brme, in sulphur water or in other 
preservative solutions, but not -pec-
ially prepared for immedrate con-
sumption 
Dried, dehydrated or evaporated 
vegetable~, whole, cut, sliced, broken 
or in powder, but not further pre· 
pared 
Fruit (whether or not cooked), pre-
served by freezing, not containing 
added sugar 
Fruit provisionally preserved (for 
example, by sulphur dioxide gas, in 
brine, in sulphur water or in other 
preservative solutions), but unsuit-
able in that state for immediate 
consumption 
Workmr. or proce~smg that doe'l not confer 
the '\tat us of ongtnatmg products 
Salting, placing in brine, drying or 
smokmg of meat and edible meat 
and edibk meat offals of heading 
Nos 02.01 and 02.04 
Drying, salting, placing in brine; 
smoking of fish, whether cooked or 
not 
Preserving, concentrating, or adding 
sugar to milk or cream of heading 
No 04.01 
Manufacture from milk or cream 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing Nos 04.01 to 04.03 
Freezing of vegetables 
'Placing in brine or in other solutions 
of ~egetables of heading No 07.01 
Drying, dehydranon, evaporation, 
cutting, grinding, powdering of veg-
etables of heading Nos 07.01 to 
07.03 
Freezing of fruit 
Placing in brine or in other ~olutions 
of fruit of heading Nos 08.01 tf~ 
08.09 
Workmg or processmg that confers the 
status of on~m.tttng products when 
the followmg condtuonc; are met 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
< CT 
ht·.1dmJ,! 
~n 
OR.J2 
11.01 
l 1.02 
11.04 
11.05 
11.07 
11.08 
11.09 
1.5.01 
15.02 
15.04 
15.06 
Fruit, dm:d, oth1•r than that falling 
wnhm hc~ding Nos 08.01 to OR.O.S 
Cere.ll flours 
Cerl·al groats and cereal meal; other 
worked cereal grains (for example, 
rolled, flaked, poli~hed, pearled or 
k1hhll·d, but not further prepared). 
except rice falhng withm heading No 
10.06; ~erm of cereals, whole, rolled, 
flaked or ground 
Flour of the dned leguminous veg-
erahles falling within heading No 
07.05 or of the fruits falling withm 
any headmg in Chapter 8; flour and 
meal of sago and of roots and tuher~ 
falling within heading No 07.06 
Flour, meal and flakes of potato 
Malt, roasted or not 
Starches; inulin 
Wheat gluten, whether or not dried 
Lard, other pig fat and poultry fat, 
rendered or 'Solvent-extracted 
Fats of bovine cattle, sheep or goats, 
unrendered; rendered or solve(lt·ex-
tracted fats (including 'premier jus') 
obtained from those unrendered fau 
Fats and oils, of fish and marine 
mammals, whether or not refined 
Other anim.tl oils and fats (including 
neat's-foot o.l and fats from bones or 
waste) 
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\lork.n~ nr rro~c..-~couut that dnrc.. nut cnnfer 
the \tatu' of 'mv,m.tt1ng rrmJU(h 
Drying of fruit 
Manuf.1cturc from cereals 
1 Manuf.Kturc from cereals 
Manufacture from dried legumirrous 
vegetables of heading No 07.05, 
products of heading No 07.06 or of 
fruit of Chapter 8 
Manufactu~e from potatoes 
Manufacture from cereals 
Manufacture from cereals of Chapter 
10, or from potatoes or other pro-
ducts of Chapter 7 
Manufacture from wheat or wheat 
flours 
Manufacture from products af head-
ing No 02.05 
M:mufacture from products of head-
ing Noo; 02.01 and 02.06 
Manufacture from fish or marine 
mammals 
ManufactLOre from products of 
Chapter 2 
\~'orlung or process'"~ that confers th< 
'ratu\ of ongm.uan~ prudu'-h when 
the.· tH!Iov.mg t.:undmn:h arc mt"t 
CCT 
hcadm~ 
"'" 
ex 15.07 
16.01 
16.02 
16.04 
16.05 
ex 17.01 
ex 17.02 
t'X 17.02 
ex 17.03 
17.()4 
1!!.06 
ex 19.02 
Produ~. 1\ ohum~d 
Dcscnrr•on 
Fixed vegetable ml~. flUid or solid, 
crude, rcfmed or punfied, hut not 
mdudmg chinawood 01l, myrtle-
wax, Japan wax or ml of tung nuts, 
ok-ococc.I seeds or olti<:Ja seed~; al>o 
not mdudmg mi., of a kind used m 
machmcry or mrch.1mcal appliances 
or for mdu,mal purpose~ other than 
the manufacture of edible products 
Samagc> and the like, of meat, meat 
off.1l or animal blood 
Other prrpaml or pre>cn·ed meat or 
meat offal 
Pn:pared or preserved fi~h, includmg 
cav1ar and caviar substitute~ 
Crustacean~ and molluscs, prepared 
or preserved 
Beet sugar and cane sugar, in solid 
form, flavoured or coloured 
Other sugars, m sohd form, 
flavoured or coloured 
Other sugars, m solid form, not 
flavoured or coloured; sugar syrups, 
not flavoured or coloured; anificial 
honey, whether or not mixed w1th 
natural honey; caramel 
Molasses, flavoured or coloured 
Sugar confectionery, not containing 
cocoa 
Chocolate and other food prep-
arations containing cocoa 
Malt extract 
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Worktntt or process•n~ that dots not confer 
rhe status of ong1narmg produch 
Manufacture from product~ of 
Chapters 7 and 12 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 2 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 2 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 3 
Manufactun: from prodircts of 
Chapter 3 
Manufacture from other produ<.1:s of 
Chapter 17 the value of wh1ch ex-
ceeds 30% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from other products of 
Chapter 17 the value of which ex-
ceeds 30% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufanure from any product 
Manufacture from other products of 
Chapter 17 the value of which ex-
ceeds 30% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from other prodm:ts of 
Chapter 17 the value of whkh ex-
ceeds 30% of the value of the 
finished. product 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 the value of which ex-
ceeds 30% of the value of the 
finished produ'-1: 
Manufacture fr01n products of head-
ing No 11.07 
WorlnnR or procesSing thor wnfcrs the: 
~ratu~ of ongm.1tm~ produc.:h when 
the followmg t:ondmon-. .ti"C' mrt 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
-
/ 
~~. ~~:"1 
-ex 19.02 
19.03 
19.04 
19.05 
19.07 
I 'I .IlK 
20.01 
20.02 
20.0.1 
20.04 
ex 20.05 
Products obtained 
D~••Tiruon 
Preparations of flour, meal, starch or 
malt extract, of a kind used as infant 
food or for dietetic or culinary pur· 
pose~, containing less than SO% by 
weight of cocoa 
Macaroni, spaghetti and similar 
products 
Tapioca and sago; tapioca and sago 
substitutes obtained from potato or 
other starches 
Prepared foods obtained by the swd· 
ling or roa~ring of cereals or cereal 
product~ (puffed rice, corn flakes 
and similar products) 
Bread, ships' biscuits and other ordi· 
nary bakers' wares, not containing 
added sugar, honey, eggs, fats, 
cheese or fruit; communion wafers, 
cachets of a kind suitable for phar· 
maccurical u~e, !oealing wafers, rice 
p.tpcr and similar produ<.1\ 
J•a,try, bi'>Citit'>, cake\ and nthcr fine 
bakers' wares, whether or not con· 
raining cocoa in any proponion 
Vegetables arid fruit, prepared or 
preserved by vinegar or acetic acid 
with or without sugar, whether or 
not containing salt, spices or mus· 
tard 
Vegetables prepared or preserved 
otherwise than by vinegar or acetic 
acid 
Fruit preserved by freezing, contain· 
ing added sugar 
Fruit, fntit pc.-el and pans of plants, 
preserved by sugar (drained, glace or 
crysralli7.ed) 
jams, fruit jellies, marmalades, fruit 
purees and fruit pastes, being cooked 
preparations, containing added sugar 
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Worlung or pnJL"t"'"ll that d~• not conf~r 
tN• \tltU• of OnJIIIIIIIOJ: prudULt\ 
Manufacture &om cereals and de-
rivatives thereof, meat and milk, or 
in which the value of products of 
Chapter 17 used exceeds 30% of the 
value of the finished product 
Manufacture from potato starch 
Manufacture from any produet other 
than of Chapter 17 (1) or in which 
the value of the products of Chapter 
17 used exceeds 30% of the value of 
the finished product 
Manufacture from prodirct.s of 
<..napter 11 
Manufacture from prc.duct~ of 
Chapter 11 
Prekrving vegetables, fresh or frozen 
or preserved tempcrarily or pre· 
served in vinegar 
Preserving vegetables, fresh or frozen 
Manufacture frorr products of 
Chapter 17 of ¥'hich the value ex· 
ceeds 30% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 of which the value ex· 
ceeds 30% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture trom products of 
Chapto:r 17 of which the value ex· 
ceed~ 30o/o of the ·value of the 
finished product 
( 1) no .. rule di ..... not apply ~ IM usc of m.tizc of tM 'u• ondnrJta' ry~ or durum whtat ••• .,.,.:erntd. 
Wnrkonfl or pruces<inR that confcn th< 
•tarus of ongonaung pmdu.~s wMn 
the tnllo10·ong conduonn' ar< met 
Ma111ofamm: from durum whear 
CCT 
headong 
No 
20.06 
ex 20.07 
ex 21.02 
21.05 
ex 21 ()"' 
22.02 
22.0f. 
22.09 
Products obtained 
Descnption 
Fruit otherwise prepared or pre-
served, whether or not containing 
added sugar or spirit: 
A. Nuts 
B. Other fruits 
Fruit JUices (including grape mu~t), 
whether or not containing added 
sugar, but unfermented and not 
containing spirit 
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Workmg or processing that does not confer 
the status of origmatlng products 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 of which the value ex-
ceeds 30% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from products uf 
Chapter 17 of wh.ch the value ex-
ceeds 30% of the vatu~ of the 
fmished produce 
Roasted chtcory and extracts thereof Manufacture from chicory roots, 
frc~h or dried 
Soup~ and broths m liquid, solid or 
powder form; homogemzcd food 
prcparatton' 
Sugar syrups, fla\'oured or coloured 
Lemonade, flavoured spa waters and 
flavoured aerated watcrs, and other 
non-alcohohc beverages, not includ-
mg frmt and vegetable juiCes fallmg 
wuhin headmg No 20.07 
Vermouth~, and other wmc' of frl"<oh 
grape~ flav<JUred with arom.ltlc ex· 
tract' 
Fthyl alcohol or neutral spmts, 
undrn.Hurt·d, of a '>trength of 80° or 
h1ghcr; denatured spmts (mcludmg 
ethyl alcohol and neutral '>pints) of 
am strength 
Spmts (other than those of headmg 
No 22.08); liqueurs and other 
~rmtuou~ be,crages; compound 
aknhobc prcpHatwns (known as 
'concentrated extracts') for the 
manufacture of beverages 
Manufacture from proilucts of head-
mg No 20.02 • 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 of which the value ex-
ceeds 30% of the value of the· 
fimshcd product 
Manufacture from fruit juices (1) or 
in whtch the value of products of 
Chapter 17 used exceeds 30%, of the 
va,lue of the fmtsht·d product 
Manufacture from products of head-
mg No 08.04, 20.07, 22.04 or 22.05 
M.mufacture from product' of head-
mg No 08.04, 20.07, 22.04 or 22.05 
--
Manufacture from products of head-
mg No 08.04, 20.07, 22.04 or 22.0S 
1 I h1.., mk ,lIt'' nor ~rph Y.hcre trmt JUttC'., of pmf'lJ'ple, hmf' <ind ~r,lrtfnut arc concrrnrd 
Working or processing that confers the 
status of originatmg products when 
the following conditions are met 
Manufacture, without added sugar 
or spirit, in which the value of the 
constituent originating products of 
heading Nos 08.01, 08.05 ·and 
12.01, represents at least 60% of the 
value of the finished product 
• 
I 
•• 
• 
Products obtained 
· cct""'l heading Description 
NO 
22.111 
~X l3.0J 
13.07 
a 24.0.! 
ex 28. Hl 
J0.1H 
\'mcttoar .anJ '""•llrutn for \mc.,:.u 
Rc-.1Jun frum fM nunul.a.turt uf 
mJIIC ,,,u,h (tx\71uJ•n~ ... n.n\fr.au.! 
\ICt"J'IM!I lltJUU"), of .I rr<~ICII'I O:UI'I 
IC'IIf, o.:.~l.:uJ,Unf 00 thC' Jr~ i'ttaJu,t, 
CII•«Jmg40'~o by ~t'l~f 
0•1-.:.akc and otht'r n-"JUC'\ .n.c;-t 
Jrl"lt') '"'ulllnt: from the ntr.a.t~<>n 
of H'grt.able 111l\ 
~WC"CttncJ fnr.aj::C; other rrq•HJhUIU 
of a lunJ uw-J m .&n•nul f«.lwg 
Mrtk}.nll.'nts (in(h,tl,:;r; vrter:~·~ry 
mc,l.cJr,'< rlt·.) 
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Working or processin~ Working or processing 
that does not confer that confers the status 
the s~atus of origi- of originating products 
nat1ng products when the following con~ 
Manufacture from pro-
ducts of heading no 
08.04, 20.07, 22.04 
or 22.05 
M .. nul.a.t~orc frc.m ""'''" tJt m..auc 
r't .. ur 
~l.anuf.t,turc from .rre.al' and Jr. 
nH:J proJucn, mtJl., m1lk_ IU~f 
.and mola\\C't 
ditions ar~ ml"t 
MJnuf.l,ture from rru..lu"' of 
hc.tJmg r\,> 2~.01 of ¥.·h•.:h Jt lrJ't 
711".;, by quJnmy arc or~g•nJIIIl!l 
products 
M.muf.a.:n.r" in •·hi.-h tM ,l!uc uf 
the proJ.u;t, U\l'J Jut'\ nut ill.-c·rd 
SO";.., 11{ thi v.aluc of the fm•'lht'd 
rn,Jili:f 
Manuf~•1•Jrf: 111 •·hil.'h the v.tlw ul 
the pnxfhl't\ u•c,J m~S 1111( ('!I(CCJ 
50% of the VJiue of rhc fnu.hcJ 
product 
ManufJctun- in ~~o·hkh rhc \'Jlue uf 
rhc: proda<'ts U\\'c.! Jut'\ not t~~l.'ccJ 
SO% of rhc value of the fimJ\cd 
product 
CCT 
!wading 
No 
32.06 
32.07 
ex 33.06 
.H.05 
ex 35.07 
.37.01 
37.02 
~ll.ll 
.l8.12 
Products obcained 
Deocription 
Colour lakes 
Other colouring matter; inorganic 
products of a kind used as 
luminophores 
Aqueous distillates and aqueous 
solutions of essential oils, including 
such products suitable for medicinal 
uses 
Dcxrrins and dextrin glues; soluble 
or roasted starches; starch glues 
Preparations used for clarifying beer, 
composed of papain and bentonite; 
enzymatic preparations for desizing 
textiles 
Photographic plates and film in the 
flat, sensiri1ed, unexpo~ed, of any 
material other than paper, paper-
board or doth 
Ftlm in rolls, sen~itl7.ed, unexposed, 
perforated or not 
Sen~trizcd plate\ and ftlm, expo~ed 
hut nor dcvclopt·d. nq~arin- or pmt· 
nve 
Dtsinfc,1ants, m~rcrictdc\, fun-
gKtd<'\, rat pm!>0m, hcrhtctdc~, anti· 
sproutmg product~. plant growth 
rt•gularon and ~mul.1r products, put 
up in forms or p.Kktng' for sale hy 
retatl or as preparation~ or a~ articles 
(for example, sulphur-treated hands, 
wi.:h and candle~. fly-papers) 
Prepared glazmgs, prepared drc~'ing~ 
and prepared mordants, of a kind 
u~ed m the textile, paper, leather or 
hkl· mdu,tnes 
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Working or processing that does not confer 
the status of ori11inaring products 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing No 32.04 or 32.05 (1) 
Mixing of oxides or salts of Chapter 
28 with extenders such as barium 
sulphate, chalk, barium carbona"te 
and satin white (1) 
Manufacture from essential oils (ter-
peneless or not), concretes, absolutes 
or resinoids (t) 
Manufacture from produl·ts of head-
ing No 37.02 (1) 
Manufa,·ture from products of head-
ing No 37.01 (1) 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing No 37.01 or 37.02 (1) 
Working or procnsing that conlen the 
status of oriplatiRR proclw:ts whet! 
the following condlltons an met 
Manufacture from maize or potatoes 
/'.' •, 
Manufactu~e in which" thr-:V.Siue of 
the products ust-d docs··~ot: exceed 
SO% of the value' of the finished 
product -·· 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products ust-d does not exceed 
.SO% of the value of the finishe-d 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO'Yo of the value of the finished 
product 
t•, Th<"' I"''""'"'' do. ""' •rrly ....,...., rhr pr<odum ar~ nl>tauwd lrnm prod,,...,. who.-!1 havr ocqmml ""' otarus nl nniiJn•rutJ products in accGftlleclt with th~ cnncliti<-m bicl 
du\\n 1n l1""t R. 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
CCT 
~ad1nll 
No 
Produces oblainc.J 
38. U Pickling preparations for metal sur· 
faces; fluxes and other auxiliary 
preparations for soldering, brazing 
or welding; soldering, brazing or 
welding powders and pastes consist· 
ing of metal and other materials; 
preparations of a kind used as cores 
or coatings fot welding rods and 
electrodes 
ex 38.14 Anti-knock pr~arations, oxidation 
inhibitors, gum inhibitors, viscosity 
improvers, anti-corrosive pre· 
parations and similar prepared addi· 
rives for mineral oils, excluding 
prepared additives for lubricants · 
38.15 Prepared rubber accelerators 
38.17 Preparations and charges for fire· 
extinguishers; charged fire-cxring· 
uishing grenades 
38.18 . Composite solvents and thinners for 
varnishes and similar products 
ex 38.19 Chemical products and preparation~ 
of the chemical or allied industri~s 
(indilding thme consisting of mix· 
tures of natural products), not else· 
where speciflt'd or included; residual 
products of the chemkal or allied 
industries, not elsewhere specified or 
included, excluding: 
- Fu~l oil and dippel's oil; 
- Naphthenic acids and· their 
water-insoluble salts; esters· of 
naphthenic acids; 
- Sulphonaphthenic acids and their 
water-insoluble ~Its; esters of 
sulphonaphthenic acids; 
- Petroleum sulphonates, cxclud· 
ing petroleum sulphonates of 
alkali metals, of ammonium or 
of ethanolamines, thiophenated 
~ulphonic acids of oils obtained 
from bituminous minerals, and 
their salts; 
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Worluftl or promsi111 that don not confer 
the sutus of onain.~tin~t products 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not aceecl 
SO% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value "of 
the products used does not exceecl • 
SO% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceecl 
SO% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceecl 
SO% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceecl 
SO% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceecl 
SO% of the value of ·the fini,hed 
product 
8 2-
l'ro•.hr• ,,!or"'" ,I - - --- -- 1--:.~krno: '''I''"""'"~ rh.u ,Inn""'.~.~~~~ "'mkrnJ~ ur rru'-'''"'m-: rh.~t \t•nh-r"' th• 
'I IIU' ot ont:lll Ifill~~ rn•,flh I\ whf It 
1h( l••lhnA.m~ ,ondlfu•n' .tn· IUC'I 
'<I 
ll, '· lq•thll1 
----- · --1 dH ,1,1111' 111 oru:m Hill~ l,tt,thh h 
:\J"o·ol ,11~\li•o 11/CIH\ .lllol 1111"'''-- - --------------- ~ ---
.rJ~, ln.lj'!hlo rlo·n, '· 
1 
J,,l\ C\.~ h.lll)'l ''· 
Rdt \"'fllf\ u1lh !11' tlf llhllt.lr-... 
llhl 'tt11d.11 u'llll'""'lfll'll' . 
. \lk.lltn~. thlfl '''hi~.· h1r the 
pliT lfh .. I(HIIl tit g h, 
('.trhtlll ,C\.~o.hJ~.flll~ th.lt Ill ,lrtd! 
t. 11J gr.1phHl' (It lll'.\lilllg ~ll 
;s t'l' tn mrr.1l p.trlurr ,,, ,,thrr 
'd'ntr~..,und .... 111 dll· h1rm ,,f 'm111 
pl.ttt· ... b.u~ or l'thcr 'cnl!-m.lnn 
t.h.·tnn.'S 
~,,,[,,r.,l ,,rhn th.m th.H ,,f lw.~ol­
ln!-! :\o ~~> tl4 
.\mmon1.h.-.11 g.l' lh.JlHlP• .tn~..i 
"Pl'flt ll\.H.fr rn,~..iu~r . ."C.'~o.i lfl tr..O.ll g.'' 
rurttl!o.' ltlllll 
:\rtt.-k< (lf m.Hen.1l~ of the krnd, 
d,·<.-nloeJ m he.~ohn): Nos >'1.()\ 10 
.>OJ 01> \\lth the <'"<Tllon ot i.ms ,lll,l 
h.llhl s.:r,·en<. n(ln-m<·.:h.Hll.-.11, 
tr.ll'lll'< .md h.m,lks therdc'r and 
r.ur• ot su.:h tr.lnl<'S and handk,, 
.Hhi ~..·nr~t~t bu~k' .tnd stmd.tr !tllp· 
pM!• lrlf .ltll.:le, of arp.ltd or 
dc~th1n~ .l('lt~s.sone' 
4L1.(H PI.Hcs. sht'<'l< .1n.l stnr. of un-
' ul.:.lnrz,·d n.Hur.1l M S\ nthctr.: nrb-
loer. 0tha tlun sm,,J.rd sheets and 
41.0H 
I 
. .:rere sheers 0f he.1d1 ng ::-.:o 40.0 I or 
40 ll.!; granules 0f un\'ukanrzed 
, natural or S\nthcnc rubber .:om-
1 
pounded rc.~oly for 'ulcanizanon; 
um·ul.:anrzed narural or synthctr.: 
1
1 rulolocr • .:ompound,·d before or after 
c<'agul.ltlon either wrth carbon black 
(\\lth or \\lthout the .1ddrnon of 
mrna.1! olll or \lith s1lrca 1\\rth or 
"nhout the addrMn of mrnrral oil), 
tn any form, of a krnd known as 
masterbat.:h 
Patent leather and 1m1tation patent 
leather; metallized leather 
M.muf.l<turt• in wh1ch tht· v,,!ue of 
th<· products used dot•s not exce~d 
50'\,. of the value of the finrsht·d 
product 
Manufacture 10 wlu.:h the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fmished 
product 
Manufactun: in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Varnishing or metallizing of leather 
of heading Nos 41.02 to 41.06 
(other than skin leather of crossed 
Indian sheep and Indian goat or kid, 
not further prepared than vegetable 
tanned, or if otherwise prepared 
obviously unsuitable for immediate 
usc in the manufacture of leather 
articles) in which the value of the· 
skin leather used docs nor bl<=<l 
SO% of .the value of lhe finished 
product 
• 
4 
• 
•• 
• 
. C.CT 
headmg 
No 
43.03 
l'roduch ohtamcd 
lle<cnpuon 
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Work1ng or proc~"'"l! th.1t .Joe. nut lOnfcr 
the \tatu\ nf unl,!lllJtlnli!: ruuc.lu..t' 
Anicles of furskin Making up from furskin in plates, 
.crosses and similar forms (heading 
No ex 43.02) (') 
\\ork1J1Jt nr prol(•coo;;ang th.n ~.ontrr' the 
\tltu\ of Or&J!In.1110C. prnJud"" \\hl'n 
lht· tnlluv.mJ,t .. nnduuuh .trt.• mt·r 
ex 44.21 Complete wooden packing case~, Manufacturc from boards not cut to 
boxes, crates, drums and similar size 
pa.:kings, exet·ptmg those made of 
fibreboard 
ex 44.2R Match splint~; wooden pegs or pins Ma~ufacturc from drawn wood 
for footwear 
45.03 
ex 48.07 
48.14 
48.15 
ex 48.16 
49.09 
49.10 
Articles of natural cork 
Paper and paperboard, ruled, lined, 
or squared, hut not otherwise 
printed, in roll., or ~hccts 
Writing blocks, envelopes, letter 
cards, plain postcards, correspon-
dence cards; boxes, pouches, wallets 
and writing compendiums, of paper 
or paperboard, containing only an 
assonment of paper stationery 
Other paper and paperboard, cut to 
size or shape 
Boxes, bags and other packing con-
tainers, of paper or paperboard 
Picture postcards, Christmas and 
other picture- greeting cards,. printed 
by any process, with or without 
trimmings 
Calendars of any kind, of paper o~ 
paperboard, including calendar 
blocks 
S0.04, ~ Silk yam, other than yam of noil or 
other waste silk, not put up for retail 
sale 
50.0S (l)l Yam spun from noil or ~ther wa* 
silk, not put up for retail sale 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing No 49.11 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing No 4~.11 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 45.01 
Manufacture from paper pulp 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture from paper pulp 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO% of die value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture from 'products other 
than those of heading No 50.04 
. 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 5~.03 
(') These provision• do - applp where the pnochu,. arc ohrainecl fmm ..........,. which have ao.'Ciuiml !he sratu• of originating products in .. 'COfdan« wilh die candilions laid 
down1nU.t B. 
(II for JU" COIIIJIC*.d of two or -lcxtile materials, the -ditiCiftrlhowa in die lirr - alsct be met in 1apcct of each of die headinp under which pams of the ocher telftile 
materials of Which die mixed yam ia CCIIIpOIId -'d be clusilied. Thit rule, lloiooeftr, docs IIIIIIJIPIJ 10 •ny ane or more mixed textile m•terills wt.e MiBiat docs 11111 
exceed tO% of die roral ....... , of tarile matm.ls incorporated. 
CCT 
headmg 
Nn 
ProdUCI< ot.raint•tl 
Descriruon 
rx .i0.07 (t) Stlk ''arn and r••rn spun from noil or 
other waste silk, put up for rl·tail s;tle 
ex 50.07 ( t) lt:nitat1on catgut of srlk 
50.09 (2) Woven fabrics of silk, of noil or of 
other waste silk 
51.01 (1) Yam of man-made fibres (continu-
ous), not put up fnr retail sale 
51.02 (1) Monofil, strip (artificial straw and 
the like) and rm1tation catgut, of 
man-made fibre materials 
51.03 (1) Yam of man-made fibres (continu-
ous), put up for rc:tail sale 
c 
51.04 (2) Woven fabrics of man-made fibres 
(continuous), including woven fah-
rics of monofil or strip of heading 
No 51.01 or 51.02 
52.01 (I) Metallized yam, being textile yam 
spun with metal or covered with 
metal by any process 
52.02 ~i Woven fabrics of metal thread or of 
metallized yam, of a kind used in 
anicles of appar•·l, as furnishing 
fabrics or the like 
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Wor~mg or pro.,.,ssmtt th.u dnc• nor confer 
the status of ongrnaring product• 
Workip~: or proces•inR that «>nfcn rhe 
statu• of on~:tnarinR produ•"t• when 
the followtng con.Jitions •~ met 
Manufacture from products of 
heading Nos 50,0] to 50.03 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 50.01 or of heading 
No 50.03 ndther carded nor combed 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 50.02 or 50.03 
Manufacture from diemical products 
or textile pulp 
'Manufacture from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical produt"ts 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture &om chemical 
products, from textile pulp ·or &om 
natural textile fibres, discontinuous 
man-made fi~res or !heir waste, 
nei1her carded nor combed 
Manufacture &om chemical 
products, from textile pulp or &om 
natural textile fibres, discontinuoUs 
man-made fibres or their waste 
( 1) For yam composed of two or more tatile materials, the conclili- dlown in the lilr- also be- ill mpect of exh of the haldillp UDder wllidl'~ of the other IClRilc 
materials-of wJ,ich the mixed yarn is composed would be dassi&ed. 11ois rule, ~. cloa nOt apply to any one or - mixed ialile mataiali whale wei&ht cloa aot 
nceed I 0 % of the- 10111 wcilllt of Inti It materials iacorporared. . 
1"1 For fabrica C<llll.,_d of two or niore rntile mamials, the condiri0111 shown in IIIia lilt - alto be - in nspea of ach of the l!oadinp Ullller wllich t.bric of the adlor 
rntilc materials of which the mixed fabric is compoled would be claui&ed. 11ois rule, ""-• cloa not apply to IIIJ oae or - mixed IIIXIile IIIIICIIals whale wei8Jac don 
not nc:nd 10 '% of the total weight of rntile mataials i~ated. lhis pm:eraae shall be i--.1: 
- to 20% whac the material in quarion is ,..... made of polyurelhano qmeMed with ftaibk seprem of pol,ether, whether or not....-,~ widlin l!oadina Nell a: 
Sl.OI and a: 58.0?, 
- to 30% where the material in quarion is yam of a width not exceedina S -lonned of a cue~ ather of a thin strip of ahuninila or of a fitftl of lllificialpJa. 
ric mamial whether or not cowmd with aluminium powder, this cue hmna been iiiiCftCII * afued b7 111a111 of a tn•piNlll or coloured Blue '*-a two filmo of 
artificial plaric -mal. ' 
• 
• 
•• 
t 
I 
«I 
hc.~<hnll 
1\n 
Product• obtamed 
H.Ot.lf;l Yam of carded ~ht•ep's or lamb,' 
wool (w<NIIIcn yarn). not put up for 
rt·tail ~ale 
H.07 tfi Yarn of combed sheep's or lambs' 
\\nul (wo~ted yarn), not put up for 
rct.til sale 
H.OR ('fl Y.trn uf fine anunal hair (carded or 
combed), not put up for n·t.til sale 
53.09ft) Yam of horsehair or of other coar~e 
animal hair, not put up for retail ~ale 
.B.10 {1! Yam of sherp's or lambs' wool of 
horsehair or of other animal hair 
(fine or coarst). put up for retail sale 
53.11 ~) Woven fabrics of sheep's or lambs' 
wool or of fine anim.tl hair 
53.12 it) Woven fabrics of horsehair· or of 
other coarse animal hair 
54.0.1 (f) Flax or ramie yam, not put up for 
retail sale 
54.04 (f) Flax or ramie yam, put up for retail 
sale 
54.05 (~ Woven fabrics of flax or of ramie 
55.0.~ If) Cotton yam, not put up for retail 
sale 
5.~.06 (f) Cotton yam, put up for retail sale 
55.01 (fl Cotton gauze 
55.08 (II Terry towelling and similar terry 
fabrics, of cotton 
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WorlcJnfl nr pmo:~\IOJt th•t due" R<ll <<>nlcr 
the '\tatu' nf on~:m.Jtlng rn•dm.h 
Wnrkm11 or pmc:~"nR thai cc1nfers thto 
!.Catu\ ul <m~t•nanng prudu,.,u. when 
the fnii,>WUIA '"umhunn' .&rc mt:t 
Manufa'-'ture from pmducts of 
heading No B.Ol or 53.03 
Manufacture from products of' 
heading No 53.01 or 53.o:l 
Manufacture from raw fine animal 
hair of heading No 53.02 
Manufacture from raw coarse 
animal hair of heading No 53.02 or 
from raw horsehair of heading 
No 05.03 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 05.03 and 53.01 to 
53.04 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 53.01 to 53.05 
Manufacture from products of 
heading Nos 53.02 to 53.05 or from 
horsehair of heading No 05.03 
•• .'* ., 
Manufacture dtho!r from products of 
heading No 54.01 neither carded nor 
combed or from products of heading 
No54.02 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 54.0 I or 54.02 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 54.01 or 54.02 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 55.01 or 55.03 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 55.01 or 55.03 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 55.01, 55.03 or 55.04 
Manufacture. from materiais of 
heading No 55.01, 55.03 or 55.04 
I') For Jim CGIIIJICIH.d of - or - talile IIIIICIWa, lhc condiliantlhown Ia the lilt mull also be mn in rnpcc1 of ach of die headinp uncler which ,._of die lither tatile 
material• of which the miaetl Jill! Ia ClllltlpGMII-'d be dulilied. 'l1lia rule, howewer, don liCit apply to any one or - mixed illllile materials "'- .apr docs liCit 
exceed 10 % of the total weiiJit of tatilc ....... i_,..red. 
P) For fabrics ~ of-or- textile ...-lab, die condiliant ehclwn in tllis lilt - .._ .. - ia ...,.a of each of die t.dinp uncler which lldlllc of die Gdw 
tatile materials of which die lllixld fabric is CIDIIIpGICd -'d be cta.lfied. nus rule, howewer, ... - apply to any one or -lllixld tatile ....-~ ... .._ ......... 
liCit exceed 10 % of lhc tca!Milht of tatilc mMerials i_,orared. 'l1lia .--.eelhall be inaeaeed: · . . 
-. to ZO % whm the mamial iD qDnlian is yam made of pcilywedtane lljDealed Willi flexible ICpiCOtl of palyethct, whether or liCit aimJ!ed, Wli• widlia ...... Naa • 
51.01 and a 58.117, . 
- to30% wheoetbe -wiD~ llpnaof a wld.IICit....._S- ...... of •-CIIMiild!lllkiiWof adiDIIIfpof ...... ., a film of anillclal ~ de--........ __ _... ................... dtil-lim ...... ._.. ........ ., _., • ....,.._ • ._....,..__ .... of 
. lftificial plaaic -.rial. . 
ClT 
hr.ulmR 
Nn 
Products obtamed 
SS.!N (II Other wovt·n fahrics of cotton 
56.01 
56.03 
56.04 
Man-made ftbres (discontinuous), 
not carded, comhed or otherwise 
prepared for spinnmg 
Contmuous ftlament tow for the 
manufacture of man-made fibres 
(dtscontinuous) 
W astc (including yarn waste and 
pulled or garnetted rags) of man-
made fibres (continuous or discon-
tmuous), not carded, combed or 
otherwise prepared for spinning 
Man-made fthrt'\ (dtsconttnuous or 
waste), carded, combed or otherwt~e 
prepared for spinning 
Sn,O'i (1' Y.Hn of man-made fibres (discon-
llllttot" or \\',t,re), not put up for 
n·t,\11 ,,tie 
56.06 ('f Yarn of man-'made fibre~ (dtscon-
tinuous or waste), put up for retail 
~.lie 
56.07 (I. \X'm en fahncs of man-made fibres 
(dl\..:ontinuou~ nr wasrr) 
57.01> (f · Yarn of jute or of other textile bast 
fthrcs of headmg No 57.03 
ex .'i7.07 lfi Yarn of true hemp 
ex 57.07 (I) Yam of other vegetable textile ftbres, 
exduding yarn of true hemp 
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Workmg or procossmg that docs not confer 
the status of on~maung products 
Worlung or procrssmg that ("Onfen the 
status of ongmaun~ produ,rs when 
the followmg conditions are met 
Manuf::tcture from materiab of 
heading :-lo 55.01, 55.03 or 55.04 
Manufacture from chemic.1l produCts 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or texule pulp 
Manufacrure from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chcmKal products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacrure from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacrure from products of 
heading Nos 56.01 to 56.03 
Manufacrurc from raw jute, jute tow 
or from other raw textile bast fibres 
of hcadmg No -~~.03 
Manufacrure from true hemp, raw 
Manufacrure from raw vegetable 
textile fibres of heading Nos 57.02 
to 57.04 
, For yarn compo~cd of f"\\.0 or more textile matenals, the condtuons shown in the hst must also be met m nsprct of each of the head1ngs under whu:" yams of the otbcr textile 
m.ttenJh, nf wh11...h the mtxed ).un ts composed would be dass1f1ed. Th1s rule, howrver, does ""t apply to any one or more nuxed rexnle matenals whose we1ght does not 
exceed 10"., of the total wttght of textile matenals mcorporatc-d. # 
(l} for fahn~... ... composed or ~u or more textile material<li, thr cond.nons shown 10 thts hst must,alw be met in respect of each of the head1hg5 under wPuch bbnc of the other 
tcxulc m:!tt·naJ, of "Juch the m1xed fahr1c 1s composed would be clasMfaed. Th1s rule, however, doc~ nor apply to any one or more m1xed tnt1le m.ncnals whose weight does 
nor ext't"t'ti 10"1,. of the totJI we1ght of rext1le maunals mcorporatrd llus percentage shall be m..:reased: 
-- to 20"1, where rhe matcnal •n que.non •• yarn made of polyurethane segmented wtth flexible segments of polyether, wh<thcr or nor gtmped, fllhng within heodms Nos 
ex II 01 anJ"" 58.07; 
- to ~0~1. v,.here the matenalm qut·stton J\ yarn of a WJdth not cnccdmg 5 mm formed of a core con,.Jstmg enher of a thrn strip of alunumum or of :t falm of art,fi~..,al pf3sric 
matnJ,JI whether or nor covrrrd wtth alumamum po~,.dcr, thas core havmg been mscned and glued bJ mean'S ofa transparent or coloured glue hrrwc~...n two tJJms of artifi# 
0.11 ri.J\tiC matera.al. 
• 
t 
I 
•• 
• 
• 
U.T 
heading 
No 
ex 57.07 
Ptoducts obtained 
DcM:nption 
Paper yarn 
57.10 (2) Woven fabrics of jute or of other 
textile bast fabrics of heading No 
57.03 
ex 57.11 (2) Woven fabrics of other vegetable 
textile fi6res 
ex 57.11 Woven fabrics of paper yarn 
511.01 C'fl Carpets, carpeting and rugs knotted 
(made up or not) 
58.02 ('f) Other carpets, carpeting, rugs, mats . 
and matting, and 'Kelem', 
'Schumacks' and 'Karamanie' rugs 
and the like (made up or not) 
58.04 (~ Woven pile fabrics and chenille fab-
rics (other than terry towelling or 
similar terry fabrics of cotton falling 
within heading Nt, 55.08 and fabrics 
falling within heading No 58.0~) 
.58.05 (1) Narrow woven fabrics, and narrow 
fabrics (bolduc) consisting of warp 
without weft assembled by means of 
an adhesive, other than goods falling 
within heading No 58.06 
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Workin11 or procc\\inll that doc• not confer 
the statu• of on11anating produ,~• 
w·orkmg or proc.'"essinat th:n ..:oni ... r:; tit' 
status of ong1natma proJu~,·, ~ ~hen 
tht:" foltowmg condmon' Are: rr.et 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 47, from chemical products. 
textile pulp or from natural textile 
fibres, discontinuous man-made 
fibres or their waste, neither carded 
nor combed 
Manufacture from raw jute, jute tow 
or from other raw textile bast fibres 
of heading ~o 57.03-
Manufacture from material> of 
heading No 57.01,-57.02 or 57.04 or 
from coir yam of heading No 57.07 
Manufacture from paper, fwn 
~:hemical products, textile pulp or 
from natural textile fibres, 
discontinuous man-made fibres or 
their waste 
Manufacture from material~ of 
hc.ading Nos SO.ot to 50.03. 51.01, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to .56.03 or 57.1)1 fl~ 
57.04 
I Manufacture from materials of 
. heading Nos 50.01 to 50 03, 5UH. 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.()3 57.01 to 
57.04 or from coir yam of heading 
Ne 57.07 · 
Manufacture from material~ of 
heading Nos 50.01 tc 50.03, 53 01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 w 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03, 57.01 to ~7.04 or 
from chemical products or te (tile 
pulp 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 50.ot to 50,03, 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 ro 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 o• 57.0 I :o 57.\lll or 
from chemical products or texde 
pulp 
tf For products <0111powd of two or mon: textik mllmal., the cond11ims shm in thos list must also he met in respect of each of the heodanp undtr wh.-h hbri< of :lor r.:l;tr 
texlde matenals of whoch tho: mixed product is compooed would he classified. This ruh:, howt"ffi', don nolzpply 10 any one <>r moro m,.,.~ wmie materials wl''"' "'"''~' 
<lo<s not oxceed 10% of the t<CJI weight of textile materiaL• incorporated. llus percentage shall he on.T<ased: . . . 
- to 20% when the matmalon quntion iS yam made uf polyur<thane segmented woth fkxible oqmenu of polyether, wheth<o or r.ot g~mped, lallo~& wotnl!o fit:J.o;o No> 
ex SJ.OI and ex 58.07; . . . 
- to30% wherothe,.materialonquesuon is yam of a width notexceedingS mm formed of a con <Onsisrongather of a thin stnp of al•m.~:urr. or of" flm qf o:ti~c,,l ;-la!n< 
material whrther or not aweud with aluminium powder, this core havong been onserted and glued by means of • transparent<>· c<Aour<d 61uc '":~<en 1·~" """' <'.., ,·;. 
coal pbmc mat<rial. 
It For fahncs composed of twO or more texnlc materials, the condotions shown in this list must al!'O he met in respect of each of the headings under whoch fa~nc o# rtoe otber 
textile matmals of which the mixed fabric is composed would be dassofied. This rule. howner, does nut apply to any one or more moxed texrole matenals whose weogln do., 
not exceed IO'llo uf the total wapt of tcXIlk matmals incorporated. This percentage •hall he increased: . . . . 
- to 20% where the material in questim 11 yam made of polyurethane stgm<l\l<d woth flcxihl• segments of polyether, whecher or not fliii!J><d, fallong w•tioJn hoadong N<>> 
ex SJ.OI and a $8.07; · . - < 1 , 1 , 
- so lcr~ where lhc ua~terial in quarion IS yam of a widrh nnr c•cec:d1ng S mm formed of a cure CU!\SI!Irins citMr of a d.in sr~r ol alum1nt\3flt or ot an:~-.:) ~~~·,-:~:..! f''nnc 
material whether or not o;mcred with ... ,.inium powdrr, rhos •-or• ha•ong heen insen<od and g!ued by mean• nf a trart')'arenr or culoured glu• ""'"'""' '"" · h" · ·~h­
ci;l pla•nc matmal. 
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--- -- ---- --~~~- -- -.-----~---111'· ••ot•<: nr ~""''"'"~ oha: J., .. , '"" wolcv 
--( -( -
1 
--~~~--~~- ----- --- - - ----- •he.• 'tJIU' t)f •UtJ:.•I1~•Ulg p1ndu••' 
h1 1 lmr ll• .. , 111•1•"n 
"'" --· ---- ··------·· ·--·--- ---~-------
~s II~> • I \\ ""'" L•hcl,, h ... t 1~,, ·""' '"' ~~~ ... 
''"t t•miHt,HI( red, 111 ria· ptne. m 
\lll}l\ or 1.111 Co ... h.1pr or \1/t.' 
IX I)~ ( 11 ' j,.., .. ll, v.llll lm,lud111~ flo,~ 
.!u 11dk \.Hnl. gllllJ'I'd '·"" (<•liwr 
rlun mtt.lilll<•f \.Hn of lw.Hilll~ No 
12.0 I .111d ~rmpnl horwh.ur y.1rn); 
hr.lh.h .md c 'rn.mu.·nul rnrnmm~' m 
rlw p11·u·, '·""'''· J'<lllll"""' .md thl' 
~.~ .. 
'H.OS (11 l'ull.- .md orlwr ll<'l f.1hn" (hut not 
m.!udmg Y.<'·VI'II, kmtt<'d or 
crndl<'l<"<l f.;hn< ''· pl.un 
5fL09 (1) Tulle and other net falmco; (hut not 
mdudmg wown, knitted or 
no,·hctl'cl fahm ,), f•gurcd; hand or 
ml'<h.m~eally m.11k ian·, in the piece, 
m 'triP' or m motrf, 
58.10 Emhrmd('ry, in the piece, in ~tr'P' or 
m mottf, 
59.0 I (') Wadding and articles of wadding, 
textile flock and du\t and mill nep~ 
ex 59.02 (1) Felt and arttcles of felt, with the 
l.'xception of needled felt, whether or 
not impregnated or coated 
ex 59.02 (1) Needled felt, whether or, not im-
pregnated or coated 
59.0] (1) Bonded fibre fabrics, similar bonded 
yam fabrics, and articles of such 
fabrics, whether or not impregnated 
or coated 
W•••km~ nr prnc.t''"'•nr. th.u c.onfe!n thc-
'lo«.tU•" nf •Jrt~IU .. tUig prndU4.h ""hen 
tht• followm1~ '•m•flfmn\ :tn- mtt 
M.muf.tttllfl' from matcnal\ of 
lwadm~: Nr" ~lUll to ~II.IH, B.lll 
to ~UI~, S4.111, ~UII to HJJ4, 
51>.111 to ~6.1)3 or from tht·rnit.tl 
prod II<" or ll'X!IIc pulp 
Manuf,ltturc from matniah of 
h<·adutJ: No\ SIJ.tll to ~11.1>1, B.IJI 
'" n.o~. H.OI, ~~.111 to H.ll4, 
~1>.111 "' ~6.0 I or from thcmlt:oll 
produth or trxtill· pulp 
Manub,turc from material~ of 
hc;~dmg Nos SO.OJ to 50.03, 53.01 
to 51.05, 54.01, 5~.01 !(I 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.()1 or from chc:mtcal 
product\ or textile pulp 
Manufacture from material\ of 
heading No\ 50.01 to 50.03, .B.OI 
to .53.05, 54.01, 55,01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.01 or from chcmtcal 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the product used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products or 
textile pulp 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemital products or 
textile pulp 
·' 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products or 
textile pulp or from fibre or 
continuous polypropylene filament 
of which the denomination of the 
filaments is less than eight denier and 
of which the value does not exceed 
40% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibm or fiom chemical products or 
textile pulp • 
( 11 For produm composed of two or more texrilo materiolo,lhc -dirionslhown in cblumn 4 -• be- in mpect of toch of lhc ttxtilo IDIIfriola of which die mixed pnldua 
"com,.._ - ..-, howtvft, doeo not apply ID1f11 one or more mixed tarile materiols-"- Milht don not acttd 10% of tht tocalwliafn of IUtile IIIAIItriols .....,. 
purat<d. lb• ,......,... shall be onaastd: 
- tu 20'11. whne tht luterial in question il yam ....tc of"""''""'- ........,..t widlllexible....,. of po!Jidwr, whethtr or notponped. falli111 ............ Mala 
SJ.Ot and n $1.07; 
- to 30'11. wh- tht 11111mal in qutltion is Jllft of 1 width not tllC!ttlliJti S an formtd olo I.'Oft CUIIIiotilta either of 1 lhin ltrip ololum1nium or of a film of oftilicW lllastlc 
11111tmal whtthtr or not c_...t with oluminoum powdtr, dli• <Oft homtta lletn in-..1 ond Fred II,-of • tronsporent or <lDICIIIftd slue...._., two filml o( Mil-
dol plasnc matmol. ' 
•-
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
CCT 
hcadong 
Nn 
Produt·r. obtained 
59.04 (1) Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, 
plaited or not 
59.05 (I) Nets and netting made of twine, 
cordage or rope. and made up fish-
ing nets of yam, twine, cordage or 
rope 
59.06 (1) Other articles made from yam, 
twine, cordage, rope or cables, other 
than textile fabrics and articles made 
from such fabrics 
59.07 Textile fabrics coated with gum or 
amylaceous substances, of a kind 
used for the outer covers of books 
and the like; tradng doth; prepared 
painting canvas; buckram and simi-
lar fabrics for hat foundations ana 
similar uses 
59.08 Textile fabrics impregnated, coated 
covered or laminated with prepara-
tions of cellulose derivatives or of 
other artificial plastic materials 
59.10 (1) Linoleum and materials prepared on 
a textile base in a similar manner to 
linoleum, whether or not cut to 
shape or of a kind used as floor 
coverings; floor coverings consisting 
of a coating applied on a textile base, 
cut to shape or not 
ex 59.~ 1 Rubberized textile fabrics, other than 
rubberized kmtted or crocheted 
goods, with the exception of those 
consisting of fabric of continuous 
synthetic textile fibres, or of fabric 
composed of parallel yarns of con-
tinuous synthetic textile fibres, im-
pregnated or covered with rubber 
latex, containing at least 90% by 
weight of textile materials and used 
for the manufacture of tyres or for 
other technical uses 
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Working or proce•sint~thJt does not confer 
the status of ori~:onaron~ product. 
W'orktnJt nr procr~,m~ that ~.unfcn the: 
~tatu'i of origmattn~ jtrOOth:h whc:n 
· the followm~ condotoon' an· met 
---
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products or 
textile pulp or from coir yam of 
heading No 57.07 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products or 
textile pulp or from coir yam of 
heading No 57.07 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products or 
textile pulp or· from coir yam of 
headtng No 57.07 
Manufacture from yam 
Manufacture from yam 
Manufacture either from yam or 
from textile fibres 
Manufacture from yam 
(') For produt1' <'•mrustd of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in ec~umn 4 muot l>e met illnspe."l of tao:h nf the tnrilt materiJis uf whodo tht moxm rnxlu•"l 
i• <'tlllp<...d •. ,,,. n~le. ~r. oJ.tn nnt apply 10 any ont or more moxtd tnrilt materials who.e wnJ!IItdtoco not tx•~td Ill% of riot' 101al wri(lht of ttxtilt IMteriJI• incor· 
pcorattd. llo" por.~t• ..Jo•ll l>e in.-,.,•std; · 
- tu 211'";, where the m.11mal in quntillll is yam made of ~yumhant 'ltglnenttd with flrxohlt ~~tt~menh nr polytther, whether ,,. not (limpe-d. falltns within !wading Nos rx 
.fl.l>l •nd ex fH.II7; • 
- to lll'>:. whtre tht m"•ri•l in qUt-sric"' i• yam of a Width nnt extttdins .f mm fnrmtd of J <'>re ""'•ioting tither of a thin •tnp of Jlumonmm oro( a film nf amfi•i•l plosn< 
mattnal wh<1htr or nCJt <nvtn:d '""h •luminium pcowdtr, this...,... h•vi"'ll>etn inoert•od and glur<l hy me.on• of a transpJrt-nt or ""'"'n-J film· httwft'll two films o( •rrifi· 
cinl pla.rJC material. 
CCT 
heading 
No 
• I 
Pro'ducts obtained 
Description 
ex 59.11 Rubberized teic'tile fabrics, other than 
rubberized. Mlifted or crocheted 
goods, ·.consisting of fabric of con-
tinboiiS 'synthetic textile fibres or of 
fabric composed of parallel yarns of 
continuous synthetic textile fibres, 
impregnated or covered wi.th rubber 
latex, containing at least 90% by 
weight of textile materials and used 
for the-i'n'ariufatture of tyres or for 
other technica:l uses 
59.1'2 Textile fabrics otherwise impreg-
nated or ttf.ned; painted canvas 
being . theatfit.?l scenery, studio 
b,,ck-cloths or the like 
59.13 (I) ElastiC> fabrics and trimmings (other 
than knitted or crocheted goods) 
nfmi~ting of textile materials com-
bined with rnhlier threads 
59.1 S (1) Jt'xnlc hosepiping and similar 
, '. · tul'>mg,' with or without lining 
59.16 (1) 
ex 
Chapter 
60 (1) 
:rdnour or acces~ories of other 
· m.itcrials 
Transmission, conveyor or elevator 
belts or belting, of textile material, 
whether or not strengthenPd with 
metal or other material 
Tcxulc fabric~ and tr·xrtle antde\, of 
a kind commonly 11\Cd in mal'hrnery 
or plant 
Kmtted and cnKheted goods, ex-
dudmg knitted or crocheted good~ 
obtamed by sewmg or by the as-
sembly of p1eces of knitted or 
crocheted goods (cut or obtained 
dtrectly·to shape) 
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Worlang or processing that does not confer 
<he status ,,f origmaung products 
Working or processing that co'n'ft~';i,~ 
status of onginating products' when 
the following condoroons are met · 
Manufacture from chemical products 
Manufacture from yarn 
Mamlfacrure from !.n'gle ya111 
Manufacrure from matcn:tls of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 5{1.01, D.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or 57..01 ro 57.04 or 
from chemical p'rodbct' ,,r rt·xtile 
pulp 
Manufacture from materials ol. 
heading Nos 50.01 .to .50.03, 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or 57.01 to 57.04 or 
from chemical product~ or textile 
pulp 
Manufacture from materials ol 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 _to H-04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or 57:01 to 57.04 or 
from chemic.al products or textile 
pulp 
Manuf.Kture frc-m natural fibre~. 
..:ardcd or combed, from materials of 
headmg Nos .S6.01 to 56.0~ from 
chemical products 'or textile pulp 
(1) f-or products compostd of two or mon· tl"Xnlr m.attnal~. the Londttlort!o shown 1n lolumn 4 must hr me.·• n re". "'cr ,.; • ·" i" ,"!,:} '· ..:t•k -;.l 'fr:\l, ,..,f wt11·h rhc- mtxf"rl p~ucr 
1, lnmpo.,cd Thts rule, howt'\tr, doec; not :tpply tf• any one or more mtxcd texnle m.ntnalc. whov:- v.c:,.:~r do •. ·· •t • " ' '·' '~' r,.r.!l...,r•l-},t nf te.xnlr m.lfm11' m'-or· 
poratl'd Tlw. pt·r..cut.tgt• ~hal1 he mucJ\rd. t N 
_ ·,0 !ll"o whrn the- m3renaltn qunrton rs y;tm made of ro!yurethane litgmentt>d wnh Atxthfe srgmmtr. <'f r o'\rt>,n \' • 'thrr ·
1T nNg•mrccf,f3lhng wntur. bc3litng' ~ r,.: 
.11.01 and <X SR 07; · , f fi t 1 
_ to 3Ho{. whc.·rc.· rht matcrtaltn qucsr1on tc. y...rn of .1 wtdth nnr c-xcrrdmg ~ mm form<"d <•( J (orr conststmJ!: tttht'r nf " th,n !,rnr m llumr01um nr of a film o am en P 38ftC 
matt'nal wh!"thtr or not covtrtd wlf~ alummiUfT'I fKlWLitr, rlu, core ha"·mtz hf'tn tn~,_-nt'\i .1nd ~lurd hv mean'i of a rran!r>rarcl"'f or coloured ~luc f-,t't\'~t.·n rwtl ftlm'i of amfi-
~al plasnc m.urnal 
•• 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
CCT 
headon~ 
No 
ex 60.02 
ex 60.0.1 
ex 60.04 
Products ohtaoned 
Dt~l·nptlon 
Gloves, mittens and mitts, knitted or 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized, 
obtained by sewing or by the as-
sembly of pieces of knitted or 
crocheted good~ (cut or obtained 
directly to shape) 
Stockings, understockings, socks, 
ankle-socks, sockettes and the like, 
knitted or crocheted, nor elastic' or 
rubberized, obtained by sewing or by 
the assembly of pieces of knitted or 
crocheted goods (cut or obtained · 
directly to shape) 
Under garments, knitted or 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized, 
obtained by sewing or by the as-
sembly of pieces of knitted or 
crocheted goods (cut or obtained 
directly to shape) 
ex 60.0\ I Outer garment~ and other articles, 
knitted or crocheted, not elastic or 
rubberized, obtamed by sewing or by 
the assembly of pieces of knitted or 
crocheted goods (cut or obtained 
directly to shape) 
ex 60.06 Other article~, knitted or crocheted, 
clastic or rubberized (including elas-
tiC knee-caps and elastic stockings), 
obtained by sewing or by the assem-
bly of pieces of knitted or crocheted 
goods (cut or obtained directly to 
shape) 
(')( 61.01 
ex 61.01 
Men\ and hoys' outer garments, 
exdudmg fire resbtant equipment of 
cloth covered by foil of aluminiz~-d 
polyester 
• Fire resistant cquipement of cloth 
covered by foil of aluminized poly-
ester 
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\l'orkon11 or proc:ossong that does not <onfer 
the status of onllonaun11 produ,'ls 
0 
Workon11 or proeessin11 that confcn the 
status of on11inatonR produ.1s when 
tht• followom! •'Onditoon• are met 
Manufacture from yam {It 
Manufacrure from yam f't) 
'Manufacture from yarn (f) 
Manufacture from yam (1) 
ManufactUre from. yam (1) 
Manufacture from yam (1) (2) 
Manufacture from uncoated cloth of 
which me value does not exceed 
40% of the value of me finished 
product (1) (2) 
' 
I'> T nmmong.: •. •nd acmsMel (~xdudi"' hrunwo and interl!nin~ whoch cluonse tanff hcodina do not -.w oripnalina stilUS of the product obtained (r dicit ""'"".La c1cD 
exceed 10 ·• of the 101al -aht of all the tcxnle mstenals oncorporated. .._.. -
(>) These PRM•oms dn not apply where the products are obtained from primed fabric in Kalnlance with the cpndjtians shown in List B. · 
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-----------------r-----------.-----------
Prod'.h. ts oht.1mcd 
-----·-.-------------------C<T 
htJdu··~ 
!'.'l 
Dt'\l'nptlon 
---+--
ex ~I 02 
ex 61.02 
6UH 
61 04 
ex 61.05 
tX 61.05 
ex 61.06 
ex b l.f)6 
(,).1)7 
6!.0'J 
\\"llmc·n\, grrl,' .md mf.mts' out,·r 
~.1rmcnts, not cmbrmJ~r,·d, exdud-
lrl); fire re'l~!.lnt cqlllpmcnt of doth 
<<"<"t<·d h~ full of ,llurmmlt'd poly 
c'tcr 
1 h r,· t<"\1\i.llll cqurpmcnt of 
I
Lmcrcd h) furl of .rlumrnllt:d 
c~rer 
cloth 
poly-
\\'omen\, grrls' and infanh' outer 
g.mncnr~. crnhrord~rcd 
Men's and boys' under garments, 
mdudmg wllars, shrrt fronts and 
cuffs 
Women's, girl~' and mf.mts' under 
garmcms 
Handkerchrds, not embroidered 
Handkerchrcfs, embroidered 
Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, 
verls and the lrke, not embroidered 
Shawls, scarves, mufflers, maotrllas, 
vcrls and the lrke, embroidered 
Tres, bow tie~ and cr.IVat~ 
<...orsets, corset-belts, suspender-belts, 
brassieres brace~. suspenders, garters 
and the like (including such articles 
of knitted or crocheted fabric), 
------'"~ether or not elastic 
\t'orkmF: or proc.:rssm~ that dOf'llj, not conft-r 
rht \t:llU'i of onr=,tn.umg product\ 
\l'urk111~ or pro'-e!l.\lnK that t..nnfrr\ rh, 
!l.tatu' ot unJ,.rtn.um~-; pruJu"l\ "'htn 
tht• rollo~mg ~.on~ohuon' Jrc.· met 
Manufacture from pm (') (2) 
M.1nufacture from uncoated cloth of 
which the value does not exceed 
40% of the value of the frnishcd 
product (1) ( 2) 
Manuf.1cture from fabrics, nor 
embroidered, the Hlue of which 
does not exceed 40% of the value of 
rhe fim~hed product (1) 
Manufacture from yam (1) (2) 
Manufacture from yam (1) (2) 
Manufa~-rure from unbleached single 
yam (1) ( 2) (l) 
Manufdcturc from fabrics, not 
embroidered, the value of whtch 
does not exceed 40% of the value of 
the finished product (1) 
Manufacture from unbleached single 
yam of natural textile fibres or 
discontinuous man-made fibres or 
their waste or from chemical 
products or textile pulp (1) (2) 
Manufacture, from fabrics, not 
embroidered, the value of which 
does not exceed 40% of the value of 
the finished. product (1) 
Manufacture:from ya~ (') (2) 
Manufacntre from yam (1) (2) 
(') Tnmmmg.s and acassonrs ....,d (cxdudmg lorung.s •nd cntorlirung) whrch change tariff hcadcng do nor removt th< origcurin1 srarus of th• product obtain<d if thtir we.illlr 
· ... ,., .t .L_ ....... 1 .......... l.. ,..( ""'" ,,....,,),. matcnaf) Incorporated. • 
·-
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
CCT 
heodon~ 
Nn 
ex 61.10 
ex 61.10 
ex 61.11 
ex 61.11 
62.01 
ex 62.02 
ex 62.02 
62.0] 
62.04 
Produ(ts obtaoned 
Descnptoon 
Gloves, mittens, mitts, stockings, 
socks and sockem·s, not being knit-
ted or crocheted goods, excluding 
ftre resistant equipment of cloth 
coverrd by foil of aluminized poly-
c~ter 
fire resistant equipment of cloth 
covered by foil of aluminized poly-
ester 
Made up a.:ce\~ories for article~ of 
.tpparcl (for example, drcs~ shields, 
shoulder and other· pads, belts, 
muffs, ·steeve protectors, pockets) 
wirh the except-ion of collars, tuck-
ers, fallals, bodice-fronts, jabots, 
cuf~. floum:e~. yokes and similar 
accessories anti trimmings for 
women's and girls' garments, em-
broidere-d 
Collar\, tucker~, fallals, bodice-
fronts, jabots, cuffs, flounces, yokes 
·and ·similar accessories and trim-
niings";for women's and girls' gar-
"!ents, embroidered 
Travelling rugs and blankeb 
Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and 
kitchen linen; curtains and other 
furnishing articles, not embroidered 
Bed lint·n, table linen, toilet linen and 
kitchen linen; curtains and other 
furnishing article~, embroidered 
Sacks and h:tA~. of a kind used for 
the packing of good\ 
Tarpaulins, sails, awnings, sunblinds, 
tents and camping goods 
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Worlung or pm,rhlng that d01s not confer 
the status nl Onf11Ratong product' 
Work1ng or procc~\ln!l thJI '-on(u, rht: 
status of ongtnaung proJu"'' when 
the followong cnndnoon• arc m1·t 
Manufacture from yarn (1) (2) 
Manufacture from unwared doth of 
wn;c~. rh-e vah.!e do::s not ex..:eed 
40% of tk value of the fm:shed 
product \1) ( 2) 
Manufacture from yam(') (2 ) 
Manufacture from fabncs, not 
embroidered, the value of which 
does not exa:ed 40% of the value of 
the fini~hed product (1) 
Manufumre irom unbleached yam 
of ChapterS "sO,.to,56; (l) (3) 
Manufac.wce, frbm unbleached smgk 
yarn (2) I') 
'. -·, 
Manufacture from !abncs, r.oc 
embroidertd, the v<Jilue Of which 
does not e)(ceed 40% of the value oi 
the finished produ~:t 
Manufacture from chemical 
products, textile pulp or from 
natural textile fibres, discontinuous 
man-made fibres or their waste (2) (3) 
Manufacture from single unbleached 
yam (2) (3) 
('• Tromminp and acce"une. u•ed (excluding loning and inttrlinnogl whoch change ta "ff h ad dn h · · 
nur cx.crd 10% nl th< total wr•Ghr o! all the tcxt.le noareroals i~~<.urporar..J. n • ong not remove t t ongonarong status of the product obtainrd of their weight does 
~:) These proviSion• do not apply wht,.. thr pr~cts a,.. obtained frum pronrrd fahric in acwrdonco with rhe condlroons shown in list B. 
1 For product• ubtaoned from two or mnre textile materials rhi• ruled 1 1 · the rr.cal ,. . .,g~~, of all the tcxtolr mater,.l• incmpmatrd. ' ocs not app y ro one or more o the m•xed rcxtole rnarerials•f its or lhtor weight dots not exceed 10% <>f 
Products obtained 
-------r-------------------t 
I 
CCT i 
Description h~ading-No ~ 
ex 62.05 Other made up textile articles (in-
cluding dress patterns) excluding 
fans and hand-screens, non-
mechanical, frames and handles 
therefor and parts of such frames 
and handle~ 
64 .1)2 
64.03 
64.04 
65.0' 
6).;15 
f)(,_() 1 
l'\. - o.rl· 
Footwear with outer soles and up-
pers of rubber or artificial plastic 
material 
Footwear wtth outer soles of leather 
or composttion leather footwear 
(other than footwear falling within 
heading No 64.01) wtth outer soles 
of rubber or artificial plastic matenal 
Footwear •with outer ~oles of wood 
or of cork· 
Footwear wtth outer soles of other 
matenals 
Felt hats and other felt headgear, 
bcrng headgear m.1de from tht• felt 
hood, and plateaux fallrng within 
hcadrng No 65.01, whether or not 
lrncd or tnmmcd 
Hat~ and other hcadgc.u (includrng 
hJtr net~), kntttrd or crocheted, or 
made up from lare, felt or other tex-
ttlc fahnc rn thr ptccr (but not from 
~tnp,), whether or not lrned or 
tnmn1ed 
Umbrella~ and sunshades (includrng 
w<tlk mg-<nck umhrellas, umhrclla 
tcnh, and garden and sirrular 'um-
hn'll,") 
C.t,t, rolled, drawn or blown glass 
;mdudrng flashed or wtred glass) cur 
ru 'hape other than rectangular 
shape, or bent or otherwise worked 
(for example, edge worked or en· 
~r.1vcdi wht·thcr or not ~urface 
ground or pnltshed; mulnpk·wallcd 
tmul.l!lng glass 
SJirr, gla~s const~ting of toughened 
or lamtn,nrd glass. shaped or not 
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Working or processing that does not 
confer the status of originating 
products 
Manufacture from assemblies of 
uppers affixed to inner soles or to 
other sole components, but without 
outer soles, of any material except 
metal 
Manufacture from assemblies of 
uppers affixed to inner soles or to 
other sole components, but without 
outer soles, of any material except 
metal 
Manufacture from assemblies of 
uppers affixed to- inner soles or to 
other sole components, btlt without 
outer soles, of any mater'ial except 
metal 
Manufacture from assemblies of 
uppers affixed to inner soles or to 
other sole components, but without 
outer soles, of any material except 
metal 
Manufacture from drawn, cast or 
rolled glass of headrng Nos 70.04 to 
70.06 
Manufacture from drawn, cast or 
rolled glass of heading Nos 70.04 to 
70.06 
W orlcing or proc:asiDg that confen 
the status of originating products 
when the following conditions are met 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
40% of the value ri the finished 
product 
Manufacture from rexttle ft!:orcs 
Manufacture etther 'from yarn or 
from textile fibres 
Manufacture in whtch the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fintshed 
product 
•• 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
71.15 
73.07 
73.0R 
73.09 
73.10 
73.11 
73.12 
73.13 
7.3.14 
73.16 
Articl~s conM~ung nf, or inmrporat-
inr.. pearl;, pree~nns or seuor-prccious 
~tones (n;:u:ra!, .ynrhetic or rccon-
structerl) 
Blooms, billet\, slabs and sheet bars 
(includmg tinplate bars), of iron or 
sted; p:eces roughly shaped by forg-
ing, of iron or stt·el 
Iron or steel coib for re-rolling 
Universal plates of iron or steel 
Bars and rods (including wire rod), 
of iron or steel, hot-rolled, forged, 
extmdcd, cold-formed, or cold-
fimsht·d (mduding precision-made); 
holloY. mming drill steel 
Angle~. shapes and sections, of iron 
or steel, hot-rolled, forged, extruded, 
cold-formed or cold-finished; sheet 
piling of iron or steel, whether or not 
dnlled, punched or made from as-
sembled clements 
Hoop and strip, of iron or steel, 
hot-rolled or cold-rolled 
Sheets and plates, of 1ron or steel, 
hot-rolled or cold-rolled 
Iron or steel wire, whether or not 
coated, but not insulated 
Railway and tramway trac:k con-
struction material of iron or steel, 
the following: rails, check-rails, 
SWitch blades, crossings (or frogs), 
crossing p1eces, point rods, rack 
rails, sleepers, fish-plates, chairs, 
chair wedges, sole plates (base 
plates), rail chps, bed-platt-~, ties and 
other materials specialized for join-
ing or fixing rails 
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Worl!inp- or proceseing that dot'S not 
wnfor the status of originating 
pn1ducu 
Manufacture from produ""ts of head-
ing No 73.06 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing No 73.07 
Manufa""ture from products of head-
ing No 73.07 or 73.08 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing No 73.07 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing Nos 73.07 to 73.10, 73.12 or 
73.13 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing Nos 73.07 to 73.09 or 73.13 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing Nos 73.07 to 73.09 
Manufa<.turc from products of head-
ing No 73.10 
W orting or prucaa1ns that c:oar.. 
the status of originating produell 
when the following conditioas are met 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO% of the value of the finished 
product(') 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing No 73.06 
(') These provo51ons do not apply where the products are obtained from products which have acquired the status of originanna products 1n KCOrdance with the CJODdiriOIIS llicl 
down m L1st B . 
• 
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Produrt< olot,,nrd 
---,------------------CCT 
heachng N<• Oc><.nphon 
I 
73.111 
74.0\ 
74.iH 
74.05 
Tubes and pipes .111d bl.mk~ therefor, 
of 1ron (other th:;n of <a~t iron) or 
stt"cl, cxcludmg h1gh-prc~"uc hydro-
clc<tnc condmt~ 
Wrought bars, rod,, angle,, shapes 
and ~ccuon~. of copper; copper wire 
Wrought platt·>, ~h<Tt\ and ~tnp, of 
copper 
Copper f01l (whdher or not em-
bos\cd, cut to ~hape, perforated, 
coated, pnntc'd, or backed w1th 
paper or other reinforcing matenal), 
of a thickness (excludmg any back-
ing) not exceedmg 0 15 mm 
Copper powder~ and flakt·~ 
74.07 Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, 
of copper; hollow bars of copper 
74.08 Tube and pipe fittmgs (for example, 
JOIIlts, elbows, sockets and flange~). 
of copper 
74.10 Stranded wire, cables, cordage, 
ropes, plaited bands and the hke, of 
copper wire, but excluding insulated 
electric wires aud cables 
74.11 Gauze, doth, gnll, netting, fencing, 
reinforcing fabric and similar ma-
terials (including endless bands), of 
copper wire; expanded metal, of 
copper 
74. t5 Nails, tackj, staples, hook-nails, 
· spiked ·cramps, studs, spikes and 
dtawing pins, of copper, or of iron 
or steel with heads of copper; bolts 
and nuts (including bolt ends and 
screw snids), whether or not 
·threaded or tapped, and screws (in-
cluding screw hooks and screw 
rings), of copper; rivets, cotters, 
cotter-pins, washers and spring 
washers, of copper 
W orlung or procHSiftg that doea'ttot , 
confer the status of ongmating 
products 
W ortmg or proa!!ISing that confen 
the status of onginatong produclll 
.:ben the followtng condttions ane ml!t 
Manufacture from products of head-
mg Nos 73.06 and 73.07 or headmg 
No 73.15 in the forms specified m 
heading Nos 73.06 and 73.07 
Manufacture: in which the value of 
the produ~'ts used does not ex~-eed 
SO% of the: value of the finished 
product (1) 
Manufa~cture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
produa (1) 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product (t) 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used docs not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product (1 ) 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO% of the value of the finished 
product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product (1) 
Manufactuie,in which the value of 
the produ<:ts 'used does not exceed 
50% of the· value of the finished 
product (1) ' 
ManufadUre . in which· rhe value of 
the products'. used does not exceed 
SO% of the value, of the finished 
product (1) -
.... . ..... 
Manufacture in wh'icb ·die value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO% of the value.~of·the fmished 
product (1) 
(1) These prov1stons do not apply whero the products are obtained from producu which have acqwred the ftllUI of oritlinatillfl producu in llalOrdaD<C with 1111 CXIIIIIiticas laid 
down in Ll•t B. 
•• 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
~No! 
74.1~ 
74.17 
-.... ., 
7.~.02 
75.03 
75.04 
7~.0.~ 
75.06 
76.02 
76.03 
76.04 
Springs, of copper 
Cooking and hearing 'apparatus of a 
kind u~ for domestic purposes, not 
electrically operated, and parts 
th<rwt. of L"t.t('per 
\."rbr. .uri.:ln of a kind commonly 
use-d for dom<stk rnrposc.os, s;tnitary 
ware for induor use, and r•uts ()f 
sn.:h artkk·s .md w.ue, of C()pper 
Other arti.:lt-s of copper .. 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes 
and secriofls, Qf nickel; nickel.!"ire 
r . 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of 
ntckel; nickel foil; nickel powders 
ana.flakes 
Tubc11 and pipes and blanks therefor, 
c;f ili.:kel; hollow bars, and tube and piro · fitting.~ (for examlle, joints, 
-el ows, sockets and anges), of 
nicJ(el 
·'l::lectrc>'Plating anodes, of nickel, 
wrought or unwrought, including 
lhosc·produced by electrolysis 
Other articles of nickel 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes 
and section~. of aluminium; 
aluminium wire 
Wrought plates, sheets and ~trip, of 
aluminium 
Aluminium foil (whether or not 
embossed, cut to shape, perforated, 
coated, printed, or backed with 
paper or other reinforcing material), 
of a thickness (excluding any back-
ing) not exceeding 0·20 mm 
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. Manufacture 'in which the value of . 
the. products. used does not exceed 
SO% of the· value of the finished 
prddbct (1) 
Manufacture :·in which the value of 
rhc products· u~ does nor exceed 
50~ ·of the \'alue of the fmished 
pmdDct ('j { 
.. 
·Manufacture · iq. which the nlue of 
~ producrs used does not exceed 
m of the value of the finished 
~uct(l) . 
Mataufacture in which rbe value of 
die product~ Ida! does not exceed 
sn. of die Yatuc of the fmished 
•. product (I) 
... 
Manufacture in which che value of 
· the products u.wd does nor exceed 
so~. of the value of the finished 
·t>roducr (1) 
.. 
M4llnufacture in which the value of 
tht! products used does nor exceed 
.sb% of the value of the finished 
lfroduct C'> 
,· 
~ia~ufacture in which the ~aloe of 
the products used does nor exceed 
S01c; of the value of the fmished 
product (1) 
Manufacture in wliich the value of 
tke products used'. does not exca, 
SO% of the "Vallit of the fini~ 
product (1) . 
Manufacture iit which the v~or 
the productS. osed does not exceed 
SO% of rill value of the finished 
product(') ; 
Manufacture i~ ·which the value of 
the products oicd does not exceect 
SO%· of the- value of the finished 
product · 
Manufacture in Which the value of 
the prooucts uk'd· does not exceed 
SO% of the ."filue of die finished 
rodlict ·~ : p ... ·· 
Mlnilfacture id.which the value of 
the products llscd· does not exca:d 
SO% of the ~alue of the findhed 
prodba 
<'l 'J1.ftC pto\isiOM do noc apply where the proclum ase ol>tained f.- procluCIS which haft acquimllhe •- of CJri&illlli• ptoduCIS in_._ with dlr COIIIIiliGa laicl 
dmo·n in l.o\1 8 • 
CCT 
headmgNo 
76.05 
76.06 
76.07 
76.08 
76.09 
7h.IO 
-:'f-.11 
i6.H 
Products obtained 
Desaiption 
Aluminium powders and flakes 
Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, 
of aluminium; hollow bars of 
aluminium 
Tube and pipe fittings (for example, 
joints, elbows, sockets and flange\), 
of aluminium 
Structures and parts of structures 
(for example, hangars and other 
builclmgs, bridges and bridge·sec-
tions, towers, lattice masts, roofs, 
roofing framework~. door and wm-
dow frames, balustrades, pillars and 
columns), of aluminium; plate~, 
rods, angles, shapes, sections, tubes 
and the like, prepared for usc in 
structures, of aluminium 
Reservoir~. tank~. vats and similar 
containers, for any material (other 
than comprcs~cd or laquef1ed gas), of 
alumimum of a capacity excecdmg 
~()() !Jtrc\, whether or not lmcd or 
ht·at-in~ulatcd, but not fmcd w1th 
mr.:chanical or thermal eqmpmcnt 
( a\ks, drum~. cam, hoxe' and siml-
l.u contamer~ (u1dud1ng ngid and 
wllap\iblc tuhul.u cont.uncrs), of 
.1lumm111m, of a dc~cnpnon com-
mon)\' med for thr conve~ance or 
p.H k1.ng of good~ 
C ontamrr~. of alumimum, for com-
prc~'cd or hq11ef1cd g.l' 
Stranded w1rr, cables, cordage, 
rope\, plaited b.1nd\ and the like, of 
alummnJm w1rc, hut exdudmg m'u-
l.!tcd dcctric wtrc' and cahlc' 
Arn.-Jc, of a kind commonly u~ed for 
dome\ttc purpmn, sanitary ware for 
mdoor u~c. and parr' of ~uch arttde~ 
.md w.uc, of alummmm 
Other artlclt:\ of alurmnmm 
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W orl!iJII or processiJI& that does not 
amfer the status of originatins 
products 
W orkins or processiJI& that oonfen 
the status of originating products 
when the following conditions are met 
Manufacture in whtcn the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
prtlducr 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fmished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the ptoducts used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufa"cture in which the value of 
the products; used does not exceed 
50% of .the value of the finished 
prorluc:t · 
' •• ~ -. -l 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the product~ used doc' nor exceed 
50'Yo of thr.: value of the frmshed 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used doc~ not exceed 
50% of the value of the ftnished 
·product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used docs not exceed 
50'Yo of the \'3)ue of the f1mshtd 
product 
Manufacmre in which the value of 
the products used doe~ not exceed 
50% of the value of the fini~hcd 
product 
Manufacntrc in wh1ch the value of 
the product~ used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the ftn"hed 
product 
•• 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
CCT 
htar!ing No 
77.02 
78.()3 
7H.04 
7!1.0.5 
7H.06 
79.02 
79.03 
79.04 
79.06 
Products obtained 
Description 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes 
and sections, of magnesium; mag-
nesium wire; wrought plates, sheets 
and srrip, of magnesium; magnesium 
foil; rasping.l> and shavings of uni-
form size, powders and flakes, of 
magnesium; rubes and pipes and 
blanks therefor, of magnesium; hol-
low bars of magnesium; other 
.trrides of magnesium 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes 
and sections, of lead; lead wire 
Wrought plate~, sheets and strip, of 
lead 
Lead foil (whether or not cmhn~~cd, 
cut to shape, perforated, coated, 
printed, or backed with paper or 
other reinforcing material), of a 
weight (excluding any backing) not 
exceeding 1·7 kglm2; lead powders 
and flakes 
Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, 
of lead; hollow bars, and rube and 
pipe fittings (for example, joints, 
elbows, sockets, flanges and 
S-bends), of lead 
Other articles of lead 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes 
and sections, of zinc; zinc wire 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of 
zinc; zinc foil; zinc powders and 
flakes ' 
Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, 
of zinc; hollow bars, and tube and 
pipe fittings (for example, joints, 
elbows, sockets and ~anges), of zinc 
Other anicles of zinc 
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W odung ot processing that dotS not 
amfer the statu.~ of originating 
products 
W orldng or processing that confers 
the status of originating productll 
when the following condi~ ~ mf'l 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO'Yo of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the ,·alue of 
the products used doe~ not exceed 
SO'Yo of the value of the finished 
product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does nor exceed 
50% of the value oi die fini~ed 
pmduct (1) 
-
.. Manufacture in which rhc value of 
' :t'he product~ u~ed doe~ not exceed 
SO'Yo of the value of the finished 
produl1 (1) 
Manufactl.!~~r.in which the value of 
the prod.y~~used does not exceed 
SO'Yo ol-~rlil7· value of the finished 
prod"ct 11\ ' 
Manufacture in which_Jhe value of 
the products used a~ nor exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products· used does not exceed 
SO% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in "which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO'Yo of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO% of the value of the finished 
product 
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--------------------------------r-----------------------r------------ ----------
CCT 1 
'-dmgNo 
W oct.ns .. 1'""""-'ani!IMt r"nfrn 
W at~Cul of lll'lJC•natan'( pru:liiCf1 
wheS\ IM fulluwong tondo<MII .,., n:rt 
---- - ---------------------+-----------------------+--------------
80.02 
80.03 
80.04 
80.05 
82.05 
82.06 
ex Chapter 
84 
'Jt'rou~ht hJrs, rod~. angles, shapes 
anJ s~ctton~, of nn; un wtre 
Wrousht plate~>, sheen and strip, of 
nn 
Tin fuil (whether or not emhns,cd, 
l'Ut to ~hapc, pc:rfnr.urd, t"o.ueJ, 
JUmh·d, or h.1o.:kcd wuh paper or 
mhcr rrinfor.:mg matcnal), of a 
weight (rxcludmg any backtng) not 
ex.:ecJmg 1 kgtmJ; tin powders and 
flakes 
Tuhr, and ptpc'S and blanks therefor, 
of no; hollow bars, and rube and 
pipe' fttttng.<i (for example, joints, 
rlbo111-~, sc~ekets and flanges), of tin 
lmcrdt.lngt•Jhlc toul' fur hand tunis, 
fur m ••httll' ltKtl~ nr fur pnwer-npt·r· 
atnl h.md ttKtl\ (fur example, fur 
prr\sittg, stampmg, dnllm~ 1.1pping, 
threadmg, htmng, hn~o~~hmg, mil-
hn~ .. unmg. turnmg, drc:~''"S. mor· 
ttl·ing or s.:rew-dnving), induding 
dtes fur wire drawmg. extrusion dies 
for nwral, and rock drilling bits 
Knive~ and cutting blades, for 
machines or for mechanical ap-
pliances 
Boilers. ·~nal-hincry and me"-hanical 
applia~s and parts thereof, ex· 
cludins · .-efri~rators and refrigera· 
tina equipment (electrical and other) 
(No 114.15) and ~ewing ma'=hiMt, 
indudiq lumintre lfeeia01 dcwipcd lor...;,.....,. (ex No 14.41) 
Manufal·turc: in whid. tlw \ aluc: uf 
thr proJu,·h u"·d <lor\ nut n.n·,l 
SO% of the value d the fm"hr:d 
product 
Manufacture in whi.-1. the value of 
the products used do~s not exo.:ccd 
SO% of the value of the fmi~1~-d 
product 
Manuf.1cture in whi.-h the value of 
the products u~c:J d11rs not rxcl·nl 
SO'Yo of the value uf the fini\h,·J 
product 
Manufacture in whic .. the value of 
the produ~"ts used doe5 not nct't'd 
SO% of rhe value of the fim-hc.l 
product 
Working. proo.:l's.,ing <>r a~M"mhly~;r 
whtch rhe value of the m.llc:n.•l' a)ld 
pans usc:d dues not c.cccc:d 40'¥., of 
the value of the finished product(') 
Working, processing "' assembly in 
which the value of thr m:neriJI~ and 
pans used doe• not C:Cl"CCd 40% of 
the value of the finished produ"'t (1) 
Working. rmce,sinJ; c.r a\!il'flthly in 
which the value uf the lll.lferaJI• and 
pans u~ docs noc uccc:d 40% of 
the value of the finillhcd product (2) 
1'1 1Mw Jl"!ri"'"" tiD- •pplr wllae1lw ptOIItoaa -llluilllll f- produca wllich a.- acqtliNII ... - v~..-.. ,..._ 18 _.._ '*h , .. c.fttian~Wd 
........ , ..... 
PI ~ ,M- ....a..,. .,e, toW...._ vi...._ No IUt 11Mi1 Jl .,._.,., ,,.._ 
•• 
• 
• 
•• 
-~·No. 
84.U 
ex 84.41 
• 
ex <."hapc..T 
85 . 
85.14 
85.1.S 
• 
RcfrigtTatnn and refri!'trariraa 
equipment (dcarit:al and other) 
F.lcarical machinery and equipment; 
pans thereof; excluding prOducts of 
headina No 85.14 or 85.15 
Microphones and stands therefor; 
loudspcalccn; audio-frequency elec-
tric ampfifJCn 
Radiotc~ro~phic and r.adiordc-
phomc; uan\mi\.'licm and rc:~quiun 
app.uaau.s; radic,.hroadca.rinl' and 
tck'vi5icm tran•mission and r«cprion 
apparacui (includina receivers incor-
·' 
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w ........ , ............ h •••• ,., .... 
thr tt•tU' '" c111,;•n.\t1n.; t••l.,.lt 
whrn dw fo,n,,,.'"K ,,.,.,,., .. n.- n~ 
\\'orJ.tn~ prc•,C'\\IR~ nr .hVIIII•h In 
wh,,h lhC' uluC' nt thr nnn "''l:mll · 
ing m~tt·fl.tl\ ,md p.uh "''"J ,t .. , , ""' 
cxc:t·ed 4U'Y., uf rhc: v .\luC' ul 1he 
ftni~ed prudLM:l, .an.l rruvtdC'J '"·" 
at lc:.l~l ~0"1., ,., value: u thC' m.arrrt.tJ, 
and p.1ns ( 1 ~· u5N arc Clftwn.mntt 
produ,"ts 
Working. rr·"'~"in~ or a'"'·mhly tn 
wh1.:h !~\·~luC' ut rhc: nnn-un,:m.ll· 
in~ lll.ttt·n.tl\ ;tn,IJ'.Irl\ IIWtJ,J, u·, nul 
"····~.1 4cf::: ul rh·· \ .tlur ul tl"· 
fini.Ju·J rru.:u.'t, o~nJ rrm•ttlnl llu;: 
- ar IC'.t•r $11':-., in \.tine: "' fl,. 
m.uc:ri.ll•. :md r·u" ( 1) .... ·' .... 
tht• :l'""l'lhlv 11 d~t• ht·.,,l llllnh•r 
,-,..-Ju,lnh .irc: or~.:mo~1in1: I'''"! 
u~·h, ""'' 
- 1hc: rhrt•,\J rm .. iun, .:m.:lu·t .m,l 
7i~1.1:.; m,·,·ham~m• Jrc: ••ni!•n.n· 
int; proJ~t"tS 
WorLin~ pu~.:t·\\in.: ur .l'-t•mhl; 111 
whil:h the v.tlut• nf 1h,• nun·un.:m.ll· 
ing ntarc:riat and po~ns u\C'd ,J,, nul 
exceed 4()'•>,, ·nf rhc valuc uf the 
finilihcd proJu.-r 
Wttrkin~ P""'''"IIIJ! ur ''"C'ml•ly in 
whkh thC' v.tlnc: nf tlw nnn-ur•.:m.ll· 
ing ntaft•rial~ and r.trh u-...·,1 ,,,,.., nur 
cx .. -«d 40':;, ·hf the: \Jhu· uf rile 
finished prn .. llll:l, :in.l rruve.l,·.lth.ll: 
- ar IC'3\I .~11':\. in v.1luc uf thc 
m.:nm.1J~ .anJ r.tn~ (1) U!\1.'\1 .Ire' 
oriJi~!!ntc p'hklu.-a.., .arkl 
- a!ti··valt!c uf the n•m·cm.:in.ttintt · 
tran:.i~otfin usc:J.dun nne n.rcd 
J'Yo of ihe value ulahe fini..ttc.l 
product· (1) , ' . Jt • 
. . .. ~· . 
,. 
W,•rking. P""'~'int: ur "'""'nJ,Jy ift 
whirh rhc 'aluc of the ncm·nrtt:lll.lll· 
ing matc.ri~l' an.l p.an~o u\C'CI d.""' nut 
cx .. -c:c:;l 40'~ uf rhe uluc of the 
finish:d prc.du.:t, and phwtdnlchat: 
CCT 
heading No 
85.15 
(cont'd) 
Chapter 86 
ex Chapter 
87 
87.09 
ex Chapter 
90 
90.05 
Products obtained 
Description 
porating sound recorders or repro-
ducers) and television cameras; radio 
navigational aid apparatus, radar 
apparatus and radio remote-control 
apparatus 
Ratlway and tramway locomotives, 
rolling-stock and parts thereof; rail-
way and tramway track fnctures and 
fittings; traffic signalling equipment 
of all kinds (not electrically powered) 
Vehicles, other than railway or 
tramway rolling-stock, and parts 
thereof, excluding products of head-
ing No 87.09 
Motor-cycles, auto-cycles and cycles 
fitted with an auxiliary motor,· with 
or without side-cars; side-car~ of all 
kinds 
Optic1l, phorogr.1phic, cincmato· 
graphic, mra,urmg, checking, preci-
sion, medll"al and surgical instru-
mems and apparatus and parts 
thereof, exduding products of head· 
ing Nn~ 90.05, 90.07 (except electri-
cally ignited fla~hbulbs), 90.08, 
90.12 and 90.26 
Refracting telc~copes (monocular 
and bmocular), rrismatic-or not 
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W orkiDg or · that does not 
coafer the~ originating 
products 
W orlting or poocessing that confen 
the status of originating products 
when th" following ronditions are met 
at least 50% in value of the 
materials and parts (1) used are 
originating products, and 
the value of the non-originating 
transistors used does not exceed 
3% of the value of the finished 
product (2) 
Working, processing or assembly in 
which the value of the materials and 
parts used does not exceed 40% of 
the value of the finished product 
Working, processing or assembly in 
which the value of the materials and 
parts used does not exceed 40% of 
the value of the finished product 
Working, processing or assembly in 
which the value of the non-originat-
ing materials and parts used docs not 
exceed 40% of the value of the 
finished product, and provided that 
.Jt leJ~t SO% in value of the materials 
and parts (1) used are originating 
products 
Working, processing or assembly in 
which the value of the materials and 
parts used does not exceed 40% of 
the value of the fi~ished producr 
Working, processing or assembly in 
which the value of the non-originat· 
ing materials and parts used doe~ not 
exceed 40% of the value of the 
finished product, and provided that 
at least 50% in value of the matenals 
and parts (1) used arc originating 
products 
(') In detmnoning the value of products, mattrials and parts, the followmg must be taken into account: · . 
(a) '" rnptct of ongonatlng products, materials and pam, tht first ••nfoable pritt paod, or the price which would be paod in caec of sale, for the said products on the territory 
of the country whtl? working, proenaing or assembly is earned out; ' . 
(b) in mroa of orhtt products, matenalo and parts, the provisions of Article 6 of this Protocol determining: 
- the value of omported products, 
- the value of products of undctmnined ongon. 
('l 1lns per<mt~R<" ;, not cumulanvt with the 40%. f 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
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-·---------P-r_od_u:~.-o-bt-a-m...J-. ----·-----,.----------------T 
W odting or processing that d""' not W orlting or processing that confer; 
the status of ongmating produ<ts 
when the followmg cond•toon• are met 
___ T ___ ·------·-·- --·----
ccr , . ~:::~ ~~,~=~h::=: ::,,~rh" 
9t1.08 
90.1.:! 
90.26 
ex Chapter 
91 
91.04 
flashlight app.1raru> and fla~hbulhs 
other than discharge !.1mps of head-
mg No 85.20, with thr exception of 
elet"TrtCllly igro~tl'd flaohbulhs 
Clnematographk cameras, projec-
tor~, sound recorders and sound 
rrproduct•rs hut not including re-
n-o;ordct~ or ftlm edtting apparatus; 
any comhmation of the~e articles 
Compound optteal microscopes, 
whether or not provided wtth means 
for photographmg or proJecting the 
tmagc 
Gas, liquid and electricity supply or 
production meters; calibrating 
meters then•for 
Clocks and watches and parts there-
of, excludmg products of heading 
No 91.04 or 91.08 
Other clcx-ks 
confer the status of origmat.ng 
· products 
·--------------------
Working, processing or assembly in 
which the value of the non-origmar-
ing materials and parts used docs not 
exceed 40% of the value of the 
fmished product, and provtded that 
at least 50% in value of the m.ltenals 
and parts (') used are originatmg 
product~ 
Workmg, processing or assembly in 
which the value of the non-onginat-
ing materials and parts used does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the 
finished product, and provided that 
at least SO% in value of the rr:atcriah 
and parts (1) used arc ongmatlnb 
products 
Working, prnces~inf! or ,1\\t'miol} tn 
which the value ol thc.-non-ungmat-
mg muertals and part~ u~t"J Joes not 
exceed -10% of the value of the 
finished product, and provtded that 
at least 50% in value of the mJtcnal~ 
and parts (1) used are onginating 
products 
Workmg, processing or a~~emhly m 
whtch the value of the non-originat-
ing materials and parts used does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the 
fmished product, and provided that 
at least 50% in value of the material<; 
and parts (1) used arc origmating 
products 
Working, processing cr as~embly tn 
which the value of the matcnals and 
parts used does not exceed 40% of 
the value of the fimshed product 
Working. processing or a~sembly tn 
whtch the value of the non-ortgin:~t­
ing materials and parts used does not 
exceed 40':\, of the value of the 
finished product, and rrovll-lcd that 
at least 50%, m value o the m,ltcnaJ, 
and parts ( ') u~ed are ongmanng 
products 
"' In dttrrmtnll'll rhr value of produ<TS, marrr~als and parts, the followt118 mu•r hr taken imo acrnum. 
Ia) m·r.,pr<t of nniJRallll8 prndu<to, m.rcr~als and pan>, the f1rot vcr~frablc pr~<t patd, or th< pr1<r which wnuld h< ~rd tn case of ule, for th< u1d products on the ttrritory 
uf rhc: u~t~nrry .._crt:' wr,rlc.•na. pr•Kn\lng or a..cmhly "c:arned out; 
'h, Itt,,,,...,.,, •llhrr prr,.tu ... ,, rtlolfC"rl . .l • .and part•, rtw rrov .... ,., uf A,tdt'., , .... JtrtlffK.UI dnrrnumng.: 
..... fr!lltlf' ,,f.,.,.,,,.,,,,,,,.,,, •. 
tttf' v.thtl!' •" pr,lfllu '' uf .,,.,IMrrmucd OI'IJPh . 
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~-------~---~-------.-----------,--------
CCT 
heading No 
-------·----------1 
Description 
w Oliili(l « procasing that dO!<! not 
toafer the ltatua of originating 
poducta 
Working « ~ that c:onfen 
the status of originatlns poduc:D 
when the lollowiufl CXIDCilta. ant met 
----- ---------------------+-------------------------+------------------------
91.08 
ex Chapter 
92 . 
92.11 
Clock movemt'nts, assembled 
Mus~eal instruments, sound recor-
ders or reprodP· .-.-. television image 
and sound ree<.: dc·r-. or reproducers; 
parts and accewm<·~ of such articles, 
exdudmg pro,bcts of heading No 
92.11 
Gramophones, dictating machines 
and other sound recorders or repro-
ducers, including record-players and 
tape decks, with or without sound-
heads; television image and sound 
recorders or reproducers 
Chapter 93 Arms and ammunition; parts thereof 
ex 96.01 Orher brooms and brushes (includ-
ing brushes of a kind used as parts of 
machine~); paint rollers; squeegees 
(other than roller squeegees) and 
mops · 
97.03 Other toys; working models of a 
kind used for recreational purposes 
~'orking, processing or assembly in 
which the value of the non-originat-
ing materials and parts used does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the 
finished product, and provided that 
at least SO% in value of the materials 
and parts (l) used are originating 
products 
Working, processing or assembly in 
which the value of the materials and 
parts used does not exceed 40% of 
the value of the finished product 
Working, processmg or assembly in 
which the value of the non-originat-
ing materials and parts used does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the 
finished product, and provided that: 
at least SO% in value of the 
materials and parts (') used are 
originating products; and 
- the value of the non-originating 
transistors used does not exceed 
3% of the value of the finished 
product (2) • 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in whidr the value of 
the products usUI does not exceed 
SO% of the value of the finished 
product 
( 1) In determrrung rite valur of produas, materials and paru, the followinamust be taken iiiiO account: 
(a) in resprct of onginaring products, materials and parts, the fint verifiable price paid, or the price which would be paid in caoe of oale, lor the said producn on the territory 
of the country whrrr working, processina or IUICIIIbly is carritd out; 
(b) in r~ of othrr producu, materials and parts, the provisoons of Article 6 of !his Protocol detcnninina: 
- the valut of rmported products, ; 
- the valut of producta of uncletrrmined origin. 
(2) Th11 percrnrage io not cumubrtive with the 40%. 
• 
• 
•• 
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' 
Producu obtaiDed 
Waddas err~ that does not Working 01' pmc:aslng that conlen 
--tblillatus CJri&IDatiDI the status of oripnating producn 
OCT produdl when the l'ollowing c:onditioas ue met 
~No DeiCiiptioa 
98.01 Buttons and button moulds, studs; Manufacture in which the value of 
cuff-links, and ~ress-fastenen, in- the products used does nor exceed 
eluding snap-fasteners and press- SO% of the value of the finished 
studs, blanks and pans of such product 
articles 
98.08 Typewriter and similar ribbons, Manufacture in which the value of 
whether or nor on spools; inkpads, the products used does not exceed 
with or without boxes SO% of the value of the finished 
produ~-r 
t 
• 
ex 05.02 
ccr 
heading No 
13.02 
ex 15.10 
ex 17.01 
ex 17.02 
ex J7.0l 
ex 21.03 
ex 22.09 
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ANNl:X ll1 
LISt B 
List of working or processing operalio11s which do not result in a change of tariff heading, but which do 
confer th~ status of originating products on the products urdergoing such operations 
Fintshed pro(lucts 
Descnpuon 
Prepa~ed pfgs 1, hogs' and boars' bristles 
or hafr 
Shellac, seed lac, stick lac and other lacs; natural gums, 
resins, gum-resins and balsams 
Fatty alcohols 
Beet sugar and cane sugar, in solid form; flavoured or 
coloured 
LactOse, glucose, maple or other sugars, in solid form, 
flavoured ur coloured 
Molas~cs, flavoured or cotoured 
Prepared mustard 
Whisky of an alcoholic strength of less than so• 
Working or processing that confers the status of 
onginating product< 
Incorporation of non-orlgir.ating materials and p~rts in 
boilers, machinery', mechJnical appliances, etc., of 
Chapters 84 to 92, in boilt'rs and radiators of heading 
No 73.37 and m the products contained in heading 
Nos 97.07 and ?8.03 does not ~ake such products lose 
their status of ;,riginating products, provided that the 
value of the<e products does not exceed 5% of the 
value of the finished product 
Preparation of pfgs1 , hogs' and boars1.brfstles 
"or hair by cleaning, disinfecting, sorting · 
and straighten!r.g 
Working, processing or assembly in which the value of 
the non-originating materials and parts used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the finished product 
Manufacture from fatty acids 
Manufacture from beet sugar and cane sugar in solid 
form without flavouring or colouring of which the 
value does not exceed 30% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture from other sugars in solid form without 
flavouring. or colouring o( which the value does not 
exceed 30% of the value of the finishM product 
Manufacture from products without flavouring or 
colouring of which the value does not exceed 30% of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture from mustard flour 
1 
Manufacture from alcohol deriving exclusively from 
the distillation of cereals and in which the value of th.e 
non-origmating constituent products ·does not exceed 
15% of the value of the finished product 
·\ 
t 
•• 
• 
•• 
• 
CCT 
laadutiNo 
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w.n.~ .. P""_,.l thai..,...,"' 
dw II&IUI ri ... C'Mh ... ,....J..c11 
----~ 
-----+----------------+----·----·------·--· " .. -· 
ex lS.U 
ex 15.16 
rx 25.18 
rx 25.19 
ex 25.31 
ex <.:harcc:rs 
28 to J7 
rx 28.13 
n ·31.03 
Marble squartd by sawins. of a thicknns noc exCftding 
25 em 
Granier, porphyry, basalt, sandstonr and othtr monu-
mrntal and building stonr, squartd by sawins. of a 
thicknrss not exc~ding 25 em 
Calcinrd dolomite; agglomerated dolomite (including 
tarred dolomite:) 
Other m.1gnesium oxide, whether .or not chemically 
pure 
· Eanh colours, calcintd or powdered 
Pr<ldu.:t• of · the chemi.:al and allied indu~tncs, 
c:xdudmg sulrhuri.: anhydride (n lll.l.l), c:akmed, 
c:rll\hed o~nd powdered naturo~l alununmm uk1um 
rho\pha!Cs, treatt•d thermic:.llly (c:x .11.0.1), tannin• (ex 
32.0 I), c:uc-ntial nils, r~inoids and tcrpcnu: by-products 
(ex J.l.Ot;, prc:par.uions u!>c:d for tc:ndL·nzing meat, , 
prcpar.nion~ U!oed for clarifying .bc:c:r com~d of pa· 
pain and bentonite: and enzymatic prrpararions for rhc: 
dcsizing of textiles (c:x 35.07) 
Sulphuric anhydride 
I 
Calcintd, cru~>hc:d and powdered natural aluminium 
calcium phospharrs, treated rhcrmic:ally 
Sawing into ''·'"' or v~1'""'· ruh.lun~:o ~""'''"': ·""' clco~mng of m.uhlc, endutfm~ m.ul•l•· nut ll.rtl .. ·t 
worked than routthly 'J'Itf, ruloJ.:hl~· '•Ju.lrc:•l ur ,. ... .,,.,! 
by sawing, of a thkkne" c:lu.c~·Jm~: ! ~ (m • 
Sawing of granite:, porphyry. "·'""'· ,,m,l•c.u~c· .m.l 
other bu&lding ShiRt', mduJm~ •u,h ''""'' nul lurtha 
worked than rough!~· 'J'hl, rnq:hly '•!"·"'''' ur "Ju.unl 
by sawing, of a thi(knc:\S c:xo:cc.hn~ !!i .:m 
Calc:in.1tion of unworLC'\1 Jnlumtrc 
M.muf.1o:rurc from naner.d m.•1:a•·••111n l·.Hh·l·.,:.· 
(m.tgm•,icc) 
·, . 
Crushing and cakination or p.)wJ,·rir-1! uf.c.tnh ,·uluu,... 
t .i;':·l' 
WorLing or prtx."t''i.,ing in wh•o:h · th(' valur ul rhc-
non-nrigmanng rrodu•'t~ used docs not na:c:cd 1.()"., .ot 
the value: of the finisbnl prmh • .:t 
Manufacture from sulphl'ir diuide 
Cn1~hing and rowdcring of Colkinc:J n.lntro~lahuninium 
cak;um pho~phates, trrated tt.ermi.:o~lly 
CCT 
hc.1dtn~ !'Jn 
t:X 32.01 
ex .H.OI 
ex 33.01 
ex 35.07 
ex Chap. 38 
ex 38.05 
ex 38.07 
ex 38.09 
ex Chap. 3•9 
ex 39.02 
ex 40.01 
ex 4o:o7 
ex 41.01 
ex 41.02 
ex 41.03 
ex 41.04 
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Dt·)cnptlon 
Tanmn~ (tanni,· acid~). includmg water-extracted 
gall-nut t.1nnm, and their ~alts, ether~, ester~ and other 
dcnva!l\'l'' 
Esst:ntt.ll oils (tt·rpencle'~ or not), concretl'S and ab~ol-
utes; rcsmmd' · · 
-----Terpenic by-products of th~ ~eterpfnatfon 
essential oils 
Preparations used for tenderizmg meat, preparations 
used for clarifymg beer, composed of papain and ben-
tomte, enzymatic preparations for the desizmg of tex-
tiles 
Miscellaneous chem•cal products, other than refined 
tall oil (ex 38.05), spims of sulphate rurpentine, 
purified (ex 38.07) and wood pitch (wood tar pitch) (ex 
38.09) 
Refined tall oil 
Sulphate rurpentine, purified 
Wood pitch (wood tar pitch) 
Artificial resins and plastic materials, cellulose 'esters 
and ethers; articles thereof, excepting films of ionoiners 
(ex 39.02) 
lonomer film ·. 
Slah~ of crepe rubber for soles 
Vulcanized rubber thread and cord, textile covered 
Sheepskins and lambskins without the wool 
F.ctanned bovine cattle leather (including buffalo 
leather) and equine leather prepared but not parch-
ment-dressed except leather falling within heading Nos 
41.06 and 41.08 
Retanned shup~kin and lambskin leather, prepared bur 
nut pard1mcnt-dre,~d, n~t leather falling within 
heilding No~ 41.06 and 41.()8 
Retanned goatskin and kidskin leather, prepared but 
not parchment-dressed, except leather falling within 
heading Nos 41.06 and 41.08 
Working or procc>song that cpnfcrs the status of 
ongmarmg products 
-
Manuf.K-ture from tanmng extracts of vegetable origin 
Manufacture from conl·entrates of essential oils in fats, 
in fixed oils, or in waxes or the like, obtained by cold 
absorption or by maceration 
Manufacture ·rrom ·assent! al of ls, concretes and 
absolutes; resfnolds 
Manufacrure from enzymes or prepared enzymes of 
which the value does not exceed 50% of the value of 
the finished product 
Working or processing in which the value of the non-
originating materials used does not txceed 20% of the 
value of the finished product · 
Refining of crude tall oil 
Purification consisting of the distillation or refining of 
raw sulphate rurpcntine 
Distillation of wood tar 
Working or processing in which the value of the non-
originating materials used does not nceed 20% of the 
value of the finished pr~ilct 
' 
Manufacrure from a thermoplastic partial salt which is 
a copolymer of ethylene and metacrylic acid panty 
neutralized with metal ions, mainly zinc and sodium 
Lamination of crepe sheets of narural rubber 
Manufacrure from vulcanized rubber thread or cord, 
not textile covered 
Removing wool from sheepskins and lambskins in the 
wool 
Retanning of bovine cattle leather (including buffalo 
leather) and equine leather, not funher prepared than 
tanned 
Retanning of sheepskin and lambskin leather, not 
funher prepared than_ uMed 
Retanning of goatskin and kidskin leather, not further 
prepared than tanned 
• 
• 
•• 
t 
CCT 
badlafNo 
ex 41.05 
ex 43.02 
ex 44.22 
ex 50.03 
ex 50.09 
1 
ex 51.04 
ex 53.11 
ex 53.12 
ex 54.05 I ex 55.07 ex 55.08 ex 55.09 ex 56.07 
ex 59.14 
ex 67.01 
ex 68.03 
ex 68.04 
ex 68.13 
ex 68.15 
ex 70.10 
.70.13 
ex -70.20 
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W cxldDf or pnxeuiD« that caar-
the ltalUI Of originating products 
Other kinds of manned leather, prepared but not 
parchment-dressed, except leather falling within head-
ing Nos 41.06 and 41.08 
Retanning of other kinds of leather, not further pre-
pared than tanned 
Assembled furskins 
· Casks, barrels, vats, tubs, buckets and other coopers 
products and parts thereof 
Silk waste carded or combed 
Printed fabrics 
Incandescent gas mantles 
Feather dusters 
Articles of slate, including articles of agglomerated slate 
Hand polishing stones, whetstones, oilstones, hones 
and the like, of natural stone, of agglomerated natural 
or artificial abrasives, or of pottery 
Articles of asbestos; articles of mixtures with a basis of 
asbestos or of mixtures with a basis of asbestos and 
magnesium carbonate 
Articles of mica, including bonded mica splittings on a 
suppo!l of paper or fabric 
Cut-glass bottles 
Glassware (other than articles falling in heading No 
70.1 9) of a kind commonly used for table, kitchen, 
toilet or office purposes, for indoor decoration, or simi-
lar uses 
• Articles made from glass fibre 
Bleaching, dyeing, dressing, cutting and assembling vt 
tanned or dressed furskins 
Manufacture from riven S(aves of wood, nor further 
prepared than sawn on on.e principal surface; sawn 
staves of wood, of which at least one principal surface 
has been cylindrically sawn, no' further prepared than 
sawn 
Carding or combing waste silk 
Printing accompanied by finishing operations (bleach-
ing. dressing, drying. steaming, hurling. mending, im-
~ pregnating. sanforizing. mercerizing) of fabrics the 
value of which does not exceed 47·5% of the value of 
the finished product 
Manufa~o.""ture from tubular gasmantle fabric 
Manufacture from feathers, parts of feathers or down 
Manufacture of articles of slate 
Cutting, adjusting and gluing of abrasive materials, 
which, owing to their shape, arc not recognizable as 
being intended foF hand use 
Manufacture of articles of asbestos or of mixtures with 
a basis of asbestos, or of mixtures with a basis of asbes-
tos and magnesium carbonate 
Manufacture of articles of mica 
Cutting of bottles the value of which does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished product 
Cutting of Jdassware the value of which does not ex-
ceed 50% ot the value of the finished product or decor-
ation, with the exception of silk-screen printing. carried 
out entirely by hand, of hand-blown glassware the 
value of which does not exceed 50% of the value of die 
finished product 
Manufacture from unworked glass fibre 
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--------------------~----------·-- ---··-. -· 
f'onu.b.d producta 
----· ··- -----.-----
ex 7!.01 
Cl( 71.03 
ell 71.05 
l'll 71.1)6 
ex 7t.J7 
ex 71 07 
rx 71 08 
ex 7! 09 
('( 71.09 
<., ''·I~ 
ex 74.01 
O.....nphon 
Pn·.:iou~ and ~c:m-pr<·cious st<mc'>, C\1! or oth<·rw1<,e 
workl'd, 1-ur not nl0111Hcd, 'ct or \trung (ell"'l't un-
gr.tJcJ stonn tempor.tnl)· strung ior conH·mcnce of 
rr.tmportl 
S~ nthctl~ or fl'(Oil,tr\U:h.'li pr~:dOll~ or M . .'nli prt'dOU\ 
stone,, C\1t or othcrw"c workl'd, but not mounr<·J, ~ct 
or 'rmn~: (nccpt Uilf'r.td<·J ~tone' tcmporanly Mrung 
for .:onH'Ill<'n.:e of tr.m~port) 
S,lv<·r and \ll\'cr alloy,, mdudmg "her gilt and 
plarmum-pl.ucJ Mh·cr, scnu-manufa.:tun·J 
S1hcr, mcJudmg Silver gilt and pfarinum-pfated silver, 
unwrought 
Rolled s1lver, semi-manufa.-tured 
Gold, induJmg plannum-plated gold, semi-manufac· 
tured 
Gold, includmg platinum-plated gold, unwrought 
Rolled gold on base metal or s1lver, semi-manuf.tctured 
I'IJt•num and otha mrt.lls of the plannum group, scml-
m.muiJ.:turcd 
I'!Jrmum and other mttals of the plannum group, 
un" roughr 
Rolled pbnnum or other plannum group m<·tal\, on 
b.1\e metal or preCious nwral, scnu-manufacturcJ 
Alloy su·cl and h1gh .:arbon steel: 
m the form~ mcnuoncd m hcadmg Nos 73.07 to 
7.1.U 
in the form\ mrnuoncd tn hcadmg No 73.14 
llnrdmeJ copper (bl"trr copper and other) 
Rcfmrd copper 
w '"""" .. rn• "" '" .... , "~"""' t.lw ''o&l\11 CJI,an,;,.\.,ur,K ,.,,.r.,. h 
~bn:li.lctllrc fn1n Ull\\11!~ r,l I·IH!''''' .uhl ,,·nu· 
pr•·'" •u' \tone~ 
!\l.1nui t..:tt·rc.: fron1 \1'1\\· 1rk(·~: '~ndH :11. ur rt· ... u1, .:1 th :• ,J 
prc.:!ou' or M:nH·pn· ... htlh ,,,.rw, 
Holllll~. dr.l\< Ill);, "··.;till); •If ':'"''''"!! .. r 1111\\ ruu~ht 
~11\'cr .tnd \ll\'l'f .1llo)' 
:\llo~mg or ,·ln1rolyri.: K'p •• r.ttlon uf 110\<fllll)!ht "''·,·r 
and "h cr alloy~ 
Rollm~-:. drawin~ brJIInj: or ~rmding of 1111\Huught 
rolkd \liver 
Rollmg, drawm~ hcJtm~ nr gnnJmg uf unwruught 
gold, mcludmg platmum·pill<'d g••ld 
Alloying or electrolytiC 'K1•Jr .Ilion of unw ruuf!ht .:ui.J 
or gold alloys 
Roll mg. drawing, beating or gr.:~.l;r.~ oi un "'""':hr 
rolled gold on ha\C mt·t.ll ur s1hter 
Rull111g, drawmg, hr;,rmg or f!rtll•llll~ of un"r"u~:ht 
pla11num or olh<·r m<·t.lf, ,,f the pl.ltluum poup 
All'" ing or d,·,1roh tt.- !o<"pJr.l!lllll of un" '''"~ht 
pl.111num or o:hcr m<·t.ll'> of th<· pl.umum group_ 
Rollmg. dr.IWinJ:, ht'.l!lllj: or gn!l,!lll)! of unlo\rou.:hr 
roll<·d pl.wnum or ntht·r un" "'"!:hr pb:mum ~:roup 
metal~. on h.h,. nwtal or r r,-, "''" m<·ul 
1\!.muf.t.:rurr from pn><llh h m the lornn m<·nrionnl tn 
h<·admg 1\o 7.l.Uil 
M.!nllf.Ktun· from pro.lu. h m the forn" lll<'IIIHIO<'d in 
hcadmg !';o 7.l.Oh or ~ \.117 
Smdung of n•pprr m.llll" 
l'irc-rcfmmg or do:lfro>lyti,· rt•fnu:lJ: of unn·fut<'<l "'Pf'<'r 
(bli~tcr copper and othc11 .-upp•·r Y.J''" ur ~~r.•r 
• 
I 
•• 
I 
ccr 
heading No 
ex 74.01 
ex 75.01 
ex 75.01 
ex 76.01 
76.16 
ex 77.02 
ex 77.04 
ex 78.01 
ex 81.01 
ex 81.01 
ex 81.03 
t'X 81.04 
ex 82:09 
ex 83.06 
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tinish•d pmduc!' I 
---·---------------------------1 W odJng or proces!!ing that confers 
th<' starus of origmating products 
Dt'IICription 
Copper allny 
Unwrought mckel (excluding electro-plating anodes of 
heading No 75.0.'iJ 
Unwrought nickel excep• mckel alloys 
Unwrought aluminium 
Oth,•r articles of aluminium 
Otha artie!•·~ of magnesium 
B<"ryllium wrot~ght 
R~fined lead 
Tungsten, wrought 
Molybdenum, wrought 
Tdntalum, wrought 
Other base metals, wrought 
Knives with rutting blades, serrated or not (including 
prumng knivesi other than knives falling within head-
ing No 82.06 
Indoor ornament~ made from base metals other than 
statuettes 
----------------- ------·---------
Fusion and thermal treatment of refmed copper, copper 
waste or scrap 
Refining by cle'-1:rolysis, by fusion or chemically, of 
nickel mattt's, nickel speis~ and other intermediate 
products of nickel metallurgy 
Refimng of wa~te by electrolysis, by melting or by 
chemical means of wa~te and ~crap 
.Manufacture by thermal or clrorolytic treatment of 
unalloyed -•luminium, waste and scrap 
Manuf.tcture m wh~eh gauze, cloth, grill, netting, fenc-
ing, reinforcing fabric and similar materials (including 
endless bands) of aluminium wire, or expanded metal 
of alumimum, arc used the value of which docs not 
exce~d 50% of the value of the finished product 
Manufacture from wrought bars, rods, angles, sh<lpes 
and sections, platl·~. ~h('cts and strip, wire, foil, raspings 
and shaving~ of .a•·i(•)J m size, powders and flakes, tubes 
and pipes and · ,;r,""'' therefor, hollow bars, of mag-
nesium, the valur ,_. which docs not exceed SO% of the 
yalue of the fini~hu! product -
Rolling, drawing or grinding of unwrought beryllium 
the value of which docs not exceed 50% of the value of 
the finished product 
-Manufacture by thermal refining from bullion lead 
Manufacture from unwrought rungsten the value of 
which doe; not exceed SO% of the value of the finished 
· . product 
Manufacture from unwrought molybdenum the value 
of which does not exceed 50% of the value of the 
fimshed product 
Manufa'-'tllrc from unwrought tantalum the value of 
which docs not exceed 50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture from other base metals, unwrought, the 
value of wh1ch does not exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from knife blades 
Working or processing in which the value of the non· 
originating materials used does not exceed 30% of the 
value of the finished product 
CCT 
belldlns No 
ex 84.05 
84.06 
ex 84.011 
84.16 
ex 84.17 
84.31 
84 .. H 
('l( 114.41 
ex ll4.41 
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Steam engines (including mobile engines, but not steam 
tractors falling within heading No 87.01 or mechan-
ically propelled road rollers) with self-contained boilers 
Internal combustion piston engines 
Engi.nes and motors, excluding reaction engines and gas 
turbmes 
Calendering and similar rolling machines (other than 
metal-working and metal-rolling machines and glass-
working machines) and cylinders therefor 
Machinery, plant and similar laboratory equipment, 
whether or not electrically heated, for the treatment of 
materials by a process involving a change of tempera-
ture, for wood, paper pulp, paper and paperboard 
manufa.:turing indumies 
Machinery for making or finishing cellulosi.: pulp, 
paper or paperboard 
Working, processing or assembly in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 40% of the value of 
the finished product 
Working. processing or assembly in which the value or 
the materials and parts used does not exceed 40'%. of 
the value of the finished product 
Working, processing or assembly in which the value of 
the non-originating materials and parts used does not 
exettd 40% of the value of the finished product, and 
provided that at least 50% in value of the materials and 
parts (1) used are originating products 
Working. processing or assembly in which the value of 
the non-originating materials and pans used does not 
exceed 25% of the value of the finished product 
Working. processing nr a'>Sembly in which the value of 
the non-originatin!! m·tterials and parts used does not 
exceed 2S% of th,· v.alue of the finished produ1.'t 
. ··;., 
A .. , ;.:t 
•V.! 
Working, processing or assembly m whic~ the value of 
the non-originating materials and pan~ used does not 
exceed 25'!1., of the value uf the finished produ1.-r 
Paper or raperhoard cutting machines of all kinds; Working, processing or as~embly in which the vaiue of 
other machint'ry for making up paper pulp, par•·r or the non-originating materials and pans used docs not 
p.tperboard . ex.:eed 2.~% of the valul' of the finished produl't 
Sewing mal"hint's, m.:luding fumintre specially designed 'I Working. proce~sing or assembly in which the \·alue of 
for sewing machine~ with the exception of sewing · the non-onginating materials and pans u~ed does nof 
m.t.hines (lock-stitch only) with head~ nl a weight not' exo:ced 40% oi the value of the finished prodnct 
exccedin~ If> kg \\lthmll motor or 17 kg mdudmg the'· 
motor 
Sewing machines (lock-stitch only) wnh heads of a 
weight not exceeding 16 kg without motor or 17 kg 
including the motor 
Working, proccs~ing or assembly in which the value of 
the non-originating materials and pans used docs not 
exceed 40% of the \'alue of the finished produl't, and 
'prov1dt'd that: 
at lc.1~t 50% in value uf the materi.1l~ and pans (1j 
used for a~scmbly of tht· head I motor exduded) are 
onginanng product~ 
and the thread tcn~ion, crol:het and zigzag 
1Dt'l:h.111i~m' arl' origmating products 
I'; In tll"tl-nntntfll.; rht value ot produ~.·"· m.UlT1.1Is and p.ur, the follnw1ng mu'r he ralcc~n anto a"'oonr: 
a) '"n' .. P."' uf onguurint= prudu,,.,, mart ndl' and p.uh, dar ftn.t vrr.f1.tble I'""~ p.11~ or the rncC' wh1C·h wouM ht· r31d 1n .. ·.aK of \ale, fur the- sat, I produ<1' nn rhc: rcrnr,Jty 
of rht' country "herr worlu"t(.. J'«'Ct5\ln~ or autmhly I! nrnrd our; 
(h. '" n;-.p.·"1 uf other rrndm..1~ marenal\ and parts. the- prnYI\Iort\ of Arnde 6 uf th1s Protcxol d~t·murun~: 
·- rhc Ydlue nf 1mponcd products, 
- the \-;.lue of rrodu"1s nf undr1ennuwd on.,n. 
•• 
t 
•• 
• 
t 
CCT 
hadinJINo-
85.14 
85.15 
117.06 
ex 94.01 
ex 94.03 
ex 95.0.~ 
ex 9S.OH 
ex 96.01 
ex 97.06 
ex 98.11 
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Microphones and stands therefor; loudspeakers; 
audio-frequency elcerric: amplifiers 
Radiotelegraphic and radiotelephonic: rransmission and 
reception apparatus; radio-broadcasting and television 
rransmission and reception apparatus. (including re-
ceivers incorporating sound recorders or reproducers) 
and television cameras; radio navigationat aid ap-
paratus, radar apparatus and radio remote control 
apparatus 
Pans and ac:c:cssories of the motor vehicles falling 
within heading No 87.01, 87.02 or 87.03 
C.nairs and other sears (other than those falling within 
heading No 94.02) whether or not c:onvenible into 
beds, made of base metals . 
Other furniture of base metal 
Working. processing or assembly in which the value of 
the non-originating materials and parts used does not 
exceed 40'Yo of the value of the finished product and 
provided that at least SOo/o of the materials and pans 
used are originating products (1) 
Working. processing or assembly in which the value of 
the non-originating material~ and parts used does not 
exceed 40% of the: value of the finished product and 
provided that at least SO% of the materiais and parts 
used are originating products (1) 
• 
Working. processing or assembly in which the value of 
the materials and parts used does nor exceed U% of 
the value of the finished product •• 
.•• ~... . ..f, .. 
·J;-' .... v 
Working, p~essing or. a~bly in· which ·u.M~: 
cotton cloth ts used of a waghr of 300 glm2 or :kr.s tn 
the form ready to use, of which the value does not 
exceed 25% of the value of the finished product (2) 
Workina. processing or assembly in which unstuffed 
cOtton doth is used of a weight of 300 glm2 or less in 
the form ready to use, of which the value does not 
exceed 25% of the value of the finished product (2) 
Articles in tortoise shell, mother of pearl, ivory, bone, Manufacture from tortoise shell, mother of pearl, ivory, 
hom, c:oral,(natural or agglomerated) and other animal bone. hom, c:oral (natural or aalomerated) and other 
carving material • animal carving material; worked-
Articles in vegetable carving material , (for example 
cc,rozo), mccnc:haum and amber, natural or rec:onsti~ 
tuted, jet (and mineral substitutes for jet) 
Brushes and brooms 
Golf club heads, of wood or other materials 
Smok~ng pipes, pipe bowls, of wood, root or other 
matenals 
Manufacture from vegetable carving material (for 
example c:orozo), meerschaum and amber, natural or 
· reconstituted, jet (and mineral substitute!& for jet); 
worked · ' 
Manufacture using prepared knots and tufts for broom 
or. brush making the value of .which does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished product 
Manufacture from roughly shaped blocks 
Manufacture from roughly shaped blocks 
('CT ·1 hu.JuollloiO 
~· 27.07 
• 27.(19 
IU 
27.16 
ex 29.01 
rx 34.0.1 
til .111.14 
I 
J 
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,1\.\/.X /I' 
· LI'T C 
l> .. crortiun 
A"inul.unl aronutic oih as tldincd in Nutc 2 to C:h.lptt'r 27, rJ whid; 
rnnrc: th.1n 6~· ·• hy vnlu!nc d"ul• Jt a et·mrt'r.llllfC' of ur ,,, 25•, C 
(mdu.lmr. mi,turcs of rc:uolco~m spirit and bc:nzuic/, for usc .1: ;' •wcr 
or hc:o~rmg fuels 
Mmcral oil• and product• of their distillation; bituminous aul:su:occs, 
mineral w.1xes 
Hyclroc.uhons: 
- .1C)'lhC 
- C)'cl.mrs :~nd q·dt·m·,, cxch~ding :azulcnes 
- hc:n1cnc, tnlm·nr, x)·lt·nc• 
fur U\C a\ rowt'r Of ~t" .11ii1J: fuc:lt 
l.uhric.lling rrcr.u.llinns C<lllt.lining rctroJc:um oil• Or oil• oht.linrJ frurn 
hnununuus mincr.ll~. hut uoi lnclutlmg rrcraratinns conuinin~t 70 6/o or 
mnrc hr wc1glu of rt"trnl,·um oils or of oils oht.1ined from bill;mmuus 
minc:r.1ls ' · 
\V.1xc! with a ha,is of r:tuff•n, of rctrolcum waxc•, of w:~xcs ohtamcd 
from hituminous mineral,, of •la~k wax or of scale wax 
Prepared additives for lubriunts 
• 
t 
•• 
t 
(II If l'"hl• 
are ftut 
r.a.:••cl.•n· 
tJ .... atc 
numhtr<ol 
lfth.lr' ,, 
Mate m 
.......... 
appropriMc. 
Ill C".omrlctc 
~-only when 
' lbe ft!IU• 
larion• of 
:r:.: 
.., . .,. 
.......... 
..... 
1. Exporter (NaiiiC, full ..._ -.m 
3. Con~ignce (Naoac, full aofdreu, ,_,, 
(()rtaonal) 
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ANNf:XV-
MOVEMENT CERnRCATE 
EUR 1 No A 000.000 i 1---------·------------. 
Sec 110111 o~tlcaf twf,,, c•tmrl"''"~ th•' furM 
1. Ccnificalc uso:d in prcfcrcnlialtr.aJc bc1wcc:n 
and 
.... 
(lnscn :.rrrnrr• tf' -=ounrr•c.",, •~''''•r• nf cuu:ttrlr' nr lllflt•'''t"l 
4. Counuy, ~trour of 
counrrics or to:rrirory 
in whio:h the products 
arc considered as 
originating 
7, Remarks 
5. Cmn.try, ~rnup ~of 
.;uunm. ''' rc:rruury 
of Jr"a:1.:1inn 
-----------~·--------------------------------~------------------~----------·--r-----------·-
. 
8. Jlcm n••n•bcr; MarLs and numbers; Sumbcr and kind of packages (1); 
. l>c..:ription uf arnJ\ 
U. CUSTOMS ENDORSEMENT 
Dcclar;ation ccnifieil 
. Expon. document (I) . 
Fonn--·--------NO----
Custon\1 office -------·----
IHuina country or territory-------
----~------------------
--·---------·--0--------~----------------·--·---
.. 
• 
. ..... ·: 
9. Cr~l 
w~i~:hr 'It~) 
ororh~r ntc.t· 
sure (hrr.:s, 
m•,erc.) 
' 
· . 
. 
.. 
. 
' 
10. hlh»l• r• 
iOrrauno~ll 
12. DECLARATION BY THE EXPORUR 
I, the undcniKftCCI, d..-..l.arc th.st the t~uods 
described above meet the cnnJi1ions ft-
quircd for the ibue of this ccnificar~. 
Placo and dare:--"·-·-.:.·----
' 
-------= ..~-.. -_,--=---·--·--· --------:::eso--;;;.-~--·--·· 
I 
.t 
~----------------------------------~-------------------~ 
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13. R[QUL~l· FOR VLRinCATION, to 
Verification of the authenticity and accuracy of this certi-
ficate is requested. 
--· -------- -·---···cn;u-·;;;d·;s~~;;··-·-------·---·--
sc.mp 
(Signarurc) 
14. RESULT OF VERIFICATION, 
Verification carried our shows th.u thi• certificate (1) 
0 
0 
was issued by the customs offi'"e indi.:ated and that 
the information cr lt.;ined therein is accurate. 
does not meet the requikmentl as to authenticit}' 
and accuracy (see remarks appended). • 
-·····ir.;~~·d;;~;·-·-·--·-·--- . 
Sumt• 
_ .. ___ ·······-·······---- ............ -···-($ijlnaturc) 
(1) lniCn X in the appropriAIC box. 
NOTES 
1. urtificates must not contain erasures or words written over one another. Any alterations m.ast he made by ddrtin~ the 
incorrect rarticulars and adding any necessary corre~o:tions.- Any such alteration musr be ir!itialle"d by the person •·t.o 
comrletcd the certificate and endorsed by the cu5toms authorities of the issuing country or territory. 
2. J:-.;o sraces must be left between the items entered on dte certificate and each item must be preieded by an itrm numl•rr. A 
horizontal line must be drawn immediately below the fast item. Any unused space must be struck throu~h in such a mJnner 
-. to make any later additions imrossible. . 
3. Goods must be described in accordance with commercial practice and with sufficient detail to ~able tknt to ~ idcntifiC'd. 
t 
•• 
• 
(lllfiiOOde 
--
packed,lao 
.... 
...... 
aniclel• 
-·· 
........ 
......... 
-
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APPLICADON fOR A MOVEMENT CERnFJCATE 
EUR.1 NoAooo~ 
1ft--'raf lllfurc cOftll'lctiloa ~~ 
2. AaiPiicalion. lor a ccnificare ro be u'ICd in prrfcrenri.al 
criile between · 
------------------···-
' 
4. Counrry,aroup ol 
countries or rerricory 
in whic:h the ~UCII 
are consiclcml as 
originarina 
,......... 
and 
5. Country, Rmup of 
c:ounu ies or rcrrirory 
of dcscinarion · 
I. lrem aumber; Mirb ancl muaben; Number 1DC1 kind of paclcapa ('); 
Dacdptioaol.... . 
9. Gross 10. lnvoicn 
wcilbr (ka) . (()plional) 
orothcr....,., ~~~~~~ 
m',crc.) : 
.. 
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DECLAR.~TION BY THE EXPORTER 
I, the undusigned, exponer of the goods described overleaf, 
DECLARE that the goods meet the «.:or.ciitions required for the is~ue of the attached cerrificJtc; 
SPECIFY as follows the cireumst.1nccs which have enabled these goods ro meet the above eondttiun\: 
SUBMIT the following supponing documcnu (1): 
----- ------- ··-··---·-···-··---···---·-----------.... ·--·-----·--·--..... ----·-- - --
UNDERTAKE to ~ubmit, at the requ~~t of t~1e :1ppropriatc < l.kl,iucs, •••J suppouing e\·idcncc \\hich th,cr ;mthtwiti:. ,.,,., 
require for the purj>oSC' ,., ''suing the attached cent· .:arc:, and underrakz, ii rcYJuii'C'd, to .1~1,.: to .my in'l'lo:.IIIJh 
of my :accounts an:f to o~ny check un the processt" oi manufacture of t!"· above g~s, cat neJ ou& tty t'-c ,atJ 
authorities; ' • 
REQ\JEST the issue of the attac.hc.d l"Cnificare for these gi'IOds. 
-·--······ .. ·-····· ··-.. -· ·-·-----··-... · ... IPiare and eta~) 
-----.. ----.. ····--· ._ ... , ... - ........ ____ "·-----(Sit. l.UUftj 
•• 
t 
•• 
t 
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FORM EUR. 2 No 
...!J Fonn used lD preferendal crade 
bt•t,.('('n (') ......................................... and 
....•.. -.... ·········-· ............. 
~Exporter (N_floll....._-.y) .!..1 Declaration by exporter 
I, thc undt•r.~ignt'd, t'lCportt'r of tht' l(oodS d"rriht'tl bt·luw, 
dt-clart' that th~ goods comply with thc n'·Jnirt'mt·nh fur 
thr mmplf'tion of thts funn and that thf' 1!·""1' havt' nh· 
tainf'd thc stdtus of onginating pmducts. "'t:hm thf' pmvt· 
lions governing prefl'renhal tradc shown in box I. 
.!.1 Coulpee (Nome, fuU ....._.........,.) 
.!J Place ud date 
.!J Signature of exporter 
~ Remarb(Z) ..!J Country of origin (") ~ U>untry .Jf d;~tinatlon (').I 
~;-------~ ross Might (kg) 
!.!J Marks; Numbers of cons!gnment; Deac:rtpdon of good• . ~ Authority In th~~-;;;o.;g-c:>~n;ry(;)·~-:; 1 
ponsible for verificati~n of tou: dcdaration 1 
\ by the exporter · 
(1) I'""' tlw count....., Jt"IUP' of <OUntrioo cw tomlorieo CCIIICelftfd. 
t'l Rftor lo ony ftftfocat""' olrHcly curiod 0111 by llw aJ>PI"P''alt authorilin. 
(J) Thr ,...,.. ''""'"" ..r -··· _..,. c.ntty, I""'P ol counlriel or lemtcwy when lila ........ on cOnoidond lobe ~ (t) n. ............. .,.._........,. . .,...., .. __ ._...,.,....__ 
l,!!J Req111m for "dftcutoa 
The ~ICalion ollhe declaration by the expodel' OD dae 
front 4 dUa form il ft!CIUII&ed (•) 
------~----------~--------··--......... ..., ...., 
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~I ...... of Yeilllc:adoll. 
Veriration arried ou1 ahowt that (') 
o =t'lftftlll ~ paftkulan ~'"" in thi• rum. ~ .. 
0 dail baa don IIOC lnl'ft the ll'q\rift'mml1 ,., to M'C'II· _., .... authentici•y·(..e ......u •PI .. w.) 
------~--~-------~ ---------19--c .......... , 
...... 
........... 101' th coap1et1oa ollorm EUL ~· 
1. A fonn EUR.2 may be mMie out only for pods which la~.,... country fulfil the condit6onl ip'rifk'CI by the pn•,·i\it~~tt 
govrmileg tht- trade reftm!d to in box J. These provillonl must be studied careluUy brlole &he form is C'ftlftpl<iC'd. 
- . 
2. Jn the caw nf a consi,'11ment by parul pottt 1~ export« auac.hn die fonn to the dispatth DOlt>. In the• rn.;.e• uf • rnll.,i,;um•'lH t.y 
k:tter IJC.tSt ht' enclmcs the fonn in a package. Thl' mm!IK'e •EUR-2' and the aerial number of the fonn sltWidbfor.tatt-dct~•ll~t•<-u .. trlftla 
green latwl declaration Cl or on the customs declaration CJICP'J. u appropriate. 
3. These in1~ti0111do not exempt theexpo.ur fronlcomplyiaswith.., atherfamaalitiearequired by CW1kJm1 orpowal ~latic"" 
4. Aa exporter who ....... ronn il oblipd to IUbmit CO dae ~ authorities any IUpportifts ~ which they IUY ""f&Nft• :u..t 
10 ~ to tmy laspecdoD by daeal oiW. accouftll aDd oldie ~ of maaulactuN ol the~ delcribal in box 11 ut tllia ~ 
•• 
t 
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FINAL ACT 
lhe Plenipotentiaries of the Council of the European Communities, 
and 
of the Federal Executive Council 
of the Socialist Federa\ Republic of Yugoslavia, 
meeting at on 
for the purpose of signing the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, con-
cerning trade and trade cooperation, have, on signing this Agreement, 
adopted the following joint declarations: 
1. Joint declaration on Protocol N° 1 and articles 8, 9 and 10 
2. Joint declaration on the Community arrangements applicable to imports 
of young male bovine animals intended for fattening originating in and 
coming from Yugoslavia 
3. Joint declaration concerning the zone established by the Agreements signed 
at OSIMO 
4. Joint declaration on article 29 of the Agreement 
5. Joint declaration on Protocol N° 2 
6. Declaration of intent by the Contracting Parties 
7. Joint declaration concerning cooperation and contacts between the Euro-
pean Parl~mentary Assembly and the representatives of the Assembly of 
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
8. Joint declaration on the presentation of the Agreement to GATT by the 
Community 
taken note of the following declarations: 
••• I • •. 
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1. Declaration by Yugoslavia on article 11 
2. Declaration by Yugoslavia concerning certain agricultural products 
3. Declaration by the Community on the Community arrangements applicable 
to imports of young male bovine animals intended for fattening, origi-
nating in and coming from Yugoslavia 
4. Declaration by the Community on the regional application of certain 
provisions of the Agreement 
5. Declaration by the Community on article 29 of Protocole N° 2 
6. Declaration by the Community on the generalized tariff preferences system 
and taken noreof the 
exchange of letters on the working and processing of certain textile 
products 
The declarations and the exchange of letters listed above are annexed to 
this Final Act. 
The Plenipotentiaries have agreed that the declarations and the exchange of 
letters shall be subjected in the same manner as the Interim Agreement to 
any procedures that may be necessary to ensure their validity. 
• 
•• 
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JOINT DECLARATION ON 
PROTOCOL No 1 AND ARTICLES 8, 9 and 10 
1• The Community and Yugoslavia agree that, should the date of entry into 
force of the Agreement not coincide with the beginning of the calendar 
year, the ceilings referred to in Protocol No 1 and the tariff quotas 
referred to in Articles 8, 9 and 10 will be applied pro rata temporis. 
2. They·further agree that, with effect from 1 July 1980 and for the products 
specified in paragraph 1 or currently covered by Regulations (EEC) N° 2787/79, 
2788/79 and 2894/79 as well as for products under surveiilance ceilings 
currently listed in Regulation (EEC) N° 2789/79, Formula A Origin Certificates 
shall be replaced by the EUR 1 certificates specified in Protocole N° 2 
annexed to this Agreement. 
3. Before the end of the year, the necessary consultations will take place 
in order to ensure th~ application of paragraph 2 from 1981. 
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JOINT DECLARATION 
on the Community arrangements applicable to imports 
of young male bovine ~imals intended for fattening 
origi1~ting in and coming from Yugoslavia. 
The Community and Yugoslavia agree that the suspension at 3o% of the 
total levy shall apply to a maximum number of head of young male bovine 
animals intended for fattening to be fixed annually by the Council of 
the European Communities in accordance with Council Regulation (EEC) 
No 805/68 of 27 June 1968. 
The Community and Yugoslavia agree in drawing up the estimate to follow 
the cooperation procedure set out below: 
1. Commission staff will collect information supplied by the Community 
Member States on their respective needs as regards animals for fattening. 
On the basis of this information and their own forecas~s, they will make 
an overall estimate of Community needs. 
2. This estimate will be communicated to the Yugoslav authorities. 
3. This will be followed as soon as possible by meetings between the 
competent Yugoslav authorities and Commission staff. 
The objectives of these meetings will be as follows: 
to have an exchange of views on the whole situation of the beef market 
in the Community and the forecasts for production and consumptionf 
• 
•• 
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- to enable both sides to analyse the data serving to estimate Community 
needs ~n respect of live animals for fattening; 
- to have an exchange of information on Yugoslavia's export opportunities. 
4• Following these meetings, the Commission will produce a draft ~stiw4te 
for transmission to the Council taking into account all the elements 
to emerge during the discussions which can be quantified on as realistic 
a basis as possible. 
The draft estimate given to the Council will be accompanied by a document 
reflecting the substance of the views expressed by the participants about 
Community needs and their export opportunities as regards the products in 
question. 
5· The estimate should be drawn up in such a w~ as to ensure regular 
supplies for the Community market and permit an increase in imports in 
proportion to the .increase in Community needs, taking into account 
the foreseeable eXpansion of the market. 
In the light of these considerations, it is expected that the annual 
level of imports of animals for fattening under the estimate will show a 
tendency to rise over a period of several years as Community needs 
increase. 
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JOINT D:&:LARATION CONCERNING THE ZONE ESTABLISHED BY THE AGRmfENTS 
SIGNED AT OSIMO 
Recognizing the importance of the development of the free zone 
established by the Agreements signed at Osimo on 20 November 1975, the 
Contracting Parties reaffirm their intention to devote the greatest 
possible attention to the applicatio~ of the provisions of the Agreement 
which relate to the development of the said zone. 
To that end, they consider it indispensable that, in addition to the 
particular need to develop cooperation schemes designed to encourage invest-
ment in the free zone, trade incentives should be introduced to the full 
extent compatible with the Agreement. 
Accordingly, they are agreed that products manufactured in the zon~ 
shall be accorded the most favourable and stable import arrangements posPible. 
For this reason they consider it necessar.y to exempt such products from any 
measures they may adopt under Article 7, Article 16 or Protocol n° 1. Given 
the objectives to be attained, if tariff ceilings are introduced, the Joint Commis-
sion will have to accord special treatment to products ~:hich have obtained 
originating status in the zone, and hence set such ceilings at a level which 
ensures that the products in question actually benefit under the special 
arrangemePts adopted, without compromising the aim of avoiding market disruption. 
In addition, in connection with the application of Article 7, or Article 16 
of the Agreement, the Contracting Parties shall endeavour to determine 
conditions which will encourage the marketing of products manufactured in the 
zone. 
• 
f 
•• 
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JOINT DECLARATICE CE ARTICLE 29 OF THE AGRmmNT 
The Contracting Parties agree that the Joint Commission should 
lay down as soon as possible whatever procedures may be neeessar,y to 
establish that the products referred to in Article 29 obtained originating 
status in the zone created by the Agreements signed at Osimo, to take account 
inter alia of the development of the said sone. 
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JOINT DECLARATION ON PROTOCOL N° 2 
With regard to Yugoslavia, the term "customs authorities" used 
in Protocol N° 2 shall also cover public authorities in Yugoslavia which 
are entitled to issue, endorse and inspect movement certificates EUR.1 
and, where appropriate, verify the authenticity of forms EUR.2. 
• 
•• 
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DECLARATICfi <F INTmT BY THE CONTRACTING PARTIF.S 
1. Both parties stipulate that the application of the AKreement entailA 
. j • 
their undertaking to encourage, wherever possible anld in line with the level 
i 
of development of their respective economies, favourable consideration of their 
mutual trade, economic and fi~cial interests. 
I 
2. Th~ have agreed to lay befo~e the Jo~nt Commi~sion each year for 
review the measures taken by both sides pursuant to ~~ph 1 and provisionP 
" relating to the special arrangements ·•bodied in the ~eement. 
\ 
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JOINT DECLARATION 
The Contractinq Parties have agreed to contribute to the continuation 
of the cooperation and contacts established between the European Parliamentary 
Assembly and the representatives of the Assembly of the Socialist Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia. 
• 
- 131 -
•• 
JOINT lECLARATION ON 
THE PRESENTATION OF THE AGREEMENT TO GATT BY THE COMMUNITY 
The Contracting Parties to the Agreement will consult when the provisions 
of the Agreement that relate to trade are presented and examined under GATT. 
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DECLARATION BY YUGOSLAVIA 
ON ARTIClE 11 
Yugoslavia undertakes to ensure that the level of its exports of 
products defined in Annex C to the Agreement shall in no case exceed the 
volwne indicated in Article 11 (2) (e), in the market situ:1.tion referred to 
therein. 
• 
•• 
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DECLARATIOO BY. YUGOSLAVIA CONCERNING CERTAIN AGRICULTURAL PRODJCTS 
Bearing in mind the importance of its agricultural exports to the Community 
market and the unsatisfactory trend of those exports, Yugoslavia has emphasized 
its interest in fresh and preserved fruit and vegetabl~ preserved pigmeat, 
sheepmeat, wine and tobacco. It will lay this matter before the Joint Commis-
sion in order to seek appropriate solutions in oonfonnity with the aims of the 
Cooperation Agreement. 
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DECLARATION BY THE COMMUNITY 
on the Communit~ arrangements applicable to imports of young 
male bovine animals intended for fattening, originating in 
and coming from Yugoslavia 
The Community undertakes, for the duration of the Agreement and in 
respect of a quantity to be determined in accordance with the procedure 
agreed in the relevant joint declaration, to limit to 3o% of the total 
levy the amount of the levy applicable to imports of young male bovine 
animals intended for fattening of a live weight per head of 300 kg or 
less falling within subheading 01.02 A II ex b) originating in and 
coming from Yugoslavia. 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
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DECLAR.4'1'10l~ BY THE CQI'.~T·iUl~ITY OH Tl-':E REGIOlU~.L APPLICATION o:F' CERTAIN 
PRCVI SI OHS OF 'rHE AGREEI,;Eln 
The Community declares that the application of any measures it may take 
under Articles 22 and 25 of the Agreement, in accordance with the 
procedure and a:rr?...Il[.;C:Inel<i~- r:eJ~ out i.n Article:~ t.4 and 25, anc under Article 27, 
rr<\) be lir.rLt€!d to on~·· of itR ree,;ions b;r virtue of r:ommunit,y rules • 
- 1.56 -
DECLARATION BY THE COMMUNITY 0~ A~T!CLE 29 Of PROTOCOL N° 2 
In the interests of avoiding wherever possible distortions between the 
arrangements it applies to its trading partners, and with reference to Article 29 
of Protocol n° 2, the Community reserves the right during the lifetime of the 
Agreement to submit for examination by the Joint Commission the possibility 
of intro9.ucing measures excluding in respect of worked products the reintroduction 
of customs duties or the grant of exemption from customs duties in any form 
whatsoever. 
•• 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
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DOOLARATI<Il BY THE CCM.ruNITY ON THE GENERALIZED 
. . 
TARIFF PRE~~~~NCES SYSTEM 
1. The Community declares that this Agreement shall not affect the inclusion 
of Yugoslavia in the list of beneficiary· ~ountries under the Community's Reheme 
of generalized tariff preferences. 
2. Paragraph 1 will apply in a.eeordanee with the relevant provisions ofthis 
AgreEment • 
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EXCHANGE OF LETTERS 
on the working and processing of certain textile products 
Sir, 
I have the honour to dral..- your attention to the follol-Ting: 
The Cornmw1ity reserves the right to adopt provisions relating to working 
and processing operations on textile products where such operations m~ be 
carried out only subject to authorization; such provisions vlill replace 
those currently in force in certain I<iember States of. the Community. 
At that time the Com."DUJ1i ty will endeavour to maintain the trade flows 
established '1-:i th Yugoslavia hitherto. 
I should be grateful if you would acknov~ledge receipt of this letter. 
Please accept, Sjr, the assurance of my highest consjderation. 
Head of the Delegation of 
the European Economic Community 
• 
• 
• 
... 
• 
• 
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In your letter of today' s date you informed me as follows 
"I have the honour to dral'f your attention to the following 
The Community reserves the right to adopt provisions relating to 
working and processing operations on textile products where such operation~ 
may be carried out only subject to a~thorization; such provisions will replace 
those currently in force in certain Member States of the Community. 
At this time the Community will endeavour to maintain the trade flowr-
established with Yugoslavia hitherto. 
I should be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this letter." 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of~ highest consideration. 
Head of the Delegation. of the 
Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia 
•• 
• P A R T I I 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
PROPOSAL FOR A 
COUNCIL REGULATION CEEC) 
concluding the Interim Protocol between the European Economic 
Community and the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia on 
the advance implementation of Protocol N° 2 to the Cooperation 
Agreement. 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 235 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament, 
Whereas, pending the entry into force of the Cooperation Agreement signed in 
Belgrade on 2 April 1980, 
the Interim Agreement between the European Economic Community and the Socialist 
Federative Republic of Yugoslavia on trade and commerci~l cooperation, signed 
in on , has been concluded; 
Whereas, pending the entry into force of the Cooperation Agreement, it is 
necessary to conclude the Interim Protocol between The European Economic 
Community and the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugo~l~via on the advance 
implementation of Protocol N° 2 to the Cooperation Agreement, signed in 
on 
• • I •• 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
The Interim Protocol between the European Economic Community and the 
Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia on the advance implementation of 
Protocol N° 2 to the Cooperation Agreement and the declaration annexed to 
the Final Act are hereby approved on behalf of the Community. 
The texts of the Interim Protocol and of the Final Act are annexed to this 
Regulation. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council shall carry out, on behalf of the Community, the 
notification procedure provided for in Article 16 of the Interim Protocol. (1) 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety 
and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, For the Council, 
The President 
(1) The date of entry into force will be published in the Official Journal 
of the European Communities. 
• 
• 
• 
•• 
INTERIM PROTOCOL 
between the European Economic Community and the Socialist 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia,on the advance 
implementation of Protocol No 2 
mthe Cooperation Agreement 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
of the one part, and 
THE FEDERAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL OF THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA, 
of the other part, 
Whereas a Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Commur.ity 
and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was signed in Belgrade 
~ on 2 April 1980; 
• 
Whereas an Interim Agreement between the Eur·opean Economic Community and 
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia on trade and commercial co-
operation was signed on in 
Whereas the object of the Cooperation Agreement is to promote the develop-
ment and diversification of economic, financial and trade cooperation between 
the Parties and to contribute to the attainment of the objectives of the 
Agreements signed at Osimo on 10 November 1975 by the Italian Republic and 
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and in particular the objectives 
contained in the Protocol on the free zone and in the Agreement on the oro-
motion of economic cooperation between the two countries; 
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Whereas to that end it is necessary to implement as speedily as possible, 
by means of an Interim Protocol , the provisions of Protocol N° 2 to the 
Cooperation Agreement, relating to financial cooperation; 
Whereas it is necessary to ensure that, pending the entry into force of 
the Cooperation Agreement and the establishment of the Cooperation Council, 
the Joint CommisSbn set up by the trade Agreement and provided for by the 
Interim Agreement on trade and commercial cooperation can exercise the 
powers assigned by the Cooperation Agreement to the Cooperation Council 
with regard to financial cooperation, which are required in order to imple-
ment this Protocol , 
HAVE DECIDED to conclude this Protocol_, and to this end have designated 
as their Plenipotentiaries: 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES: 
THE FEDERAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL OF 
THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA: 
•• 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
• 
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Article 1 
The Collllllunity shall participate, within the framework of financial 
cooperation, in the financing of projects designed to contribute to the 
economic development of Yugoslavia and of mutual interest to the Socialist 
• I 
P8deral Republic of Yugoslavia and the Community. 
Article 2 
1. For the purposes specified in Article 1 1 and for a oeriod of five 
years from the date of entry into force of ·this Protocol " an 
aggregate amount of 200 million European units of account (EUA> may be 
committed in the form of loans from the European Investment Bank, herein-
after called 'the Bank', granted from its own resources. 
2. The amount fixed in paragraph 1 shall be used to part-finance 
specific capital projeCts aulllitted to the Bank by banks or orga.nisf.Ltions 
of associated labour having their seat in Yugoslavia • 
3· Projects shall be uamined for eligibility and loans sranted in 
accordance with the detailed rules, conditions and procedures laid down 
by the Bank's Statute. 
Article 3 
1. The amounts to be coaitted each year pursuant to Article 2 shall be 
distributed as evenly aa puGRi'ble throughout the period of' application of.this 
Protocol .~ring the initial period of appUcation,how~ver,a proportionately 
higher amount may, within reasonable limits, be oowaitted • 
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2. Any funds not committed by the end of the period referred to in 
Article 2(1) may be used, until exhausted. In that event the funds 
shall be used under the same conditions as provided for in this 
Protocol. 
Article 4 
Loans granted by the Bank shall be subject to terms as to duration 
established on the basis of the economic and financial characteristics 
of projects; the interest rate shall be that applied by the Bank at 
the time of signature of each loan contract. 
Article 5 
Aid contributed by the Bank for the execution of pro~ects may take the form 
of cofinancing· in which, in_particular, Yugoslav banks and the credit bodies 
and institutions of Member States or of third States, or international finance 
organizations, would take part. 
Article 6 
Organizations of asPociated labour established in accordance with Yugoslav 
law, whether or not including the participation of foreign investors in the 
fonn of a joint venture, shall have accesr-; on equal tenns to the financing 
earmarked.for financial cooperation. 
., 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
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Article 7 
The execution, management and maintenance of projects financed within 
the framework of financial cooperation between the Socialist Federal Republic 
of Yugoslavia and the :eJuropean Economic Community shall be the responsi-
bi-lity of the beneficiaries referred to in Article 2 (2). 
The Bank shall ensure that its financial aid is expended in accordance 
with the agreed allocations and under optimum economic conditions. 
Article 8 
1. Participation in tendering procedures and other procedures for the award of 
contracts shall be in accordance with the Bank's nonnal practice. 
2. Yugoslavia shall apply to contracts awarded for the execution of 
projects financed within the framework of financial cooperation fiscal 
and customs arrangements at least as favourable as those applied in 
respect of other international organizations. 
Article 9 
Yugoslavia shall take the necessary measures to ensure that interest 
and all other payments due to the Bank in respect of loans granted in 
the context of financial cooperation are exempted from any taxes or levies 
impooed by the federal authori tie~, the republic~, the autonomous -provinces 
or the communal authorities. 
Article 10 
Where a loan is accorded to a beneficiaryreferred to in Article 2 (2), 
the provision of a guarantee by the Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia may be required by the Bank as a condition of the grant of 
the loan • 
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Article 11 
Throughout the duration of the loans accorded pursuant to this P~otocol, 
Yugoslavia shall undertake to take all necessary measures, in conformity 
with its national legislation, to make avalable to debtors enjoying such 
loans and to guarantors of the loans the foreign currency necessary for 
the payment of interest, commission and other charges and repayment of the 
principal. 
Article 12 
The results of financial cooperation may be examined within the Joint Com-
missionprovided for in Article 31 of the Interim Agreement between the Euro-
pean Economic Community and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia on 
trade and commercial cooperation, until the Cooperation Council provided for 
in Article 48 of the Cooperation Agreement is established. 
Article 13 
The declaration contained in the Final Act shall form an integral part of 
this . Protocol. 
Article 14 
This Protocol shall apply, on the orehand, to the territories in which 
the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community is applied 
and under the conditions laid down in that Treaty and, on the other hand, 
to the territory of Yugoslavia. 
•• 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
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Article 15 
This Protocol is drawn up in duplicate in the Danish, Dutch, English, 
French, German, Italian and Serbo- Croat languages, each of these texts 
being equally authentic. 
Article 16 
1. This Protocol shall be subject to approval in accordance with the 
Contracting Parties' own procedures; the Contracting Parties shall notify 
each other that the procedures necessary to this end have been completed. 
2. This Protocol shall enter into force on the first day of the second 
month following the date on which the notifications provided for in para-
graph 1 have been given. 
It shall be applicable until the entry into force of the Cooperation 
Agreement signed the 2 April 1980 and, at the latest until 30 June 1985. 
Til bekraeftelse heraf har undertegnede befulmaegtigede underskrevet 
denne interimsprotokol. 
Zu Urkund dessen haben die unterzeichneten Bevollmachtigten ihre Unterschrif-
ten unter dieses Interimsprotokoll gesetz. 
In witness whereof, the ·undersigned Plenipotentiaries have affixed their 
signatures below this Interim Prot~col. 
En foi de quoi, les plenipotentiaires soussignes ont appose leurs signatures 
au bas du present protocole interimaire • 
- 8-
In fede di che, i plenipotenziari sottoscritti hanna apposto le lora firme 
in calce al presente protocollo provvisorio. 
Ten blijke waarvan de ondergetekende gevolmachtigden hun handtekening onder 
deze Interimsprotocol hebben gesteldt. 
•• 
.. 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
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FINAL ACT 
THE PLENIPOTENTIARIES OF THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
and 
OF THE FEDERAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 
OF THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA 
meeting at on 
for the purpose of signing the Interim Protocol between the European 
Economic Community and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, 
relating to the anticipated implementation of Protocol N° 2 of the Co-
operation Agreement, have, on signing this Protocol , taken note of: 
- the declaration by the Community on the Unit of Account referred to 
in Article 2 of the Protocol 
This declaration is annexed to this final act. 
The Plenipotentiaries have agreed that the declaration snall be subjected 
in t~e same manner as the Interim Protocol to any procedures that may be 
necessary to ensure its validity • 
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DECLAHA'l'IOl; BY THE cmJJ?JIHTY ON THE UNIT OF ACCOUNT REFERRED TO 
IN ARTICLE 2 OF THE PROTOCOL 
'I'he unit of account used to express the amounts specified in Article 2 
of ti':e Protocol is defined as the sum of the follovling runounts in the 
currcncie.:; of the Member States of the Community: 
Gcrn:r1n mark 
Pound sterling 
French franc 
It:JJ iru1 lire::. 
Dutch euildcr 
Belt;lu.n franc 
Luxembourg frunc 
Dor:.ich kz·onc 
rr.;.~'!1. pound 
0,828 
0,0885 
1,15 
10) 
0,286 
3,66 
0,14 
0,217 
0,00759 
Th(; vu.l u.c of the unit of accvunt in any bi ven currerlCy is equal to the 
e(;.ui.valent in thnt currency of the sum of the amounts of currency referred 
. . 
to in the fir::.t pc:.r;;.gr·aph. It is calculated by the C01nrnission usin& daily 
ma.rl::et excha1:Ge rater.:. 
The dc:dly value:::: of tht~ U."li t of accour.t in the varj our-.: national currer:cieo 
are m<,.:lc avuilaU.c every d8Jr and are published periodically in the Official 
Joun1al of the European Comn:.uni tieG. 
• 
• 
•• 
P A R T I I I 
COMMISSION 
OF THE 
~ur~ G 1n~,~~ COMMUNITIES 
.... ---- .. ------- .. -- .... -........ -- ... --- .. , --- ......... -.. --------------------------
Su1.,,if'ct E:xchn.nr;c of lC'ttcl'f! on the minute::-: of the negotiationn for the 
i ntcrim Ar,rccmcnt _between the European Economic Community and 
the Sociali~t Fedcr~l Republic of Yugoslavia, concerning t~de 
and trade cooperation. 
Madam, 
At the negotiations between the Community and Yugoslavia for 
the conclusion of an interim Agreement concerning trade and trade cooperation 
the two delegations agreed to enter the following d~clarations into the 
minutes of the negotiations : 
- Declaration by the Community on bovine meat; 
- Declaration by the Community concerning article 16 of the 
Agreement; 
the text of which is given in the Annex to this exchange of letters. 
I should be obliged if you would confirm that your delegation is 
in.agreement with the contents of these declarations. 
Please accept, Madam 
Mrs. Milica ZIBERNA 
Deputy federal Secretary 
for external trade 
Head of the Delegation of the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
Roy DENMAN 
Director general 
Head of the Community Delegation 
SubjPct 
Sir, 
Exchanp;c; of letter:-; on tho minutcr. of the ru:r:otj nti on:-~ for th~ 
interim Ap;reemcnt bet\<:nen the Imropean F.conomic Community nnd 
the Socialir.t Fedor.'ll Hcpublic of Yupor.lr~.vj n, conc~rninr~ tmdc 
and trade cooperation. 
In yonr letter of 14 apri1 19R0 you infonncd me ar. follo~v;-
"At the negotiati onr; bet1r1cen the Community and Yur.or:l:tvi.n. for 
the conclucion of an interim Agreement concerninp; trade and trade coonr.r::ttion 
the t\iO del egat:i.onn agreed to enter the following declar.q,ti onr. into thr; 
minutes of the negotiations : 
Declaration by the Community on bovine meat; 
Declaration by the Community concerning article 16 of the 
Agreement; 
the text of which is given in the Annex to this exchange of letters. 
I should be obliged if you would confi nn that your delegation is 
in agreement with the contents of ther:e declarations." 
I have the honour to confirm that my delegation is in agreement 
with the foregoing. 
Please accept, Sir , the assurance of my highest oonsiderationG 
Milica ZIBERNA 
Deputy federal Secre~ry for 
external trade 
Head of the Delegation of the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
Sir Roy DENMAN 
Director general 
Head of the Community Delegation 
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Declaration by the Community to be entered 
in the minutes of the negotiations 
For the purposes of management of the Community market in bovine meat, the 
Community will consider favourably, after appropriate contacts with the 
Yugo~lav authorities, whether the conditions for fixing a levy on the 
specific basis provided for in Article 10(3) of Regulation (EEC) N° 805/68 
are fulfilled. 
•• 
• 
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Declaration by the Community concerning article 16 of the 
0 • 
Agreement to be entered in the minutes of the negotiations 
On the occasion of the review by theJoint Commission, pursuant to 
Article 16 (4> of the Agreement, of the measures taken by Yugoslavia 
under that Article, the Community will take into consideration the 
provisions for the progressive elimination of the said measures during 
their lifetime as fixed by Yugoslavia on the basis of the criteria 
set out in paragraph 2 of the abovementioned Article 16. 
• 
P A R T IV 
• 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) 
on the safeguard measures provided for in the Cooperation Agree-
ment and the Interim Agreement concerning trade and commercial cooper-
ation between the European Economic Community and the Socialist 
Federative Republic of Yugoslavia 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Articles 43 and 113 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament, 
Whereas a Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia, hereinafter referred 
to as "the Cooperation Agreement", was signed on 2 April 1980 and an 
Interim Agreement concerning trade and commerciaL cooperation, hereinafter re-
ferred to as "the Interim Agreement", was concluded on , 
Whereas for the purpose of implementing the safeguard clauses and pre-
cautionary measures provided for in Articles 35 to 38 and 55 of the Cooperation 
Agreement and in Articles 22 to 25 and 36 of the Interim Agreement, detailed 
rules should be Laid down for the application of Community Regulations, in 
particular Council Regulation (EEC) N° 926/79 of 8 May 1979 on common rules 
for imports1and Council Regulation (EEC) N° 3017/79 of 20 December 1979 on 
protection against dumped or subsidized imports from countries not members 
2 
of the European Community, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
1oJ No L 131, 29.5.1979, p.15 
2oJ No L 339, 31.12.1979, p.1. 
• •• I • •• 
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Article 1 
In cases liable to lay the Community open to safe-
guard measures on the basis of Article 38 of the Cooperation Agree-
ment and Article 25 of the Interim Agreement, the Commission shall 
on its own initiative or at the request of a Member State, collect the neces-
sary information and, where necessary, take or proposethat the .council take, 
the appropriate measures. 
Article 2 
In the case of dumping or subsidies liable to warrant the application by 
Community of the measures provided for .. in Article 35 _of the. Cooperati~n Agree-
ment and Article 22 of the Interim Agreement, the introduction of anti-
dumping or countervailing duties shall be decided upon in accordance with 
the procedure and detailed rules laid down in Regulation (EEC) N° 3017/79. 
Article 3 
In cases l i~hle to warrant the application by the Community of 
the measures provided for in Articles 36 and 55 of the Cooperation Agree-
ment and Articles 23 and 36 of the Interim Agreement, appropriate safeguard 
measures may, on the conditions laid down in those Articles, be adopted by 
the Council in accordance with the procedure and detailed rules laid down 
in Regulation (EEC) N° 926/79 and in particular Article ,3 thereof, 
In urgent cases and subjecttothe·conditions laiddown inArticle36ofthe 
Cooperation Agreement and Article 23 of the Interim Agreement: 
- the Commission may adopt the appropriate safeguard measures in 
accordance with the procedure and detailed rules laid down in 
Regulation (EEC) N° 926/79, and in particular Article 12 
thereof, 
•• • I ••• 
• 
• 
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any Member State may take . interim safeguard measures in 
conformity with the procedure described in Article 14 
of Regulation (EEC) N° 926/79. 
Article 4 
1. This Regulation shall not preclude the application of Regulations on 
the common organization of agricultural markets or of Community or national 
administrative provisions resulting therefrom or of the special Regulations 
adopted under Article 235 of the Treaty for processed agricultural products; 
it shall apply in addition thereto. 
2. However, the second indent of the second paragraph of Article 3 
shall not apply to products covered by such Regulations. 
Article 5 
The Commission shall notify the Cooperation Council and the Joint 
Commission as said down in Article 38 of the Cooperation Agreement and 
Article 25 of the Interim Agreement. 
Article 6 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President 
RECOMMENDATION 
FOR A 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) 
on the conclusion of the Cooperation Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Socialist Federa 
Republic of Yugoslavia 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
naving regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to the recommendation from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament, 
Whereas, it is necessary to conclude the Cooperation Agreement between 
the European Economic Community and the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugo-
slawia signed in Belgrade on 2 April 1980, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia and the declarations.and 
exchanges of letlers annexed to the Final Act are hereby 
approved on behalf of the Community. 
The texts of the Cooperation Agreement and of the Final Act are 
annexed to this Regulation. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council shall carry out the notification 
procedure provided for in Article 63 of the Agreement (1). 
. •• I ••. 
(1) The date of entry into force of the Agreement shall be published 
in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
• 
• • 
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Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its enterety and 
directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President 

